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Abstract

In this thesis semi-smooth Newton methods and boundary element methods are developed
and analyzed for the solution of contact problems in linear elasticity of Yukawa type and
of quasistatic contact problems. First we consider the 2-D Signorini contact problem in
linear elasticity of Yukawa type with Coulomb friction. This is approximated by a se-
quence of contact problems with given friction known as Tresca problems. This leads to
a constrained non-differentiable minimization problem where the solvability is in general
problematic. But, by utilizing the Fenchel duality theory,the dual formulation in terms
of contact stresses turns out to be a quadratic optimizationproblem with a smooth func-
tional. The regularization of the dual problem motivated bythe augmented Lagrangian
is suitable for the application of the generalized Newton method. Applying the boundary
integral equation method, the problem is reduced to the boundary curve. The correspond-
ing boundary integral equations are approximated by using aGalerkin method with the
help of B-splines on the boundary curve (BEM). This yields analgebraic system of linear
equations involving dense matrices but which are partly circulant. The associated entries
of circulant matrices are computed explicitly and efficiently. Additionally, the circulant
block structure enables us to develop some preconditioningmatrices for the iterative so-
lution of the linear systems at each Newton step. The methodsare carried over to the
Coulomb friction problem by means of a fixed point approach. Second, the above methods
are extended to a discrete quasistatic contact problem. In particular, the analysis of the
algorithm is presented and some numerical examples, which show a remarkable efficiency
and reliability of the semi-smooth Newton method, are given.
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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden Newton–Methoden mit Randelementmethoden für Kontaktpro-
bleme mit Reibung in der linearen Elastizität und für quasistatische Kontaktprobleme ent-
wickelt und analysiert.

Zuerst werden zweidimensionale Signorini–Kontaktprobleme der linearen Elastizitäts-
theorie vom Yukawa–Typ mit Coulomb–Reibung betrachtet. Diese werden durch eine
Folge von Kontaktproblemen mit gegebener Reibung, bekanntals Tresca–Probleme, ap-
proximiert. Dies führt auf ein nicht differenzierbares Minimierungsproblem mit Neben-
bedingungen, wobei die Lösbarkeit im allgemeinen problematisch ist. Aber unter Ver-
wendung der Fenchel–Dualitätstheorie stellt sich die duale Formulierung mittels Kon-
taktspannungen als ein quadratisches Optimierungsproblem mit einem glatten Funktio-
nal heraus. Die Regularisierung des dualen Problems, motiviert durch das Konzept des
augmentierten Lagrange–Funktionals, ist geeignet für dieAnwendung der verallgemei-
nerten Newton–Methode. Durch den Einsatz der Randelementmethode wird das Problem
auf die Randkurve reduziert. Die entsprechenden Randintegralgleichungen werden mittels
einer Galerkin–Methode mit B–Splines auf der Randkurve approximiert. Dies führt auf
ein lineares Gleichungssystem vollbesetzter Matrizen, welche jedoch teilweise zirkulant
sind. Die Einträge der zirkulanten Matrizen werden explizit und effizient berechnet. Zu-
sätzlich ermöglicht die zirkulante Blockstruktur die Entwicklung von Vorkonditionierern
zur effizienten iterativen Lösung der linearen Gleichungssysteme jedes Newton–Schritts.
Die Methoden werden mittels einer Fixpunktiteration auf Probleme mit Coulomb–Reibung
übertragen.

Weiters werden die beschriebenen Methoden für ein diskretes quasistatisches Kontaktpro-
blem erweitert. Insbesondere werden die Analyse des Algorithmus und einige numerische
Beispiele, welche eine beachtliche Effizienz und Zuverlässigkeit der verallgemeinerten
Newton–Methode zeigen, präsentiert.
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Table of symbols

The notations, the mathematical symbols and some common abbreviations used through-
out this thesis are listed below.

Symbol Definition
Z ≡ set of integers,
Z+ ≡ set of positive integers,
R ≡ set of real numbers,
R ≡ R∪{−∞,+∞},
Ω ≡ open set inRd, d = 2,3
Ω ≡ closure of the setΩ
Γ := ∂Ω ≡ boundary ofΩ,
d ≡ dimension of the domain
ΓD ≡ Dirichlet’s boundary,
ΓN ≡ Neumann’s boundary,
ΓC ≡ possible contact boundary,
n ≡ unit outer normal toΓ,
IA ≡ indicator function of a setA,
f ∗ ≡ convex conjugate function off ,
∂ f (x) ≡ set of subgradients atx,
∂ (.)

∂x
≡ partial derivative of(.),

α ≡ (α1, ...,αn),
|α| ≡ α1 + ...+αn andαi ∈ Z+,

Dα ≡ ∂ |α|

∂xα1
1 ...∂xαn

n
,

|.| ≡ Euclidean norm,
‖ · ‖X ≡ the norm in the spaceX,
(., .)X ≡ the inner product in the spaceX,
a(., .) ≡ bilinear form,
〈., .〉 ≡ duality pairing,
∇ , grad ≡ gradient,
div ≡ divergence,
△ ≡ Laplacian,
u ≡ unknown function,
u̇, ü ≡ first and second time derivative ofu,
u ≡ displacement field,

11



12 Table of Symbols

u0, u1 ≡ prescribed initial data foru andu̇,
ut ≡ tangential displacement,
un ≡ normal displacement,
η(u) ≡ strain tensor,
ε(u) ≡ linearized strain tensor,
τ(u) ≡ first Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor,
σ(u) ≡ Cauchy stress tensor,
σt(u) ≡ tangential stress,
σn(u) ≡ normal stress,
λ ≡ Lagrange multiplier,
λ , µ ≡ Lamé moduli,
ν ≡ Poisson ratio,
E ≡ Young modulus,
E := 0.57721566... ≡ Euler-Mascheroni constant,
g ≡ given friction,
gD ≡ prescribed Dirichlet datum,
gN ≡ prescribed Neumann datum,
δ0(.) ≡ Dirac delta,
U∗(x,y) ≡ fundamental solution,
x,y ≡ points in global coordinates,
V ≡ single layer operator,
K ≡ double layer operator,
K′ ≡ adjoint double layer operator,
D ≡ hypersingular integral operator,
N0, N1 ≡ Newton potentials,
S ≡ Steklov-Poincaré operator,
S̃ ≡ approximate Steklov-Poincaré operator,
S̃h ≡ Galerkin discretization of̃S,
Vh ≡ Galerkin discretization of the single layer operator,
Kh ≡ Galerkin discretization of the double layer operator,
Dh ≡ Galerkin discretization of the hypersingular operator,
Mh ≡ mass matrix,
φ ( j) ≡ B-spline of orderj,

H
j
N := Span(φ ( j)

1 , ...,φ ( j)
N ) ≡ N-dimensional subspace of one-periodic functions,

In ≡ modified Bessel function of first kind,
Kn ≡ modified Bessel function of second kind,
Ai j ≡ boundary integral operator,
M(.) ≡ Günter derivative of(.),
A−1 ≡ inverse ofA,
A⊤ ≡ transpose ofA,
trA ≡ trace ofA,
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A[i, j] ≡ entry(i, j) of matrixA,
F ≡ the friction coefficient,
F ≡ Fourier transform,
F , Q ≡ matrix of the discrete Fourier transform,
F∗ ≡ complex conjugate of the discrete Fourier transformF,
meas(.) ≡ positive measure of(.),
C ≡ tensor of elastic moduli,
f (x, t) ≡ body force,
sn ≡ surface force,
tl := lδ t ≡ time point on time grid,
δ t ≡ size of time step,
h ≡ mesh size,
ρ ≡ mass density,
R ≡ radius of the domain,
d ≡ the gap between the rigid foundation and the body,
a ·b ≡ scalar product of vectorsa andb,
a×b ≡ cross product of vectorsa andb,
a⊗b ≡ tensor product of vectorsa andb,
i.e. ≡ that is,
a.e. ≡ almost everywhere,
e.g. ≡ example given.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Contact problems are abundant in daily life and play a very important role in engineering
structures and systems, for example in the design of machines and metal forming etc. This
motivates the development of a comprehensive wellposed mathematical theory based on
fundamental physical principles and numerical algorithmsthat can predict reliably and
efficiently the evolution of the contact process in different situations and under various
conditions.

Numerous studies deal with the widespread Coulomb frictionlaw introduced in the eigh-
teenth century which takes into account the possibility of slip and stick on the contact
area. This model is generally coupled with a contact law, andvery often one considers
the Signorini contact condition. Although simple in its formulation, the Coulomb friction
law shows great mathematical difficulties which have not permit a complete understand-
ing of the model yet. In the simple case of elastostatics onlyexistence results for a small
friction coefficient have been obtained, see, e.g. [27, 62, 85], as well as some examples of
nonuniqueness of solutions for large friction coefficients[44,45].

In the quasistatic case, that is when the inertial forces canbe neglected, the first result
was proved by Andersson in [5] by using an incremental approach with the contact law
described by the normal compliance. Cocu, Pratt and Raous [21] proved the existence of
a solution for a nonlocal friction law. Andersson in [7], andRocca and Cocu in [95, 96]
extended this result to the Signorini contact condition with local friction law. A simi-
lar result was obtained in [22] by considering friction and adhesion. Eck, Steinbach and
Wendland [30] obtained the existence of solutions for the Signorini contact condition and
a local friction law by using a symmetric boundary element formulation combined with a
penalty method and a regularization technique.

The dynamic case, that is when the inertial terms are considered, a certain viscous damp-
ing of the material is needed in order to establish existenceresults for a general multi-
dimensional domain [30]. The unique solvability for a viscoelastic material with normal
compliance was proved in [55,82]. The existence of solutions for a frictional problem with
normal compliance for a viscoplastic material can be found in [74]; and for the friction-
less case in [9], and when wear is considered on the contacting surfaces in [76]. Further,
when the Signorini contact condition and the nonlocal friction law are considered, the exis-
tence for the viscoelastic material is established in [20,73]. A recent substantial regularity
result for dynamic frictionless contact problems with normal compliance was obtained
in [77, 78]. Eck in [29], Jarušek in [63] and Kuttler in [75] discussed the solvability for
a viscoelastic material where the Signorini contact conditions were given in terms of the

15



16 1 Introduction

displacement velocity. But, this model turns out to be realistic only for a short time in-
terval and for a vanishing initial gap between the body’s boundary and the obstacle. This
obviously limits the applicability of these results to various types of problems. However,
very often mathematicians and engineers used the normal compliance contact condition as
regularization or approximation of the Signorini contact condition, which is an idealization
and describes a perfectly rigid surface. The Signorini condition is easy to write and math-
ematically elegant, but seems not to describe well the real contact. Indeed, this leads to
low regularity on the solutions for a dynamic viscoelastic material [29], and makes proving
unique solvability almost impossible [73]. Therefore, theexistence of solutions for purely
elastodynamic contact problems (hyperbolic problems) coupled with a Signorini contact
condition in the displacement and the local Coulomb friction law up to now is still an open
problem. However, few recent results for the frictionless case can be found in [13,14].

Hence, in this work we first consider the contact problem in linear elastostatics of Yukawa
type. This is a static contact problem obtained after an implicit time discretization of the
contact problem in linear elastodynamics. For the sake of mathematical completeness we
utilize the Signorini contact condition together with the local Coulomb friction law. Note
that this problem is inherently nonlinear making the modeling, analysis and numerical re-
alization truly challenging. Moreover, a closed form of solutions is up to now not known.
Therefore, fast and reliable numerical techniques for the derivation of approximate solu-
tions are extremely important.

In literature the mostly used numerical methods to determine approximate solutions are the
finite element methods (FEM). With respect to the variational formulation of the problem
in appropriate function spaces, approximate solutions aresearched in finite dimensional
subspaces. The main idea consists to decompose the computational domain into finite sub-
domains called finite elements, on which finite dimensional subspaces are defined and in
which solutions are approximated by polynomials. This leads in general to algebraic sys-
tems of equations involving sparse matrices which can enable the application of efficient
tools [71, 98]. But, the accuracy of approximate solutions on the boundary curve requires
a very fine mesh or a higher order of polynomials on the boundary which leads to a higher
number of degrees of freedom.

An alternative approach to determine numerical solutions of contact problems can be the
boundary element methods (BEM) [30] which are especially suitable since the nonlineari-
ties of the problem appear only on the boundaries of the contacting bodies. The main idea
is to transform equivalently by using the Green formula the domain variational equation to
a boundary variational equation with a symmetric representation of the Steklov-Poincaré
operator. This operator maps a given boundary displacementto the corresponding bound-
ary stress of the solution of the homogeneous elasticity equations and which can be ex-
pressed in terms of suitable boundary integral operators. In comparison to finite element
methods in which the whole computational domain needs to be discretized, for the bound-
ary integral formulation one needs to discretize only the boundary surface of the considered
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domain. The discretized problem turns out to be an algebraicsystem of equations having
fully dense, but symmetric and positive definite matrices. This symmetry property can
enable the application of efficient iterative processes to determine the solutions.

In this thesis a coupling strategy of a boundary integral formulation with a semi-smooth
Newton method is developed and analyzed for contact problems. Related approaches can
be found in the work by Kunisch and Stadler [71] for the contact problem or in [47,58–61]
for applications to optimal control and obstacle problems.The approach we take here con-
sists to write the problem as a sequence of contact problems with given friction known as
Tresca problem. The variational formulation of the Tresca problem results into a varia-
tional inequality of second kind, see, e.g., [29, 35, 67, 68]. This leads to a minimization
problem with a non-differentiable functional which can be problematic. The Fenchel du-
ality theory [31] enables us to transform the non-differentiable problem (primal problem)
into a constrained optimization problem of a smooth functional (dual problem). We ad-
ditionally derive the extremality conditions which characterize solutions of the dual and
primal problems. But due to the lack of regularity of the underlying function space, a
regularization technique inspired from the augmented Lagrangian enables us to work in
an adequate function space setting where a superlinear convergence of the infinite dimen-
sional version of a generalized Newton method can be obtained [71,98]. The methods are
carried over to the Coulomb friction problems by means of a fixed point approach. Second,
the above theories are extended to discrete quasistatic contact problems.

This work is organized as follows:

• The frequently used results are provided in chapter 2.

• In chapter 3 we first present the mathematical model for an elastic body undergoing
small deformations. Secondly, we derive the contact condition and friction law for
the contact between an elastic body and a rigid foundation, and present an implicit
time discretization of the problem.

• In chapter 4 and chapter 5, the boundary integral formulation of the scalar Yukawa
problem and the linear elastostatic problem of Yukawa type are presented and ana-
lyzed respectively.

• In chapter 6, the two-dimensional contact problem in linear elasticity of Yukawa type
is investigated and the boundary integral formulation of the problem is established.
Generalized Newton methods for the solution of Tresca problems are analyzed, the
results of this problem are combined with a fixed point approach to determine the
solutions of the Coulomb friction problem. Finally, the boundary element (BEM)
discretization is presented.

• In chapter 7, a quasistatic contact problem is considered,the existence proof by
means of a penalty method is shown, and the coupling strategyof a boundary integral
formulation with a semi-smooth Newton method is developed and analyzed for the
determination of its approximate solutions.
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• In chapter 8, some numerical results are presented. Firstly, numerical examples
for a non-homogeneous Dirichlet problem, a mixed Yukawa problem, and a non-
homogeneous Dirichlet elasticity problem of Yukawa type are considered and results
of boundary element approximations are presented. These results confirm the theo-
retical error estimates. Secondly, a numerical example of contact problem without
friction is investigated, and a superlinear convergence and the monotone behavior
of the semi-smooth Newton algorithm are observed. Similar results are obtained
for numerical examples of a Tresca problem. The combined semi-smooth Newton
method with a fixed point algorithm is successfully tested for the Coulomb problem.
The above algorithms are successfully extended to a discrete quasistatic problem.

• We end with some conclusions and comments on open problems and future work.



2 PRELIMINARIES

The goal of this chapter is to present some results and definitions that are relevant for the
mathematical formulation and the analysis of contact problems in linear elasticity. These
results are essentially from convex analysis, functional analysis, generalized derivatives
in function spaces, and circulant matrices. The results we present in this chapter will
be recalled in subsequent chapters at appropriate time and in a more elaborated form as
needed.

2.1 Function spaces

The use of function spaces is essential for the mathematicalformulation of contact prob-
lems. In this section we confine our attention only to their definitions and describe some
aspects of them which are sufficient for the understanding ofthe solution of the prob-
lems. For detailed investigations on their properties we refer the reader to the books by
Adams [2], Lions and Magenes [80], Duvaut and Lions [25], Hsiao and Wendland [53],
and McLean [83].

2.1.1 Sobolev spaces in the domain

Definition 2.1. Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2,3) be an open set, let m be a nonnegative integer,
and let1≤ p≤ ∞. The Sobolev space Wmp (Ω) is defined by

Wm
p (Ω) := {v∈ Lp(Ω) : Dαv∈ Lp(Ω), for |α| ≤ m},

whereα = (α1, ...,αd) ∈Zd
+, |α|= α1+ ...+αd, and Dαu(x) :=

∂ |α|

∂xα1
1 ....∂xαd

d

u(x) are the

distributional partial derivatives.

TheSobolev space Wmp (Ω) is equipped with the following norm

‖u‖Wm
p (Ω) :=






(

∑
|α|≤m

‖Dαu‖p
Lp(Ω)

)1/p

if 1 ≤ p < ∞,

max
|α|≤m

‖Dαu‖L∞(Ω) if p = ∞.

19



20 2 Preliminaries

Remark 2.1. For p = 2 the Sobolev space Wm2 (Ω) is a Hilbert space endowed with the
inner product

(u,v)m := ∑
|α|≤m

∫

Ω

Dαu(x)Dαv(x)dx,

see [2, p. 61].

Now and onward we considerp = 2. The above definition of Hilbert spaces can be ex-
tended for arbitrarys> 0.

Definition 2.2. Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2,3) be an open set, let s:= m+δ with m∈ Z+ and
δ ∈ (0,1). The Sobolev space Ws2(Ω) defined by

Ws
2(Ω) := {v∈Wm

2 (Ω) : |Dαv|δ ,Ω < ∞, for |α| = m},

where

|v|δ ,Ω :=




∫

Ω

∫

Ω

|v(x)−v(y)|2
|x−y|d+2δ dxdy




1/2

,

is a Hilbert space endowed with the inner product

(u,v)Ws
2(Ω) := (u,v)Wm

2 (Ω) + ∑
|α|=m

∫

Ω

∫

Ω

(Dαu(x)−Dαu(y))(Dαv(x)−Dαv(y))

|x−y|d+2δ dxdy,

and with the associated norm

‖u‖Ws
2(Ω) :=



‖u‖2
Wm

2 (Ω) + ∑
|α|=m

∫

Ω

∫

Ω

|Dαu(x)−Dαu(y)|2
|x−y|d+2δ dxdy




1/2

,

known as Sobolev-Slobodeckii norm, see [100] and references in there.

Next we introduceSobolev spaces Hs(Ω) which can be equivalent to the aboveSobolev
spaces Ws

2(Ω) under some regularity assumptions onΩ. To this end let us first introduce
the spaceS(Rd) of rapidly decreasing functions.

Definition 2.3.

S(Rd) := { f ∈C∞(Rd) : sup
x∈Rd

|xβ Dα f (x)| < ∞, for all multi-indicesα and β}.
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Further, we setS∗(Rd) the space of tempered distributions or the space of continuous linear
maps defined onS(Rd), see [2, p. 251]. By using the Fourier transform

Fu(ξ ) := û(ξ ) =
∫

Rd

e−i2πx·ξ u(x)dx

for u∈ L1(R
d), we define theSobolev space Hs(Rd) for s∈ R as follows

Hs(Rd) := {u∈ S∗(Rd) : (1+ |ξ |2)s/2û(ξ ) ∈ L2(R
d)},

see [25, p. 42]. We have thenWs
2(Rd) = Hs(Rd) for all s∈ R, see [100, Theorem 2.14].

We can define theSobolev spaces Hs(Ω) as follows.

Definition 2.4. Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2,3) be an open and bounded set, and let s∈ R, then

Hs(Ω) := {v = ṽ|Ω : ṽ∈ Hs(Rd)},

equipped with the norm

‖v‖Hs(Ω) := inf
ṽ∈Hs(Rd),ṽ|Ω=v

‖ṽ‖Hs(Rd).

In addition,

H̃s(Ω) := C∞
0 (Ω)

‖.‖Hs(Rd) ,

Hs
0(Ω) := C∞

0 (Ω)
‖.‖Hs(Ω).

Furthermore, for Lipschitz domains we have the following relations betweenSobolev
spaces.

Theorem 2.1.Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2,3) be a Lipschitz domain. For s≥ 0 we have

Ws
2(Ω) = Hs(Ω),

H̃s(Ω) ⊂ Hs
0(Ω),

H̃s(Ω) = Hs
0(Ω) for s /∈

{
1
2
,
3
2
,
5
2
, ...

}
.

Moreover,H̃s(Ω) = [H−s(Ω)]∗, Hs(Ω) = [H̃−s(Ω)]∗ for all s∈ R.

Proof. see [100, p. 33].

An important property ofSobolev spacesis that they can be embedded in several other
spaces. Moreover, these embeddings are sometimes compact.The most important one is
the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem.
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Theorem 2.2. (Rellich-Kondrachov) Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2,3) be a Lipschitz domain and
let m∈ Z+. Then there hold the following compact embeddings

Hm(Ω) →֒ H j(Ω) for j ≤ m,

Hm
0 (Ω) →֒ H j

0(Ω) for j ≤ m,

Hm(Ω) →֒C j(Ω) for m≥ d
2

+ j.

Proof. See [2, Theorem 6.2].

See [80, Corollary 9.1] for an almost similar result fors∈ R ands > 0. But there the
embedding is only continuous.

2.1.2 Sobolev spaces on the boundary

In this section we assume thatΩ ⊂ Rd (d = 2,3) is at least a Lipschitz domain and further
we setΓ := ∂Ω to be its boundary.
The spacesL2(Γ) andHs(Γ) for s∈ (0,1) are defined respectively as the closure of the set
C0(Γ) as follows

L2(Γ) := C0(Γ)
‖.‖L2(Γ)

,

Hs(Γ) := C0(Γ)
‖.‖Hs(Γ)

.

In addition, the spacesL2(Γ) andHs(Γ) for s∈ (0,1) are Hilbert spaces endowed with the
inner products

(u,v)L2(Γ) :=
∫

Γ

u(x)v(x)dsx,

(u,v)Hs(Γ) := (u,v)L2(Γ) +

∫

Γ

∫

Γ

[u(x)−u(y)][v(x)−v(y)]

|x−y|d−1+2s dsxdsy

respectively, and the associated norms are defined by

‖u‖L2(Γ) :=




∫

Γ

|u(x)|2dsx




1/2

,

‖u‖Hs(Γ) :=



‖u‖2
L2(Γ) +

∫

Γ

∫

Γ

|u(x)−u(y)|2
|x−y|d−1+2s dsxdsy




1/2
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respectively.‖.‖Hs(Γ) is theSobolev-Slobodeckiinorm, see [53, p. 172]. The above defi-
nitions for theSobolev spaceson the boundary can also be extended for the case ofs> 1,
but this requires stronger regularity assumptions for the boundary, which is more than the
Lipschitz property, for example of classCm,k with s≤ m+ k, see, e.g. [53]. Fors < 0
the Sobolev spaces Hs(Γ) are defined as the dual spaces ofH−s(Γ) with respect to the
L2(Γ)-inner product, that is

Hs(Γ) := [H−s(Γ)]∗,

with the associated norm given by

‖t‖Hs(Γ) := sup
06=v∈H−s(Γ)

|〈t,v〉Γ|
‖v‖H−s(Γ)

.

Let Γ0 be an open subset of a sufficient smooth boundaryΓ := ∂Ω. Fors≥ 0 we introduce
the followingSobolev spaces

Hs(Γ0) := {v = ṽ|Γ0 : ṽ ∈ Hs(Γ)},
H̃s(Γ0) := {v = ṽ|Γ0 : ṽ ∈ Hs(Γ),suppṽ ⊂ Γ0},

where the norm
‖v‖Hs(Γ0) := inf

ṽ∈Hs(Γ):ṽ|Γ0=v
‖ṽ‖Hs(Γ).

Fors< 0 the aboveSobolev spacesare defined by duality as follows

Hs(Γ0) := [H̃−s(Γ0)]
∗, H̃s(Γ0) := [H−s(Γ0)]

∗.

If we assume that the boundaryΓ is closed and piecewise smooth, i.e.

Γ = ∪J
i=1Γi , Γi ∩Γ j = /0 for i 6= j,

then fors> 0 theSobolev space Hspw(Γ) is defined by

Hs
pw(Γ) := {v ∈ L2(Γ) : v|Γi ∈ Hs(Γi), i = 1, ...,J}

with the norm

‖v‖Hs
pw(Γ) :=

(
J

∑
i=1

‖v|Γi‖2
Hs(Γi)

)1/2

,

while for s< 0 we have

Hs
pw(Γ) :=

J

∏
i=1

H̃s(Γi)

with the associated norm

‖v‖Hs
pw(Γ) :=

J

∑
i=1

‖v|Γi‖H̃s(Γi)
.

Further we have the following result.

Lemma 2.1. If w ∈ Hs
pw(Γ) for s< 0 then‖w‖Hs(Γ) ≤ ‖w‖Hs

pw(Γ).

Proof. See [100, Lemma 2.20].
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Trace theorem

To solve partial differential equations it is necessary to have boundary values, butSobolev
spacesare in general subspaces ofLp in which boundary values make no sense. However,
for Sobolev spaceshaving higher oder it is possible to define the boundary values, (see e.g.
Theorem 2.2).

Theorem 2.3. Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2,3) be an open and bounded domain. The interior
trace operatorγ int

0 : C∞(Ω) →C∞(Γ) is defined by

γ int
0 u := u|Γ.

If Ω is of class Ck−1,1, γ int
0 is then extended by continuity to a continuous linear mapping

γ int
0 : Hs(Ω) → Hs−1/2(Γ) for

1
2

< s≤ k.

Moreover, this extension is surjective and has a continuousright inverse mapping

E : Hs−1/2(Γ) → Hs(Ω).

Proof. See [80, Theorem 9.4].

If Ω is bounded and Lipschitz, that isk = 1, the above result remains then valid for
s∈ (1

2, 3
2), see [100, Theorem 2.21].

Remark 2.2. As a consequence of the surjectivity we have

‖g‖Hs(Γ),γ0
:= inf

v∈Hs+1/2(Ω),γ int
0 v=g

‖v‖Hs+1/2(Ω) for s∈ (0,1).

In what follows we are going to define suitableSobolev spacesto represent trace operators
on the contact boundary. Since the variables are ofd-dimensional type, we define the
Sobolev space

H1(Ω) :=
d

∏
j=1

H1(Ω).

In a similar way we defineL2(Ω), H
1
2 (Γ), etc. We introduce

V := {v ∈ H1(Ω) : γ int
0 v = 0 on ΓD}

as the set of admissible deformations, whereΓD ⊂ Γ denotes the set with given Dirichlet
data. Let us denote byΣ := int(Γ \ΓD) the interior ofΓ \ΓD, by ΓC ⊂ Σ the nonempty
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open region of a possible contact, and byΓN := int(Σ \ΓC) the set with given Neumann

conditions. Note that if the trace operator is considered fromV toH
1
2 (Σ) it is not surjective.

To avoid this inconvenience, let us assume thatΓC ⊂ Σ, and that∂ΓC, ∂Σ ⊂ Γ are smooth
and let us define a closed subspace ofH

1
2(Σ) by

H
1
2
00(Σ) := {ξ ∈ L2(Σ) : ∃v ∈ V,γ int

0 v|Σ = ξ} = H̃
1/2

(Σ).

For an equivalent way to defineH
1
2
00(Σ), see [25, 67]. In addition, we suppose that the

boundaryΓ is more regular, that is of classC1,1. Then a unit outward normal vector
to Γ, n = (n1, ...,nd)

⊤ exists almost everywhere onΓ and is Lipschitz continuous, see

[67, Theorem 5.4]. As a consequence we can decompose an element of H
1
2
00(Σ) into normal

and tangential components, which enable us to define the surjective, continuous and linear
normal trace operator

γN : V → H
1
2
00(Σ)

by γNv := (γ int
0 v)⊤n := vn, and the corresponding tangential trace operator

γT : V → H
1
2
T00(Σ) := {v ∈ H

1
2
00(Σ) : γNv = 0}

by γTv := v−(γNv)n := vt , which is also linear, continuous and surjective, see [67, p. 88].
SinceΓC ⊂ Σ is smooth, we have

H
1
2(ΓC) := {v = ṽ|ΓC : ṽ ∈ H

1
2
00(Σ)}.

Therefore, the trace operators on the contact boundaryΓC are defined as the restriction of
mappingsγN andγT on ΓC as follows

γNc := γN|ΓC : V → H
1
2(ΓC),

γTc := γT |ΓC : V → H
1
2
T(ΓC) := {v ∈ H

1
2(ΓC) : γNcv = 0},

which are also linear, continuous and surjective. In the sequel, if no confusion occurs, we
will set γNcv := vn andγTcv := vt . On the other hand, since we are also interested in time-
dependent problems, the following is a short overview on thespaces of time-dependent
functions.

2.1.3 Spaces of time-dependent functions

Let X be a Banach space andX∗ its topological dual, and letT be a positive number.
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Definition 2.5. Let m= 0,1,2, ..., and let v(k) be the kth derivative with respect to t. The
Banach space Cm([0,T],X) is defined by

Cm([0,T],X) := {v : [0,T] → X : v(k) is continuous from[0,T] to X for k≤ m}.

The Banach spaceCm([0,T],X) is equipped with the norm

‖v‖Cm([0,T],X) :=
m

∑
k=0

max
0≤t≤T

‖v(k)(t)‖X.

Definition 2.6. For 1 ≤ p < ∞, Lp(0,T;X) is the space of all measurable functions v
from [0,T] to X for which




T∫

0

‖v(t)‖p
Xdt




1/p

< ∞.

For 1≤ p < ∞, Lp(0,T;X) is a Banach space equipped with the norm

‖v‖Lp(0,T;X) :=




T∫

0

‖v(t)‖p
Xdt




1/p

.

Remark 2.3.

(i) For p = ∞, the space L∞(0,T;X) is the set of all measurable functions v from[0,T]
to X that are essentially bounded. Moreover, L∞(0,T;X) is also a Banach space
equipped with the following norm

‖v‖L∞(0,T;X) := ess sup
0≤t≤T

‖v(t)‖X.

(ii) For 1 < p < ∞, the topological dual space of Lp(0,T;X) is defined by

[Lp(0,T;X)]∗ = Lq(0,T;X∗) with
1
p

+
1
q

= 1.

Definition 2.7. For m≥ 0 integer, the Banach space Hm(0,T;X) is defined by

Hm(0,T;X) := { f ∈ L2(0,T;X) : f (i) ∈ L2(0,T;X), i ≤ m},

where f(i) :=
∂ i

∂ t i f are partial derivatives with respect to t.
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The Banach spaceHm(0,T;X) is equipped with the norm

‖ f‖Hm(0,T ;X) =

(
m

∑
i=0

‖ f (i)‖2
L2(0,T;X)

) 1
2

.

Remark 2.4. If X is a Hilbert space with inner product(., .)X, then, see [40]:

(i) L2(0,T;X) is a Hilbert space with the inner product

(u,v)L2(0,T;X) =

T∫

0

(u(t),v(t))Xdt.

(ii) Also Hm(0,T;X) is a Hilbert space equipped with the following inner product

(u,v)Hm(0,T;X) =

T∫

0

m

∑
i=0

(u(i)(t),v(i)(t))Xdt.

We also have the following embedding result.

Theorem 2.4. The embedding H1(0,T;X) →֒ C([0,T];X) is continuous, that is there
exists a constant c> 0 such that

‖v‖C([0,T];X) ≤ c‖v‖H1(0,T;X) for all v ∈ H1(0,T;X).

Proof. See [40].

As a consequence of the above result, for v∈ H1(0,T;X), v(0) is understood in the sense
of the embeddingH1(0,T;X) →֒C([0,T];X).

2.2 Convex analysis and duality theory

In this section we present some results from convex analysisand duality theory that will be
used in the following chapters. We first define convex sets andconvex functions, state the
orthogonal projection onto convex sets and its characterization. Further, we define convex
conjugate functions and the subdifferential of a convex function. We end this section with
the Fenchel duality theorem. For more detailed informations regarding this section we
refer the reader to the following books [11,31,40,68].
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2.2.1 Convex sets and convex functions

Let X be a given Banach and reflexive space (Hilbert space), andX∗ its topological dual
space.

Definition 2.8.

(a) Let K be a subset of X. K is said to be convex if for any x, y∈ K and for any
θ ∈ (0,1), θx+(1−θ)y∈ K.

(b) Consider a function f: X → R ,
(

R = R∪{−∞,∞}
)

. f is called a convex function

if (and only if)

f ((1−θ)x1+θx2) ≤ (1−θ) f (x1)+θ f (x2) for all x1,x2 ∈ X andθ ∈ (0,1).

2.2.2 Projections onto convex sets

Let H be a Hilbert space and letK ⊂ H be a nonempty, closed and convex set. Then there
exists a unique mappingP : H → K such that

‖v−Pv‖H := inf
u∈K

‖v−u‖H for all v ∈ H.

The mappingP is called the orthogonal projection ofH ontoK. Furtheremore, the well-
known characterization ofP is given by:

Theorem 2.5.The mapping P is characterized by: for all v∈ H

〈v−Pv,u−Pv〉H×H ≤ 0 for all u ∈ K.

In addition, for all v1,v2 ∈ H the following holds:

‖Pv1−Pv2‖H ≤ ‖v1−v2‖H .

Proof. See [11, p. 79] or [68, p. 9].
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2.2.3 Convex conjugate functions and the subdifferential

We start this paragraph by recalling some useful definitions. Let us consider a function
f : X → R.

Definition 2.9.

(a) The set defined by
dom( f ) = {x∈ X : f (x) < ∞}

is called the effective domain of f .

(b) The function f is said to be proper if dom( f ) 6= /0 and f(x) > −∞ for all x ∈ X.

(c) f is said to be lower semi-continuous (l.s.c) at x0 if and only if f(x0) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

f (xn)

holds for any sequence(xn), xn ∈ X, satisfyinglim
n→∞

xn = x0.

(d) f is said to be weakly lower semi-continuous (weakly l.s.c) at x0 if and only if
f (x0) ≤ lim inf

n→∞
f (xn) holds for any sequence(xn), xn ∈ X, satisfying xn ⇀ x0 as

n→ ∞.

Note that xn ⇀ x0 means that xn → x0 weakly.

Theorem 2.6. Let f : X → R be a convex functional. If f is lower semi-continuous
(l.s.c), then f is weakly lower semi-continuous.

Proof. See [40].

Definition 2.10. A function g: X → [0,∞] is called a gauge if

(i) g(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ X,

(ii) g(0) = 0,

(iii) g is convex, positively homogeneous, and lower semi-continuous.

Definition 2.11. Let A⊂ X. The indicator function IA of the set A is defined by

IA(x) =

{
0 if x ∈ A,
∞ if x /∈ A.

Further, we define the conjugate of a convex function.

Definition 2.12. Let f : X → R be a convex functional, and let X∗ be the topological
dual of X. The convex conjugate function f∗ : X∗ → R is defined by

f ∗(x∗) = sup
x∈X

{〈x∗,x〉− f (x)}.
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Convex conjugate functions are useful tools in optimization problems. In general, these
functions permit to derive the so-called dual problems for given optimization problems,
which often allow to gain a deeper insight into the problem structure, see [11, 31]. In
addition, the convex conjugate function is closely relatedto the subdifferential of a convex
function, which will be given in the next step.

Definition 2.13. Let f : X → R be a proper and convex function, then x∗ ∈ X∗ is said to
be a subgradient of f at x∈ dom( f ) if

f (y)− f (x) ≥ 〈x∗,y−x〉 for all y ∈ X.

Moreover, the set of all the subgradients of f at x is called subdifferential and denoted by
∂ f (x), where

∂ f (x) = {x∗ ∈ X∗ : f (y)− f (x) ≥ 〈x∗,y−x〉 for all y ∈ X}.

Note that f is subdifferentiable atx if ∂ f (x) 6= /0. Moreover, the set∂ f (x) is convex and
closed, see [31, p.21]. Iff ∈ C1(Rd) and convex, then∂ f (x) = ∇ f (x) for all x ∈ Rd.
Conversely, if f is continuous, finite and the set∂ f (x) has only one element atx then
f ∈C1(Rd), see [31, p.22].
We now have a direct consequence of the above definition, thatis the role of subdifferen-
tiation in optimization problems:

f (x) = min
y∈X

f (y) if and only if 0∈ ∂ f (x).

Lemma 2.2. Let X be a Banach and reflexive space and let the mapping g: X → [0,∞]
be a gauge. Then its convex conjugate g∗ : X∗ → [0,∞] is defined by

g∗(x∗) =

{
0 if x∗ ∈ ∂g(0),
∞ else.

Proof. See [40, Lemma 4.2].

Further, we derive the dual formulation of an optimization problem and state the Fenchel
duality theorem that characterizes the relation between the primal and dual problem.
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2.2.4 Fenchel duality theory

In this section we present the Fenchel duality theory in general Banach spaces. For the
detailed proof of our statement we refer the reader to the famous text book by Ekeland and
Témam [31].

Let X andY be Banach spaces and letX∗ andY∗ be their topological duals respectively.
Furthermore, letΛ be a linear and bounded mapping fromX to Y and let f : X → R,
g : Y → R, be convex, proper and lower semi-continuous. Let us now consider the follow-
ing optimization problem, the so-called primal problem

(P) inf
x∈X

[ f (x)+g(Λx)].

The corresponding dual problem to(P) is defined by

(P∗) sup
y∗∈Y∗

[− f ∗(−Λ′y∗)−g∗(y∗)],

where f ∗ : X∗ → R andg∗ : Y∗ → R denote the convex conjugates off andg respectively,
while Λ′ ∈ L(Y∗,X∗) is the adjoint operator toΛ, see, e.g. [11, p.11] or [31, p.59].

Theorem 2.7. Let us assume that X is a reflexive Banach space and that there exists
x0 ∈ X such that f(x0) < ∞ and g(Λx0) < ∞, and g is continuous atΛx0. Furthermore, we
suppose that f(x)+g(Λx) → ∞ for ‖x‖ → ∞. Then the problems(P) and(P∗) admit (at
least) one solution and

inf
x∈X

[ f (x)+g(Λx)] = sup
y∗∈Y∗

[− f ∗(−Λ′y∗)−g∗(y∗)].

Proof. See [11, p.11] or [31, Theorem 4.2].

The next result states the extremality conditions that relate solutions of the primal and the
dual problems.

Theorem 2.8. If (P) and(P∗) admit solutions and if

inf
x∈X

[ f (x)+g(Λx)] = sup
y∗∈Y∗

[− f ∗(−Λ′y∗)−g∗(y∗)], (2.1)

and this number is finite, then all solutionsx of(P) and all solutionsy∗ of (P∗) are related
by the so-called extremality conditions

−Λ′y∗ ∈ ∂ f (x),

(2.2)

y∗ ∈ ∂g(Λx).

Conversely, ifx∈ X andy∗ ∈Y∗ satisfy (2.2), thenx is a solution of(P), andy∗ a solution
of (P∗) and (2.1) holds.
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Proof. See [31, Proposition 2.4 ].

2.3 Generalized differentiability in function spaces

In this section we present a summary of some useful results about the Newton differen-
tiability in Banach spaces that will be essential for the methods and analysis developed in
the sequel. In the next paragraph we comment about the methods, further, we give some
definitions and some important theorems.

2.3.1 Semi-smooth Newton methods

The application of semi-smooth Newton methods for non-differentiable operators in finite
dimensions have been studied for decades [32, 33, 88, 90, 91]. Recently, that concept was
developed in infinite dimension spaces (Banach spaces), see, e.g., [17,47,70,101]. We will
prefer in this work instead of the terminology “slant differentiability in the neighborhood”
as used in [17,47] the name “Newton differentiability” as in[101]. It is shown in [47] that
the primal-dual active set strategy can be interpreted as a certain application of the semi-
smooth Newton method to nonlinear complementarity functions. The primal-dual active
set strategy has been successfully applied to optimal control problems, see [46,58,60], and
more recently to contact and Signorini problems [48,54,61,71,98,99].

2.3.2 Definition and properties

In this section we define the Newton differentiability as presented in [47] and derive
some inherent results relevant to our work. LetX, Y and Z be Banach spaces and let
F : D ⊂ X →Y be a nonlinear mapping withD an open domain.

Definition 2.14. The mapping F is said Newton differentiable on the open set U⊂ D if
there exists a mapping G: U →L(X,Z) such that

lim
h→0

1
‖h‖‖F(x+h)−F(x)−G(x+h)h‖ = 0 for all x ∈U.

The mappingG is called a generalized derivative. Moreover,G is not uniquely defined,
see, e.g. [17]. We now introduce the Newton derivative of certain functions that will be
frequently used in this work. To this end letX be a space of real functions defined onΩ
or Γ and let max(0,y) and min(0,y) be the pointwise max- and min-operators respectively.
As candidates for the Newton derivatives we introduce

Gmax(y)(x) =

{
1 if y(x) ≥ 0,
0 if y(x) < 0;

Gmin(y)(x) =

{
1 if y(x) ≤ 0,
0 if y(x) > 0.
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We then have the following result:

Theorem 2.9.The mappingsmax(0, .) : Lq(Ω)→ Lp(Ω) andmin(0, .) : Lq(Ω)→ Lp(Ω)
with 1≤ p < q < ∞ are Newton differentiable on Lq(Ω) with the generalized derivatives
Gmax and Gmin, respectively.

Proof. See [47].

Note that the above result holds forp < q. It is shown in [47] thatGmax andGmin can not
serve as generalized derivatives for max(0,y) and min(0,y) respectively ifp≥ q.

We now focus on the application of the iterative process for the generalized Newton meth-
ods to solve a possible nonsmooth equationF(x) = 0. Based on the above differentiability
concept, the solution of the problem is given by the following algorithm

xk+1 = xk−G(xk)−1F(xk), k≥ 0, (2.3)

whereG is a generalized derivative as defined above. The next theorem shows the super-
linear convergence of the above algorithm, that is

lim
k→∞

‖xk+1−x‖
‖xk−x‖ = 0,

wherex is the solution of the equationF(x) = 0. For the proof one can see [17,47].

Theorem 2.10.Let us assume thatx∈ D solves F(x) = 0 and that F is Newton differ-
entiable in an open neighborhood U ofx and that the set{‖G(x)−1‖ : x∈U} is bounded.
Then the Newton iteration (2.3) converges superlinear tox provided that‖x0−x‖ is suffi-
ciently small.

Next we turn to one useful chain rule for Newton differentiability which will be frequently
used in this work.

Theorem 2.11.(Chain rule) Let F1 : Y → X be an affine mapping with F1y := By+b,
B∈ L(Y,X), b∈ X, and let us assume that F: X → Z is Newton differentiable on the open
subset U⊂ D with generalized derivative G. If F−1

1 (U) is nonempty, then F◦F1 is Newton
differentiable on F−1

1 (U) with the generalized derivative given by G(By+b)B∈ L(Y,Z),
for y∈ F−1

1 (U).

Proof. See [59].
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2.4 Circulant matrices

A circulant matrix is a special kind of Toeplitz matrix [38].Circulant matrices can play an
important role in investigating the characteristics of discrete boundary integral operators.
In addition, it can also be of great interest for solving linear systems arising from the
Galerkin discretization of boundary integral equations. For reference purposes, we point
the reader to the elegant treatment given in [92–94] and the monograph [23] devoted to the
subject.

2.4.1 Definition and characteristics of circulant matrices

Definition 2.15. A matrix B∈ Rn×n with elements(bk,l ) is called a circulant matrix if

bk+1,l+1 = bk,l for k, l = 1, ...,n−1,

bk+1,1 = bk,n for k = 1, ...,n−1.

It is clear that every circulant matrix is determined uniquely by its first row (or first column)
unambiguously.

Remark 2.5. The n×n-matrix

J =





0 1 0 ... 0
0 0 1 ... 0
. . . ... .
. . . ... .
0 0 0 ... 1
1 0 0 ... 0





is the simplest circulant matrix and can be used to define the basis of circulant matrices.
Furthermore, we have

Jn = I , where I is the identity matrix.

From the above definition it is easy to show the following result.

Proposition 2.1. Every circulant matrix B can be represented as

B =
n

∑
l=1

b1l J
l−1. (2.4)
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The formula (2.4) makes easy the examination of the spectrumof the matrixB.

Lemma 2.3. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of J are given respectively by

wk = ei 2π
n (k−1), k = 1, ...,n,

f (k) =





w0
k

w1
k
.
.

wn−1
k




, k = 1, ...,n

with i2 = −1.

Proof. We havedet(J−wI) = (−1)nwn +(−1)n+1. Then the eigenvalues ofJ are thenth

roots of unity that are the complex solutions of the equation

wn = 1.

On the other hand, the eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalueswk are obtained by a
direct computation.

Definition 2.16. A matrix F = ( f (1), ..., f (n)) which columns are made from the eigen-
vectors f(k), k = 1, ...,n, is called the matrix of the discrete Fourier transform.

The matrixF is complex and symmetric (i.e.F = F⊤), and

FF∗ = F∗F = nI,

whereF∗ is the complex conjugate of the matrixF .

Proposition 2.2. Every circulant matrix B= (blk) can be written as follows

B = n−1FΛF∗

with
Λ = diag(λ1, ...,λn) = diag(Fb),

where(b11, ...,b1n) = b⊤ is the first row of the matrix B.

In addition, ifB is a symmetric and circulant matrix, we then obtain

B = n−1QΛQ,

whereQ= Re(F)+ Im(F) andΛ = diag(λ1, ...,λn), with Q2 = nI, see, e.g., [15,92]. Note
that a circulant matrixB is diagonalizable by the matrixF of the discrete Fourier transform.
In addition, ifB is invertible its inverse is then easily computed.
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2.4.2 Application of circulant matrices

Given a system of linear equations
Bx= r, (2.5)

whereB is a circulant square matrix of sizen andr = (r1, ..., rn)
⊤. We can write the system

of linear equations (2.5) as a circular convolution as follows

c∗x = r,

wherec is the first column of the circulant matrixB. Furthermore, the vectorsc, x and
r can be cyclically extended in each direction so that by usingthe results of the circular
convolution theorem, we can apply the discrete Fourier transform to transform the cyclic
convolution into a component-wise multiplication as follows

F(c∗x) := F(c)F(x) = F(r).

Hence,

x = F−1
(

F(r)
F(c)

)
.

This algorithm is much faster than the standard Gaussian elimination, especially if a Fast
Fourier transform is used [15,16,43,94].



3 CONTACT PROBLEMS IN LINEAR ELASTODYNAMICS AND
TIME DISCRETIZATION

In this chapter we introduce some basic equations that will be solved later by some appro-
priate numerical methods. Here we confine our attention basically on the linear elastody-
namics model problem with its static correspondence, the elastostatic system for the static
case and the contact problem in linear elastodynamics. Further, the governing equations
of the considered physical problems are derived under the assumption that the changes in
the state variable such as the displacement field and the strain tensor are infinitesimal in
such a way that the resulting equations are linear. Moreover, a Cartesian coordinate system
will be used for the spatial description. The chapter is organized as follows: In the first
section the governing equations of linear elastodynamics are derived. Several details as
kinematics and some balance laws are discussed. In the second and third section we derive
the Signorini contact condition and the Coulomb friction law respectively and present the
contact problem in linear elastodynamics. In section 4 we focus on the semi-discretization
of the contact problem.

3.1 Linear elastodynamics

In this section basic ideas for the derivation of the governing equations of linear elastody-
namics are summarized. Details of the derivation can be found in any textbook on the basic
theory of elasticity. Special treatment of the elastodynamics model problem is detailed in
the book by W. Han and D. Reddy [40] and [19,102] for the linearelasticity case.

Kinematics

Let us consider a homogeneous elastic body which occupies attime t = 0 a regionΩ ⊂ Rd

(d = 2,3) in its undeformed state (reference configuration). Subjected to dynamic forces
the body moves and deforms, so that at timet > 0 it occupies a new regionΩt, called the
current configuration, see Figure 3.1. Therefore, a material particle initially at positionx
will be located at positiony(t,x) at timet > 0 which is called the deformation.

37
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x
y(t,x)

u(t,x)

Ω Ωt

Figure 3.1: Undeformed and current configuration.

Obviously we havey(0,x) = x. Further,x∈ Ω is called the Lagrangian coordinate while
y∈ Ωt is the Eulerian coordinate.y can be written in component form as follows

yi = yi(t,x1, ...,xd), 1≤ i ≤ d for x∈ Ω and for t ∈ [0,T].

For further investigation we assumey to be differentiable, locally invertible and
orientation-preserving, that is the JacobianJ(t,x) satisfies

J(t,x) = det

(
∂yi

∂x j

)
(t,x) > 0 for all x∈ Ω, t ≥ 0. (3.1)

It can be suitable to introduce thedisplacementvectoru by

u(t,x) = y(t,x)−x

as the unknown primary variable. But this may not be enough todescribe the complete
deformation of the body, since it can not give any information about the deformation angle
of particles. Therefore, we introduce as new variable the so-calledstrain tensorwhich is
used to measure the deformation. To derive this quantity, let us consider a pointx∈ Ω and
let ∆x andδx be two vectors describing two fibers of material particles starting fromx.
The fiber∆x is mapped to the fiber∆y = y(t,x+∆x)−y(t,x) in Ωt. In the same way the
fiber δx corresponds to the fiberδy = y(t,x+δx)−y(t,x) in Ωt. Since we assumey to be
differentiable, a Taylor expansion ofy(t,x+∆x) in the neighborhood ofx yields

y(t,x+∆x) = y(t,x)+∇y∆x+o(|∆x|).

By using∇y = I +∇u(x), whereI is thed×d-identity tensor, one obtains

∆y = y(t,x+∆x)−y(t,x) = ∆x+∇u∆x+o(|∆x|).
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Likewise, we have

δy = y(t,x+δx)−y(t,x) = δx+∇uδx+o(|δx|).
Therefore,

∆y·δy−∆x·δx= (∇u∆x) ·δx+(∇uδx) ·∆x+(∇u∆x) · (∇uδx)+o(|∆x|2+ |δx|2). (3.2)

Let us set nowh = max{|∆x|, |δx|}, n = ∆x/h andm= δx/h; n andm are assumed to be
fixed vectors. Further, if we divide both sides of (3.2) byh2 and take the limit whenh→ 0
we then obtain

lim
h→0

∆y·δy−∆x·δx
h2 = 2n ·η(u) ·m, (3.3)

whereη is the strain tensorassociated to the displacement fieldu defined by

η(u) =
1
2
[∇u+(∇u)⊤ +(∇u)⊤∇u]. (3.4)

Notice that if the body deforms as rigid body∆y · δy− ∆x · δx = 0 which implies that
η(u) = 0 too. Moreover, under the assumption that the body undergoes infinitesimal de-
formations, that is the displacement gradient∇u is small enough, the nonlinear term in
(3.4) can be neglected and we obtain the so-calledlinearized strain tensordefined by

ε(u) =
1
2
[∇u+(∇u)⊤]. (3.5)

We now move to the investigation of the consequences of the applied forces on material
bodies. Let us setω to be an arbitrary subset ofΩ which is mapped toωt in Ωt , and let
us denote the mass density and the velocity byρ̃(t,y) and v(t,y) = ∂

∂ t y(t,x) = ∂
∂ t u(t,x)

respectively. Further, we consider the following balance laws.

Conservation of mass

The principle of conservation of mass is the postulate that the mass of a fixed set of particles
does not change in time, that is

∫

ωt

ρ̃(t,y)dy=

∫

ω

ρ̃(0,x)dx= constant for allt.

By using the Reynolds theorem one obtains

0 =
d
dt

∫

ωt

ρ̃(t,y)dy≡
∫

ωt

[
∂
∂ t

ρ̃(t,y)+divy (v(t,y)ρ̃(t,y))

]
dy for all ωt ,

which implies
∂
∂ t

ρ̃(t,y)+divy (v(t,y)ρ̃(t,y)) = 0 (3.6)

sinceωt is arbitrary. This is known as continuity equation.
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Balance of linear momentum

Let f̃ (t,y) andsn(t,y) be a volume force and the Cauchy stress vector respectively.The
postulate of balance of linear momentum is the statement that the rate of change of linear
momentum of a fixed mass of the body is equal to the sum of actingforces, that is

d
dt

∫

ωt

ρ̃(t,y)vi(t,y)dy =
∫

ωt

f̃i(t,y)dy+
∫

∂ωt

(sn)i(t,y)dsy for i = 1, ...,d.

By using the Reynolds theorem and the conservation of mass (3.6) one obtains
∫

ωt

ρ̃(t,y)
d
dt

vi(t,y)dy =

∫

ωt

f̃i(t,y)dy+

∫

∂ωt

(sn)i(t,y)dsy for i = 1, ...,d.

In addition, we havesn(t,y) = σ(t,y)ny, whereσ(t,y) andny denote the Cauchy stress
tensor and the unit outer normal vector to the boundary∂ωt respectively. Thus, by using
the Stokes theorem we obtain

∫

∂ωt

(sn)i(t,y)dsy =
∫

∂ωt

σi(t,y)nydsy =
∫

ωt

divy (σi(t,y))dy.

Taking this into the above equation one obtains

ρ̃(t,y)
d
dt

v(t,y) = f̃ (t,y)+divy (σ(t,y)) (3.7)

sinceωt is arbitrary.

Balance of angular momentum

The total moment acting onωt is equal to the rate of change of the angular momentum of
ωt given by

d
dt

∫

ωt

y× ρ̃(t,y)v(t,y)dy=

∫

ωt

y× f̃ (t,y)dy+

∫

∂ωt

y×sn(t,y)dsy. (3.8)

This implies that the Cauchy stress tensorσ(t,y) is symmetric, that is

σ(t,y) = [σ(t,y)]⊤. (3.9)

By using the first Piola transformation given by

τ(t,x) = J(t,x)σ(t,y)(Dx y)−⊤ = J(t,x)σ(t,y(t,x))(I +∇u)−⊤, (3.10)
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the equation of motion (3.7) can be rewritten in Lagrangian coordinates as follows

ρ(t,x)
∂ 2

∂ t2u(t,x) = f (t,x)+divx (τ(t,x)), (3.11)

where the volume force density

f (t,x) = J(t,x) f̃ (t,y) (3.12)

and the mass density
ρ(t,x) = J(t,x)ρ̃(t,y). (3.13)

Under the assumption that the body undergoes an infinitesimal deformation we have

σ(u) ≈ τ(u),

further the distinction between the current and reference configuration is ignored and the
equation of motion (3.11) takes the form

ρü(t,x)−div σ(u(t,x)) = f (t,x), (3.14)

where ü(t,x) :=
∂ 2

∂ t2u(t,x). The stress tensor is then given by the generalized Hooke’s

law
σ(u) = Cε(u), (3.15)

whereC is a fourth order tensor (independent of time) and satisfies the following symmetry
properties

Ci jkl = Cjikl = Ci jlk = Ckli j . (3.16)

In addition, we assumeC to be elliptic, that is

Ci jkl ξi j ξkl ≥ c0ξi j ξi j , (3.17)

where c0 is a positive constant andξ is any symmetric second order tensor
(ξi j = ξ ji ). If we assume the material to be homogeneous and isotropic (that is, its re-
sponse to a force does not depend of its orientation), the fourth order tensorC is then
defined by two parameters as follows

Ci jkl = λδi j δkl + µ(δikδ jl +δil δ jk), (3.18)

whereδi j is the Kronecker symbol, andλ andµ are the so-called Lamé constants. Hooke’s
law is then given as follows

σ(u) = λ (trε(u))I +2µε(u), (3.19)

wheretr() represents the trace of the tensor, andI thed×d -identity tensor. For further
investigation we assume the material to be not incompressible, and specify the dimension
of the spaced. For the three dimensional problem the Lamé constants are given by

λ =
Eν

(1+ν)(1−2ν)
and µ =

E
2(1+ν)

, (3.20)

whereE > 0 andν ∈ (0,1/2) denote the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio respec-
tively.
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Plane elasticity

To describe the two-dimensional elasticity problem there exists two different methods, the
plain strain approach and the plain stress approach. In the first approach the components
of the strain tensorei j (u,x) defined by

ei j (u,x) ≡ εi j =
1
2

(
∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)
(3.21)

depend only on the two first space coordinates(x1,x2) and all components in the third
direction vanish, that is

ei j (u,x1,x2,x3) = ei j (u,x1,x2) for i, j = 1,2,

ei3(u,x) = e3i(u,x) = 0 for i, j = 1,2,3.

In addition, Hooke’s law is given in this case by

σi j (u) = λδi j (e11(u)+e22(u))+2µei j (u) for i, j = 1,2,

σi3(u) = σ3i(u) = 0 for i, j = 1,2,

σ33(u) = λ (e11(u)+e22(u)),

whereλ andµ are the Lamé constants given in (3.20). In the second approach, the com-
ponentsσ11(u), σ12(u) andσ22(u) of the stress only depend on variablesx1 andx2 and
σ13(u) = σ23(u) = σ33(u) = 0. Applying Hooke’s law we obtain

e3i(u) = ei,3(u) = 0 for i = 1,2,

e33(u) = −ν
E

(σ11(u)+σ22(u)).

Additionally we have, see,e.g. [26,100]

σ11(u) =
E

(1+ν)(1−ν)
e11(u)+

Eν
(1+ν)(1−ν)

e22(u),

σ22(u) =
Eν

(1+ν)(1−ν)
e11(u)+

E
(1+ν)(1−ν)

e22(u),

σ12(u) =
E

(1+ν)
e12(u),

The initial boundary value problem of linear elasticity reads: Find the displacement field
u∈ Rd for (t,x) ∈ (0,T)×Ω such that
themotion equation

ρü(t,x)−div (σ(u(t,x))) = f (t,x) in (0,T)×Ω, (3.22)
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theelastic constitutive law
σ(u) = Cε(u) (3.23)

with thestrain-displacement

ε(u) =
1
2
(∇u+(∇u)⊤), (3.24)

theboundary conditions

u(t,x) = g
D
(t,x) on (0,T)×ΓD and σ(u(t,x))n(t,x) = g

N
(t,x) on (0,T)×ΓN, (3.25)

the initial conditions

u(0,x) = u0(x) and u̇(0,x) = u1(x), x∈ Ω, (3.26)

are satisfied with functionsg
D

and g
N

which represent the given displacement and the
traction on the Dirichlet boundaryΓD and the Neumann boundaryΓN respectively, where
Γ = ∂Ω = ΓD∪ΓN. Notice that, if we assume the data to be independent of time the initial
boundary value problem (3.22)-(3.26) becomes then a boundary value problem where we
have to find the displacement fieldu(x) for x ∈ Ω such that the following relations are
satisfied
theequilibrium equation

div (σ(u(x)))+ f (x) = 0 in Ω, (3.27)

theelastic constitutive law
σ(u) = Cε(u) (3.28)

with thestrain-displacement

ε(u) =
1
2
(∇u+(∇u)⊤), (3.29)

theboundary conditions

u(x) = g
D
(x) on ΓD andσ(u(x))n(x) = g

N
(x) on ΓN. (3.30)

Remark 3.1. The spaceR of rigid motion for the elastostatics model problem is of finite
dimension and its basis is defined as follows, see [100]:

2D : R = Span

{(
1
0

)
,

(
0
1

)
,

(
−x2
x1

)}
, (3.31)

3D : R = Span









1
0
0



 ,




0
1
0



 ,




0
0
1



 ,




−x2
x1

0



 ,




x3
0

−x1



 ,




0

−x3

x2








 . (3.32)

We can easily check that any member of the spaces (3.31) and (3.32) produces a zero
strain, that is

ε(u) = 0 for all u ∈R.
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Before we proceed, let us introduce some usuful results thatwill be frequently used in this
work. If we suppose the measure of the Dirichlet boundaryΓD to be strictly positive, the
space of test functions is then given by:

V = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : γ int
0 v = 0 on ΓD},

whereH1(Ω) is the Sobolev space defined by:

H1(Ω) := (H1(Ω))d

and
γ int
0 : H1(Ω) → H1/2(Γ)

is the trace operator. In addition, if we suppose the material to be homogeneous and
isotropic we then obtain the following results:

Lemma 3.1. For w∈ H1(Ω) we have

A(w,w) ≥ E
1+ν

∫

Ω

d

∑
i, j=1

(εi j (w))2dx,

where A(., .) : H1(Ω)×H1(Ω) → R is a bilinear form defined by

A(w,v) =

∫

Ω

σ(w) : ε(v)dx.

Proof. This follows immediately from Hooke’s law (3.19), i.e.

A(w,w) = 2µ
∫

Ω

d

∑
i, j=1

(εi j (w))2dx+λ
∫

Ω

(div w)2dx

≥ 2µ
∫

Ω

d

∑
i, j=1

(εi j (w))2dx=
E

1+ν

∫

Ω

d

∑
i, j=1

(εi j (w))2dx.

By using Lemma 3.1 we can show thatA(w,w) is a norm onV. Indeed, note that because
ΓD has a positive measure,

R∩V = {0},
whereR denotes the space of all rigid motions given above. Consequently, we have then

∀w∈ V, A(w,w) = 0⇒ ε(w) = 0⇔ w∈R⇒ w = 0.

Moreover, it can be shown that this norm is equivalent to the Hilbert norm inH1(Ω). This
is a direct consequence of Korn’s second inequality, see [25,100].
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Theorem 3.1. (Korn’s Second Inequality). Let Ω ⊂ Rd be a bounded domain with
piecewise smooth boundaryΓ := ∂Ω. There exists a constant c> 0 (dependent onΩ) such
that ∫

Ω

d

∑
i, j=1

(εi j (w))2dx+‖w‖2
L2(Ω) ≥ c‖w‖2

H1(Ω)
for all w ∈ H1(Ω).

3.2 Contact and Signorini conditions

In this section we recall the setting of a unilateral contactcondition (Signorini contact
conditions) for linear elasticity. To this end, we considera deformable body occupying
in its reference configuration a domainΩ ⊂ Rd, d = 2,3, as in the previous section, with
boundaryΓ := ∂Ω which is divided into three disjoint subsetsΓD, ΓN andΓC. We assume
that the displacements, the stresses, and other functions used in this section are defined
pointwise. We consider furthermore a rigid foundation witha surface denoted byΓF .
In addition, we assume that the contact surfaceΓC and the rigid foundation are defined
parametrically by

xd = Φ(x̃), x = (x1, ...,xd) ∈ ΓC,

(3.33)

xd = Ψ(x̃), x = (x1, ...,xd) ∈ ΓF ,

where x̃ = (x1, ...,xd−1). In addition, Φ and Ψ are assumed to be sufficiently smooth
functions. For convenience, we assume thatΓC lies above the rigid foundationΓF as
shown in Figure 3.2, that is

Φ(x̃) ≥ Ψ(x̃).

u(t,x)

ΓF
y(t,x)x

x̃

xd

ΓC
ΓC

Figure 3.2: Unilateral contact.
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Let x = (x̃,Φ(x̃)) be the coordinate labels of a particle on the contact surfaceΓC in the
reference configuration. After a certain deformation of thebody, the particlex occupies at
time t a new position denoted byy. Since the particle still lies onΓC, its deformation must
satisfy

yi = xi +ui(x̃,Φ(x̃)), i = 1, ...,d−1, (3.34)

and
yd := xd +ud(x̃,Φ(x̃)) = Φ(x̃)+ud(x̃,Φ(x̃)) ≥ Ψ(ỹ), (3.35)

whereỹ := (y1, ...,yd−1) andu := (u1, ...,ud) is the displacement field inΩ. The inequality
(3.35) is the kinematic contact condition for finite displacements. From (3.34) we obtain

xi = yi −ui , i = 1, ...,d−1.

Taking this into (3.35) yields

Φ(y1−u1, ...,yd−1−ud−1)+ud ≥ Ψ(ỹ). (3.36)

Moreover, if we suppose that the body is displaced to its current configuration by a small
amountui for i = 1, ...d, then an expansion ofΦ aboutyi = xi +ui yields

∂
∂y1

Φ(ỹ)u1+ ...+
∂

∂yd−1
Φ(ỹ)ud−1−ud ≤ Φ(ỹ)−Ψ(ỹ). (3.37)

The unit outward normal vector toΓC at point(y1, ...,yd) in the current configuration is
given by

n(y) =

(
∂Φ
∂y1

, ...,
∂Φ

∂yd−1
,−1

)
/

√(
∂Φ
∂y1

)2

+ ...+

(
∂Φ

∂yd−1

)2

+1.

Thus, dividing both sides of inequality (3.37) by

√(
∂Φ
∂y1

)2
+ ...+

(
∂Φ

∂yd−1

)2
+1 we obtain

the condition
n(y) ·u(y) ≤ d(y), y = (y1, ...,yd) ∈ ΓC, (3.38)

whered(y) is the gap between the body and the rigid foundation in the current reference
given by

d(y) =
Φ(ỹ)−Ψ(ỹ)√(

∂Φ
∂y1

)2
+ ...+

(
∂Φ

∂yd−1

)2
+1

, yi = xi +ui(x).

Under the assumption of infinitesimal deformations the distinction between the reference
and current configurations is ignored and (3.38) can be approximated by

n(x) ·u(x)−d(x) ≤ 0, x∈ ΓC, (3.39)

wheren(x) andd(x) are the unit outward normal vector atx to ΓC and the gap between
the foundationΓF and the contact boundaryΓC in the reference configuration respectively
(see [67]). For convenience we will use in the sequel and onward un(x) = n(x) ·u(x) for
all x∈ ΓC.
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Boundary stress relation

Taking into account the relation (3.39) there arises relations between the displacement field
u and the boundary stressσ(u)n onΓC. Therefore, we first decompose the boundary stress
onΓC into its normal and tangential components as follows

σ(u)n := σn(u)n+σt(u), (3.40)

whereσn(u) is a scalar given byσn(u) := n · (σ(u)n) andσt(u) := σ(u)n−σn(u)n is the
tangential component onΓC.

Normal stress relation

The relation (3.39) indicates when the body and rigid foundation are in contact. Indeed,
the body and the rigid foundation are said to be in contact if the initial gap is equal to the
normal displacement, that isun = d on ΓC, otherwise we haveun < d. Moreover, there is
a transfer of forces between the body and the rigid foundation when they are in contact,
otherwise no transfer occurs. These forces exert pressure only in the normal direction,
and they do not depend directly on the material properties. All these statements can be
formulated mathematically as follows:

un < d ⇒ σn(u) = 0,

(3.41)

un = d ⇒ σn(u) < 0.

The above relation (3.41) can be written again in the following form

un ≤ d andσn(u) ≤ 0 andσn(u)(un−d) = 0, (3.42)

which is called the classical Signorini formulation. On theother hand, (3.42) is equivalent
to

un ≤ d, σn(u)(vn−un) ≥ 0, ∀vn ≤ d. (3.43)

Indeed, we have

σn(u)(vn−un) = σn(u)(vn−d)+σn(u)(d−un),

= σn(u)(vn−d)+0, see(3.42),

= σn(u)(vn−d) ≥ 0,

sinceσn(u) ≤ 0 and vn−d ≤ 0. Conversely, let us suppose that (3.43) holds. Ifun = d,
then

σn(u)(vn−un) = σn(u)(vn−d) ≥ 0 ∀vn ≤ d,
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which implies thatσn(u) ≤ 0 since vn−d ≤ 0. Further, ifun < d and vn = d, then

σn(u)(vn−un) = σn(u)(d−un) ≥ 0,

which yieldsσn(u)(d−un) = 0, andσn(u) = 0. The relation (3.43) is called the variational
formulation of the Signorini contact condition (3.42).

3.3 Friction law (Coulomb friction law)

In this work the Coulomb law will be used. It is the historically oldest and simplest phe-
nomenological friction law, and it states that the sliding of the body depends on the pro-
portionality of the tangential forceFt to the normal forceFn with which the body is pressed
perpendicularly against the rigid foundation (see Figure 3.3).

Fn

Ft

Figure 3.3: Tangential force.

In general, the friction coefficient depends upon differentparameters like the surface
roughness, the relative sliding velocity ˙ut between the contacting bodies, the contact nor-
mal pressurePn or the temperature. One of such friction laws which incorporates the
sliding velocity can be written as follows

F(|u̇t |) = FD +(FS−FD)e−β |u̇t |, (3.44)

whereFS andFD represent the static and the dynamic friction coefficients respectively,
and whereβ is a constitutive parameter which describes how fast the static coefficient
approaches the dynamic one (see [102]). Therefore, to take into account the difference oc-
curring in practice between static and dynamic friction coefficients at least approximately,
the friction coefficient must be a function of the sliding velocity. Thus the friction law for
a deformable body can take the form

u̇t = 0, ⇒ |σt(u)| ≤ F(0)|σn(u)|,
(3.45)

u̇t 6= 0, ⇒ σt(u) = −F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)| u̇t

|u̇t |
.
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This law describes the dependence of the tangential stress upon the normal stress and the
sliding velocity: at thesticking point x (no sliding) we have ˙ut = 0 and the Euclidean
norm of the tangential stress is bounded by the product of thefriction coefficient and the
magnitude of the normal stress. On the other hand, if the bodyslides at a pointx, the
tangential stress is then equal in magnitude to the product of the friction coefficient and
the magnitude of the normal stress. In addition, this opposes the sliding velocity.

Remark 3.2. If the surface roughness is not too large or not too smooth andif the
sliding velocity is neither too large nor too small, the friction coefficient can then be chosen
constant.

Proposition 3.1. The relation (3.45) is equivalent to

σt(u) · (vt − u̇t)+F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)|(|vt |− |u̇t |) ≥ 0, ∀vt . (3.46)

Proof.

(i) Let us suppose that (3.45) holds and show (3.46).
For u̇t = 0 we have|σt(u)| ≤ F(0)|σn(u)| and

σt(u) · (vt − u̇t)+F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)|(|vt |− |u̇t |) = σt(u) ·vt +F(0)|σn(u)| |vt |
≥ (−|σt(u)|+F(0)|σn(u)|)|vt | ≥ 0.

For u̇t 6= 0 we haveσt(u) = −F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)| u̇t
|u̇t | and

σt(u) · (vt − u̇t)+F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)|(|vt |− |u̇t |) = F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)|
(
− u̇t

|u̇t |
vt + |vt |

)

≥ (−|vt |+ |vt |) = 0.

(ii) On the other hand, let us assume that (3.46) holds and show (3.45).
For u̇t = 0, (3.46) yields

σt(u) ·vt +F(0)|σn(u)| |vt | ≥ 0 ∀vt ,

that is−σt(u) ·vt ≤F(0)|σn(u)| |vt |. Further, if we set vt = −σt(u), with σt(u) 6= 0
we then obtain|σt(u)| ≤ F(0)|σn(u)|. The caseσt(u) = 0 follows immediately.
For u̇t 6= 0, if we set vt = 2u̇t and vt = 1

2u̇t respectively into (3.46), this yields

σt(u) · u̇t +F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)| |u̇t | = 0. (3.47)

This gives then,σt(u) = −F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)| u̇t
|u̇t | .
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The relation (3.46) is called the variational formulation of the Coulomb friction law
(3.45). After the presentation of the linear elastodynamics governing equations and a
closer examination of the contact condition and the friction law, we can formulate now
the contact problem in linear elastodynamics, which reads:Find the displacement field
u(t,x) : (0,T)×Ω → Rd such that

ρü−div (σ(u)) = f in (0,T)×Ω, (3.48)

u = g
D

on (0,T)×ΓD, (3.49)

σ(u)n = g
N

on (0,T)×ΓN, (3.50)

un ≤ d, σn(u) ≤ 0, σn(u)(un−d) = 0 on (0,T)×ΓC, (3.51)

u̇t = 0⇒ |σt(u)| < F(0)|σn(u)|,
u̇t 6= 0⇒ σt(u) = −F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)| u̇t

|u̇t | ,

|u̇t |(|σt(u)|−F(|u̇t |)|σn(u)|) = 0,




 on (0,T)×ΓC, (3.52)

u(0,x) = u0(x), u̇(0,x) = u1(x) in Ω, (3.53)

are satisfied.

The system of equations (3.48)-(3.53) is the general formulation of the contact problem
in linear elastodynamics with Coulomb friction. But, unfortunately up to now there is no
general proof concerning the existence and uniqueness of its solutions. However, very few
results about existence of solutions for the frictionless case can be found in [13, 14] and a
special one dimensional frictional case in [8]. Thus, in this work we will base our study
on the static problem derived from the dynamic problem by an implicit time discretization
and the quasistatic problem, i.e. the case where the body is assumed to be deformed very
slowly so that the inertial forces are neglected in equation(3.48).

3.4 Backward time discretization

In general, the analytical solution of (3.48)-(3.53) is notavailable and for this reason a
numerical approximation is required. Furthermore, initial boundary value problems of
hyperbolic type appear so frequently in many areas of application. Therefore, methods
have been developed especially to approximate them. Although many of such methods
exist [65, 97], here only the well-known backward Euler scheme [26, 29] is used. At first,
the time interval of interest, denoted by(0,T) is subdivided intoL sub-intervals of equal
sizeδ t, thereby establishing the time grid

tl = lδ t for l = 0, ...,L, (3.54)
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with δ t := T
L . Note that the constant time stepδ t is taken only for simplicity, the method

itself does not require this. Further, the approximation ofthe unknownu, its first and
second derivatives are given by

u(tl) ≈ ul , u̇(tl) ≈
δul

δ t
:=

ul −ul−1

δ t
,

(3.55)

ü(tl) ≈ δ 2ul

(δ t)2 :=
δul

δ t − δul−1

δ t

δ t
:=

ul −2ul−1+ul−2

(δ t)2

respectively. Taking (3.55) into (3.48)-(3.53) yields thefollowing recursive problem.
For l = 1, ...,L, find ul such that

u0 := u0(x),
δu0

δ t
:= u1(x) in Ω, (3.56)

s2ul −div (σ(ul)) = F l in Ω, (3.57)

ul = gl
D

on ΓD, (3.58)

σ(ul )n = gl
N

on ΓN, (3.59)

ul
n ≤ dl , σn(u

l) ≤ 0, σn(u
l)(ul

n−dl) = 0 on ΓC, (3.60)

(δul )t = 0⇒ |σt(ul)| < F(0)|σn(ul )|,

(δul )t 6= 0⇒ σt(ul ) = −F
(
|(δul )t |

δ t

)
|σn(ul )| (δul )t

|(δul )t | ,

|(δul )t|
(
|σt(ul )|−F

(
|(δul )t |

δ t

)
|σn(ul )|

)
= 0,






on ΓC, (3.61)

are satisfied withF l , gl
D

, gl
N

, dl , s andul−1 which are all given data to the problem (3.56)-
(3.61). In addition, we have

F l =






f 1 +s2u0+
ρ
δ t

u1 if l = 1,

f l +s2(2ul−1−ul−2) if l ≥ 2,

and
δul = ul −ul−1, s2 =

ρ
(δ t)2 .

Note that the recursive problem (3.56)-(3.61) is a static contact problem in linear elasto-
statics of Yukawa type. The conditions (3.61) define a form ofCoulomb friction law for
elastostatics of Yukawa type. Moreover, (3.60)-(3.61) asserts that if contact takes place at a
point onΓC, no sliding of the point occurs if the magnitude of the tangential stress|σt(ul )|
is less than the magnitude of the normal stress|σn(ul )| times the friction coefficientF ,
whereas sliding occurs if the magnitude of the tangential stress|σt(ul )| reaches a critical
value and the motion opposes the tangential stressσt(ul ).
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4 BEM FORMULATIONS FOR SCALAR MIXED BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEM OF YUKAWA TYPE

This chapter is devoted to the development and analysis of a boundary element method for
the solution of the scalar Yukawa problem. Yukawa problems have many important ap-
plications, for example it generally arises after an implicit time discretization of the time
dependent heat equation, time dependent diffusion equation or time dependent elasticity
equations etc. Therefore, reliable and efficient numericalalgorithms for the solution of
the scalar Yukawa equation can be of great use in many different areas of solid mechanics.
Here we consider the nonhomogeneous mixed boundary value model in a two-dimensional
simply connected domainΩ (in particular a two-dimensional disc). Applying the bound-
ary integral equation method, the partial differential equations are reduced equivalently
to boundary integral equations on the boundary curve [100].Due to the shape of the
domain, the boundary (circle) can easily be represented by aone-periodical parametriza-
tion [92,94]. Making use of this parametrization the eigensystems of the boundary integral
operators can be derived [3,4,69], which are crucial results for the computation of eigenval-
ues of the discrete operators. The boundary integral equations are approximated by using
Galerkin method with the help of B-splines as basis functions. This yields an equivalent
algebraic linear system involving dense matrices, but having circulant property [15,16,23].
The entries of those matrices are computed explicitly and efficiently. Furthermore, the cir-
culant property enables us to use the discrete Fourier matrix as preconditioner within an
iterative solver or the fast Fourier transform (FFT) as direct solver [43, 84, 92–94]. How-
ever, the boundary element formulation (BEM) loses at a firstglance its attractiveness due
to the fact that the equation is nonhomogeneous which requires an integration over the
whole domain.

During the past two decades, much effort has been devoted to dealing with this issue in
the BEM community. One of the most widely used methods in engineering is the dual
reciprocity method (DRM) introduced by Nardini and Brebbiain 1982 [89]. This method
transfers the domain integrals to boundary integrals. The main idea is to approximate the
right hand side, for example by radial basis functions (RBF)[37], which help to determine
a particular solution of the partial differential equation. Furthermore, particular solutions
can be computed by finite difference methods or by finite element methods [64] by embed-
ding the domain into an auxiliary domain and solving the nonhomogeneous equation with
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The recent development for the evaluation of
the Newton potential is the fast multipole method [81,87,100]. The main idea of this tech-
nique is based on the multipole expansion of the fundamentalsolution in the far field of the

53
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evaluation point. In [87], the computational domain is divided into the far and near field so
that in the near field the evaluation is done by using a standard collocation approach, while
in the far field the multipole expansion is used. Additionally, an error analysis is given. In
this chapter we present and analyze a new approach for an efficient evaluation of the New-
ton potential in the boundary element method of the mixed boundary value problem by
using the Steklov-Poincaré operator. The technique we present here is based on a special
mesh discretization of the domain (disc). First, at each level of refinement the disc is split
into M rings in an adaptive way. Second, a uniform mesh is defined on each ring in such
a way that the mesh on the external ring has the same size as theboundary mesh. Further,
on each ring the right hand side is approximated by piecewiseconstant functions. This
enables us to write the Newton potential vector on each ring in terms of a matrix-vector
multiplication. Moreover, the FFT can be used to speed up this process due to the circulant
property of the matrices on each ring [43,84,92–94]. The chapter is organized as follows:
In section 1 we describe the considered boundary value problem, establish the boundary
integral equations and derive the eigensystems of the operators involved. In section 2 we
are interested in the standard Galerkin procedure for the boundary integral equations for-
mulated in section 1 with the help of one-periodical B-splines. The focus of section 3 is
the evaluation of the Newton potential by using the method wedescribed above and the
presentation of the numerical errors analysis.

4.1 Model Problem and Boundary Integral Formulation

In this section we precisely state the model problem. Furthermore, by using Green’s for-
mula we establish the representation formulae, derive the boundary integral equations and
the computation of the eigensystem associated to the boundary integral operators.

4.1.1 Problem statement

Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open and bounded domain (in particular a disc inR2) with boundary
∂Ω := Γ divided into two mutually disjoint partsΓD andΓN, that isΓ := ΓD ∪ΓN and
ΓD∩ΓN = /0. OnΓD the boundary value is prescribed and onΓN the flux is given. Further-
more, we assumemeas(ΓD) > 0. We findu (in a suitable space) satisfying the following
equations

α2u(x)−∆u(x) = f (x) for x∈ Ω ⊂ R
2, (4.1)

u(x) = gD(x) for x∈ ΓD, (4.2)
∂u
∂nx

(x) = gN(x) for x∈ ΓN, (4.3)
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where∆ denotes the Laplacian, andα > 0 is the so called generalized wave number and
nx represents the outer unit normal to the boundary.

We now move to the Green formula of equation (4.1), to this endwe assume that the
solutionu of (4.1) is sufficiently smooth, further let v be an arbitrarytest function. The
first Green identity is then
∫

Ω

[α2u(y)−∆u(y)]v(y)dy=
∫

Ω

[α2u(y)v(y)+∇u(y) ·∇v(y)]dy−
∫

Γ

γ int
1 u(y)γ int

0 v(y)dsy,

(4.4)

where in this particular caseγ int
1 u(y) :=

∂u
∂ny

(y) := ∇u(y) ·ny. Further, if we interchangeu

and v in (4.4) we then obtain
∫

Ω

[α2v(y)−∆v(y)]u(y)dy=

∫

Ω

[α2v(y)u(y)+∇v(y) ·∇u(y)]dy−
∫

Γ

γ int
1 v(y)γ int

0 u(y)dsy.

(4.5)
Finally, subtracting (4.4) from (4.5) results in the secondGreen identity
∫

Ω

[α2v(y)−∆v(y)]u(y)dy=
∫

Γ

γ int
1 u(y)γ int

0 v(y)dsy−
∫

Γ

γ int
1 v(y)γ int

0 u(y)dsy+
∫

Ω

f (y)v(y)dy.

(4.6)
Further, if there exists for anyx∈ Ω a function v(y) := U∗(x,y), such that

∫

Ω

[α2U∗(x,y)−∆yU
∗(x,y)]u(y)dy= u(x), (4.7)

then inserting (4.7) into (4.6) the solutionu of the partial differential (4.1) is given by the
so-called representation formula forx∈ Ω

u(x) =
∫

Γ

U∗(x,y)γ int
1,yu(y)dsy−

∫

Γ

γ int
1,yU

∗(x,y)γ int
0 u(y)dsy+

∫

Ω

U∗(x,y) f (y)dy. (4.8)

In (4.7) and (4.8), the operators subscripts denote that theoperators have to be applied
with regards to their respective index onto the according quantities. We can notice from
the representation formula (4.8) that any solution of the partial differential equation (4.1)
can be described if the Cauchy data{γ int

0 u(x),γ int
1 u(x)} for x∈ Γ are known. Due to

u(x) =
∫

Rd

δ0(y−x)u(y)dy for x∈ R
d (d = 2,3), (4.9)

whereδ0 is the Dirac delta, the range of integration in (4.7) can be extended to be ind-
dimensional space sinceΩ is a subset ofRd. Hence equating (4.9) and (4.7) yields the
following equation

α2U∗(x,y)−∆yU
∗(x,y) = δ0(y−x) for x,y∈ R

d (4.10)
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in the distributional sense. Any solutionU∗(x,y) of (4.10) is called a fundamental solution
of the partial differential equation (4.1).

Note that the existence of a fundamental solutionU∗(x,y) is needed to establish the repre-
sentation formula (4.8), which is necessary to derive appropriate boundary integral equa-
tions to find the complete Cauchy data. Since the Yukawa operator is invariant with respect
to translations and rotations, we can find the fundamental solution asU∗(x,y) = v(z) where
z := y−x, see [100] which yields

α2v(z)−∆v(z) = δ0(z) for z∈ R
d. (4.11)

We then obtain

v(z) := U∗(x,y) =






1
2π K0(α|x−y|) if d = 2,

1
4π

e−α|x−y|

|x−y| if d = 3,

(4.12)

with

K0(r) = (ln2−E− ln r)I0(r)+
∞

∑
k=1

[(
k

∑
j=1

1
j

)
1

(k!)2

( r
2

)2k
]

,

I0(r) = 1+
∞

∑
k=1

1
(k!)2

( r
2

)2k
,

and

E = lim
n→∞

[
n

∑
j=1

1
j
− lnn

]

≈ 0.57721566490...

E represents the so-called Euler-Mascheroni constant, see,e.g., ( [1, 100]) whileI0 and
K0 denote the first and the second kind of modified Bessel functions respectively [1]. The
derivation of the fundamental solution (4.12) follows as inthe case of the Helmholtz equa-
tion, see [100, p.105] we just have to replace the wave numberby iα and used the relations
between modified Bessel functions and Bessel functions [1] which yields (4.12). Having
derived a fundamental solution the focus of the next sectionwill be on the establishment
of appropriate boundary integral equations.

4.1.2 Boundary integral equations

The representation formula (4.8) states thatu is determined uniquely for a pointx ∈ Ω
if the complete Cauchy data{γ int

0 u,γ int
1 u} and the sourcef are known. But, it turns out

that {γ int
0 u,γ int

1 u} are given only partially on the boundaryΓ that is γ int
0 u|ΓD := gD and
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γ int
1 u|ΓN := gN. Therefore, we have to determineγ int

0 u|ΓN andγ int
1 u|ΓD. By proceeding as

in [100], we first apply the trace operatorγ int
0 to (4.8) which leads to

γ int
0 u(x) = (Vγ int

1 u)(x)−
(
−1

2
I +K

)
γ int
0 u(x)+(N0 f )(x) for all x∈ Γ. (4.13)

Further, by applying the conormal derivativeγ int
1 again to (4.8) yields

γ int
1 u(x) =

(
1
2

I +K′
)

γ int
1 u(x)+(Dγ int

0 u)(x)+(N1 f )(x) for all x∈ Γ. (4.14)

In (4.13) and (4.14)γ int
1 u(x) and I denote the conormal derivative ofu, i.e.

∂u
∂nx

(x)

and the identity respectively, andV : H−1/2(Γ) → H1/2(Γ) is the single layer opera-
tor, K : H1/2(Γ) → H1/2(Γ) the double layer potential, the adjoint double layer potential
K′ : H−1/2(Γ) → H−1/2(Γ), the hypersingular boundary integral operatorD : H1/2(Γ) →
H−1/2(Γ), andN0 : H̃−1(Ω) → H1/2(Γ) andN1 : H̃−1(Ω) → H−1/2(Γ) are the Newton
potentials or volume potentials. Note that the above representations are considered on a
smooth boundaryΓ = ∂Ω, i.e. at least differentiable. In addition, these boundaryintegral
operators are linear, bounded and defined as follows:

(Vt)(x) :=
∫

Γ

U∗(x,y)t(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(Ku)(x) :=
∫

Γ

γ int
1,yU

∗(x,y)u(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(K′t)(x) :=
∫

Γ

γ int
1,xU

∗(x,y)t(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(Du)(x) := −γ int
1,x

∫

Γ

γ int
1,yU

∗(x,y)u(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(N0 f )(x) :=
∫

Ω

U∗(x,y) f (y)dy for x∈ Γ,

(N1 f )(x) := γ int
1,x

∫

Ω

U∗(x,y) f (y)dy for x∈ Γ.

The integral representations ofV andD are understood as weakly singular and as hyper-
singular boundary integral respectively, while the integrals for K andK′ are in general
Cauchy singular integrals [53,83].

Now, since all boundary integral operators in (4.13) and (4.14) are well defined, the bound-
ary integral equations can be written in matricial form as follows

(
γ int
0 u

γ int
1 u

)
=

(1
2I −K V

D 1
2I +K′

)(
γ int
0 u

γ int
1 u

)
+

(
N0 f
N1 f

)
, (4.15)
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where

C =

(1
2I −K V

D 1
2I +K′

)

is the so-called Calderón projection, and satisfies the identity C = C2 by what useful rela-
tions between integral operators are gained, see [100]. Furthermore, the single layer and
the hypersingular integral operators have the following properties.

Lemma 4.1. V : H−1/2(Γ) → H1/2(Γ) and D: H1/2(Γ) → H−1/2(Γ) are self-adjoint,
positive definite and elliptic on H−1/2(Γ) and H1/2(Γ) respectively, i.e.

〈Vτ,τ〉Γ ≥ cV
1 ‖ τ ‖2

H−1/2(Γ)
for all τ ∈ H−1/2(Γ) with cV

1 > 0

and
〈Du,u〉Γ ≥ cD

1 ‖ u ‖2
H1/2(Γ)

for all u ∈ H1/2(Γ) with cD
1 > 0.

Proof. See [100] for the Laplace operator and use the properties of the modified Bessel
functions forα > 0 [1].

Since the single layer integral operatorV is H−1/2(Γ)-elliptic, the unique solvability of the
boundary integral equation (4.13) with respect to the conormal derivative follows immedi-
ately. Therefore, the conormal derivativet := γ int

1 u is given by

t := γ int
1 u = V−1

(
1
2

I +K

)
u−V−1N0 f . (4.16)

But, by using the representation (4.16) in a Galerkin discretization may lead to a non-
symmetric discrete matrix for the symmetric Dirichlet to Neumann map. To avoid such an
inconvenience, let us use the symmetric representation which is obtained by inserting the
representation (4.16) into the second boundary integral equation (4.14):

t =

(
1
2

I +K′
)

t +Du+N1 f

(4.17)

=

[(
1
2

I +K′
)

V−1
(

1
2

I +K

)
+D

]
u+

[
N1−

(
1
2

I +K′
)

V−1N0

]
f .

In the representations (4.16) and (4.17) if we setf = 0, we then obtain two representations
of the Dirichlet to Neumann map in the case of homogeneous boundary values problem,
known as the Steklov-Poincaré operator. Furthermore, the one obtained from (4.16) is
non-symmetric while the one obtained from (4.17) is symmetric and given by

S:=

(
1
2

I +K′
)

V−1
(

1
2

I +K

)
+D, (4.18)

and satisfies the following properties.
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Theorem 4.1. If Ω is a bounded domain of class C∞, then for all s∈ R, the Steklov-
Poincaré operator S: H1/2+s(Γ)→H−1/2+s(Γ) is a linear and continuous map. Moreover,
it is self-adjoint, positive definite and elliptic, that is satisfiying the following inequality

〈Su,u〉Γ ≥ cD
1 ‖ u ‖2

H1/2(Γ)
for all u ∈ H1/2(Γ) with cD

1 > 0.

Proof. By using theH1/2(Γ)-ellipticity of the inverse single layer operatorV−1 we obtain

〈Su,u〉Γ = 〈V−1
(

1
2

I +K

)
u,

(
1
2

I +K

)
u〉Γ + 〈Du,u〉Γ ≥ 〈Du,u〉Γ

for all u∈ H1/2(Γ). Therefore, the Steklov-Poincaré operatorSadmits the same ellipticity
estimate as the hypersingular boundary integral operatorD.

Furthermore, by equating (4.16) and (4.17) one obtains

−V−1N0 f =

[
N1−

(
1
2

I +K′
)

V−1N0

]
f =: −N f (4.19)

and

N1 f =

(
−1

2
I +K′

)
V−1N0 f

As a consequence of (4.19), the conormal derivative can takethe following form

t := γ int
1 u = Su−N f. (4.20)

Let us now return to our problem where we have to find the unknown Dirichlet datum
γ0u(x) for x∈ ΓN and the Neumann datumγ1u(x) for x∈ ΓD. There exists a wide range of
different boundary integral formulation to solve the mixedboundary value problem (4.1)-
(4.3). However, the most frequently used in literature are the symmetric formulation, and
the formulation with the help of the Dirichlet to Neumann map. In the first formulation one
has to use the boundary integral equation (4.13) forx∈ ΓD while (4.14) is considered for
x∈ ΓN, see, e.g. [100] for details. Here we consider the formulation by using the Dirichlet
to Neumann map. Therefore, the problem reads: findγ int

0 u∈ H1/2(Γ) such that

γ int
0 u(x) = gD(x) for x∈ ΓD, (4.21)

γ int
1 u(x) := (Sγ int

0 u)(x)− (N f)(x) = gN(x) for x∈ ΓN. (4.22)

Let g̃D ∈ H1/2(Γ) be a suitable extension of the given Dirichlet datumgD ∈ H1/2(ΓD) and
satisfyingg̃D(x) = gD(x) for x ∈ ΓD. Then we have to find ˆu := γ int

0 u− g̃D ∈ H̃1/2(ΓN)
such that

〈Sû,v〉ΓN = 〈gN +N f −Sg̃D,v〉ΓN (4.23)
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is satisfied for all v∈ H̃1/2(ΓN). Since the Steklov-Poincaré operatorS : H1/2(Γ) →
H−1/2(Γ) is bounded andH̃1/2(ΓN)-elliptic, see [100, p.149], the unique solvability of
(4.23) is therefore shown.

Before moving to the Galerkin discretization of the problem(4.21)-(4.22), we determine
the eigensystems of different operators involved in the equation.

4.1.3 Eigensystems of integral operators

In general it is not possible to obtain the eigenfunctions ofboundary integral operators
for arbitrary boundaries [3]. In the particular case of a two-dimensional circular domain
Ω = BR(O) of radiusRand centered at the origin it is possible to give an explicit represen-
tation of the eigenfunctions of the single and double layer boundary integral operators, and
the hypersingular boundary integral operator as well. The parametrization ofΓ := ∂BR(O)
is given by

Γ := {x∈ R
2 : x(τ) = R

(
cos2πτ
sin2πτ

)
,0≤ τ < 1}. (4.24)

By using the parametrization (4.24) the boundary integral operators can be written as fol-
lows:

(Vt)(τ) = R

1∫

0

K0(2Rα|sinπ(τ −s)|)t(s)ds,

(Ku)(τ) = −αR

1∫

0

K1(2Rα|sinπ(τ −s)|)|sinπ(τ −s)|u(s)ds,

(Du)(τ) =−α2
1∫

0

[
RK0(2Rα|sinπ(τ −s)|)sin2π(τ −s)+

K1(2Rα|sinπ(τ −s)|)
2αRsinπ(τ −s)

]
u(s)ds.

Lemma 4.2. Let Γ be given as in (4.24). The Fourier functions

vn(s) = e∓i2πns for n = 0,1, ....

are eigenfunctions of the single layer boundary integral operator V , of the double layer
boundary integral operator K, and of the hypersingular boundary integral operator D,
associated to the eigenvalues

λV,n = RKn(αR)In(αR),

λK,n = −1
2

+(αR)I ′n(αR)Kn(αR)

=
1
2

+(αR)In(αR)K′
n(αR),

λD,n = −(αR)2I ′n(αR)K′
n(αR)
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for n = 0,1, .... respectively, where In and Kn denote the first kind and the second kind of
modified Bessel functions respectively, while I′

n and K′
n represent the first derivative of the

modified Bessel functions In and Kn respectively.

Proof. The derivation of the eigenvalues follows as in the case of the Helmholtz equation,
see, e.g., [3, 4, 69], by using the wave numberk = iα. In addition, we used the relations
between modified Bessel functions and Bessel functions [1] to obtain the desired result.

Remark 4.1. Note that the Fourier functions vn are also eigenfunctions to the dou-
ble layer integral operator12I + K and the Steklov-Poincaré operator S associated to the
eigenvalues

λ 1
2 I+K,n = (αR)I ′n(αR)Kn(αR),

λS,n =
λ 2

1
2 I+K,n

λV,n
+λD,n =

α2R(I ′n(αR))2Kn(αR)

In(αR)
− (αR)2I ′n(αR)K′

n(αR)

for n = 0,1, ... respectively.

4.2 Boundary element methods for the mixed boundary value
problem

In this section we describe the standard Galerkin boundary element method to solve the
boundary integral equation (4.23) numerically with the help of one-periodic B-splines of
order ν ≥ 0. First, we consider the one-periodic parametrization of the boundaryΓ as
given in (4.24), further we divide the interval[0,1) into N > ν + 1 subintervals of mesh
sizeh = 1/N and define as follows

[0,1) =
N⋃

l=1

[sl ,sl+1) with sl = (l −1)h for l = 1, ...,N+1.

Moreover, we introduce theN-dimensional subspaceHν
N of one-periodic functions, see,

e.g., [92,94], i.e.,

H
ν
N = Span(φ (ν)

1 (s), ...,φ (ν)
N (s)),

whereφ (ν)
k (s), k= 1, ...,N are the B-splines of orderν defined by the following recurrence

formulae

φ (0)
1 (s) =

{
1 −h/2≤ s< h/2,
0 −1/2≤ s< −h/2, h/2≤ s< 1/2,

(4.25)
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φ (ν)
1 (s) =

1
h

1/2∫

−1/2

φ (ν−1)
1 (τ)φ (0)

1 (s− τ)dτ for ν = 1,2, ..., (4.26)

and

φ (ν)
k (s) = φ (ν)

1 (s− (k−1)h) for k = 1,2, ...,N, φ (ν)
k (s+m) = φ (ν)

k (s) for m∈ Z.

Further,φ (ν)
1 is an even function, i.e.

φ (ν)
1 (−s) = φ (ν)

1 (s) for all s∈ [−1/2,1/2].

Indeed, the proof is done by induction forν = 0,1, .... For ν = 0 we can easily see from

(4.25) thatφ (0)
1 is even. Let us assume thatφ (ν−1)

1 is even, further we want to show that

φ (ν)
1 is even too. From (4.26) we have

φ (ν)
1 (−t) =

1
h

1/2∫

−1/2

φ (ν−1)
1 (τ)φ (0)

1 (−t − τ)dτ

=
1
h

1/2∫

−1/2

φ (ν−1)
1 (τ)φ (0)

1 (t + τ)dτ, (φ (0)
1 even)

= −1
h

−1/2∫

1/2

φ (ν−1)
1 (−u)φ (0)

1 (t−u)du, (change of variableu = −τ)

=
1
h

1/2∫

−1/2

φ (ν−1)
1 (u)φ (0)

1 (t −u)du, (φ (ν−1)
1 even)

= φ (ν)
1 (t).

In addition, we will use the Fourier series representation of the basis functionsφ (ν)
l , i.e.,

φ (ν)
l (t) = ∑

k∈Z

cν
l (k)ei2πkt, l = 1, ...,N, ν = 0,1, ...,

where the Fourier coefficients are given by [92]

cν
1(k) =






h if k = 0,

sinν+1(πkh)
hν(πk)ν+1 if k 6= 0,
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and
cν

l (k) = cν
1(k)e−i2πk(l−1)h for l = 1, ...,N.

Note that we have also
cν

1(−k) = cν
1(k) for all k∈ Z.

The Galerkin boundary element formulation of the boundary integral equation (4.23) is to

find for M ≤ N, ûh(x) =
M

∑
i=1

ûiφ
(1)
i (x) ∈ H

1
M ∩ H̃1/2(ΓN) such that

〈Sûh,vh〉ΓN = 〈gN−Sg̃D,vh〉ΓN + 〈N f,vh〉ΓN for all vh ∈ H
1
M ∩ H̃1/2(ΓN). (4.27)

By using Theorem 4.1 and the Lax-Milgram lemma we conclude the unique solvability of
the Galerkin formulation (4.27). In addition, Cea’s lemma and the approximation property
of H1

M [100, Theorem 10.9] yield the following error estimate

‖û− ûh‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ ch3/2|u|H2(Γ), (4.28)

when assuming thatu∈ H2(Γ).

The boundary element formulation (4.27) is equivalent to the algebraic system of linear
equations

Shû = f
1
+ f

2
, (4.29)

where the stiffness matrix is defined by

Sh[i, j] = 〈Sφ (1)
j ,φ (1)

i 〉ΓN for i, j = 1, ...,M,

and the right hand side

f
1i

= 〈gN −Sg̃D,φ (1)
i 〉ΓN and f

2i
= 〈N f,φ (1)

i 〉ΓN for i = 1, ...,M.

Note thatN f = V−1N0 f .

Note that for this particular case, the Galerkin discretization of the Steklov-Poincaré opera-
tor can be carried out explicitly by means of its eigenfunctions defined in Remark 4.1. This
is only possible for the scalar Yukawa case. But, since our main interest is in the elasticity
case, we will define and use in this chapter a symmetric approximation of the continuous
Steklov-Poincaré operatorS. To this end let us first define the Galerkin discretizations of
the boundary integral operatorsV, K, K′ andD as follows:

Vh[i, j] := 〈Vφ (0)
j ,φ (0)

i 〉Γ, Dh[l ,k] := 〈Dφ (1)
k ,φ (1)

l 〉ΓN,

Kh[i,k] := 〈Kφ (1)
k ,φ (0)

i 〉Γ, K′
h := K⊤

h

for i, j = 1, ...,N andk, l = 1, ...,M. These matrices can be computed explicitly and in an
efficient way by using the following results.
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Lemma 4.3.The discrete single and double layer integral operatorsVh andK̂h = 1
2Mh+

Kh, and the discrete hypersingular integral operator Dh are circulant matrices. Moreover,
Vh and Dh are symmetric and positive definite. In addition, their eigenvalues are given
respectively by

λVh, j =






hRI0(αR)K0(αR) for j = 1,

hR
(sinπs

π
)2ν+2

(
+∞

∑
k=0

I( j−1+kn)(αR)K( j−1+kn)(αR)

(k+s)2ν+2 for j = 2, ...,N,

+
+∞

∑
k=1

I(1− j+kn)(αR)K(1− j+kn)(αR)

(k−s)2ν+2

)

λK̂h, j
=






h(αR)I1(αR)K0(αR) for j = 1,

h(αR)
(

sinπs
π
)ν+µ+2

(
+∞

∑
k=0

I ′( j−1+kn)(αR)K( j−1+kn)(αR)

(k+s)ν+µ+2 (−1)k(ν+µ) for j = 2, ...,N,

+
+∞

∑
k=1

I ′(1− j+kn)(αR)K(1− j+kn)(αR)

(k−s)ν+µ+2 (−1)(k+1)(ν+µ)

)

λDh, j =






h(αR)2I1(αR)K1(αR) for j = 1,

−h(αR)2
(

sinπs
π
)2µ+2

(
+∞

∑
k=0

I ′( j−1+kn)(αR)K′
( j−1+kn)(αR)

(k+s)2µ+2 for j = 2, ...,N,

+
+∞

∑
k=1

I ′(1− j+kn)(αR)K′
(1− j+kn)(αR)

(k−s)2µ+2

)

for s= ( j−1)/N. In and Kn represent the first and second kind of modified Bessel functions
respectively while I′n and K′

n represent their first derivative respectively.

Proof. Since the kernel functions of all boundary integral operators depend only on the
differenceτ −s, the Galerkin discretization of these operators results incirculant matrices.
In addition, the symmetry ofVh andDh follows immediately from the symmetry of the
kernel functions. Further, by using the eigenvalues of the boundary integral operators as
given in Lemma 4.2 and by using [92, Lemma 3.6] we can compute the eigenvalues of all
discrete boundary integral operators. Moreover, from the properties of the modified Bessel
functions [1] it follows, that all eigenvalues ofVh andDh are positive.
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The most important property of the circulant matrices [15,23,92,94] is that they are diag-
onalizable and easily invertible if the inverse exists,

Vh =
1
N

QDVQ, K̂h =
1
N

FDK̂F∗, Dh =
1
N

QDDQ,

whereF ∈ CN×N andQ∈ RN×N are the Fourier matrices given by

F[k, l ] = ei2π(k−1)(l−1)h, Q[k, l ] = cos[2π(k−1)(l −1)h]+sin[2π(k−1)(l −1)h]

for k, l = 1, ...,N andDV , DK̂ as well asDD are diagonal matrices which are defined by the
eigenvalues ofVh, K̂h andDh respectively.

The Steklov-Poincaré operator can now be approximated by:

S̃h := (
1
2

M⊤
h +K⊤

h )V−1
h (

1
2

Mh+Kh)+Dh, (4.30)

whereMh[i,k] := 〈φ (1)
k ,φ (0)

i 〉Γ is the mass matrix. Remark that from Lemma 4.3 the entries
of the discrete approximate Steklov-Poincaré operatorS̃h can be computed explicitly and
exactly. Moreover, its eigenvalues are given by

λS̃h, j
:=

λ 2
K̂h, j

λVh, j

+λDh, j for j = 1, ...,N.

The first modified discretization of boundary integral equation (4.23) can be written as
follows

S̃hũ = f
1
+ f

2
. (4.31)

Note that for some given function v∈ H1/2(Γ) the action of the symmetric Steklov-
Poincaré operatorSon v is given by

Sv := Dv+(
1
2

I +K′)V−1(
1
2

I +K)v = Dv+(
1
2

I +K′)ψ, (4.32)

whereψ is an intermediate function which satisfiesψ := V−1(1
2I +K)v ∈ H−1/2(Γ), i.e.

ψ is the unique solution of the variational problem

〈Vψ,τ〉Γ = 〈(1
2

I +K)v,τ〉Γ for all τ ∈ H−1/2(Γ). (4.33)

The approximate representation (4.30) of the Steklov-Poincaré operator can be interpreted
as the Galerkin discretization of the operatorS̃which is defined by

S̃v = Dv+(
1
2

I +K′)ψh, (4.34)
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where the auxiliary functionψh∈H0
N is the solution of the Galerkin discretization of (4.33)

given by

〈Vψh,φ
(0)
i 〉Γ = 〈(1

2
I +K)v,φ (0)

i 〉Γ for i = 1, ...,N. (4.35)

Note that the modification of the approximate Steklov-Poincaré operator also changes the
computed solution of the problem. Therefore, it is requiredto analyze the corresponding
additional error. To this end the properties of the approximate Steklov-Poincaré operator
are required.

Lemma 4.4. The approximate Steklov-Poincaré operatorS̃ : H1/2(Γ) → H−1/2(Γ) is
linear and bounded, and̃H1/2(ΓN)-elliptic, that is satisfying

〈S̃v,v〉Γ ≥ cD
1 ‖v‖2

H1/2(Γ)
for all v ∈ H̃1/2(ΓN). (4.36)

Moreover, it satisfies the error estimate

‖(S− S̃)v‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ c inf
τh∈H0

N

‖Sv− τh‖H−1/2(Γ). (4.37)

Proof. We have from the definition of̃S

‖S̃v‖H−1/2(Γ) = ‖Dv+(
1
2

I +K′)ψh‖H−1/2(Γ)

≤ cD
2 ‖v‖H1/2(Γ) +(

1
2

+cK
2 )‖ψh‖H−1/2(Γ). (4.38)

On the other hand, using the ellipticity of the single layer operatorV we obtain

cV
1‖ψh‖2

H−1/2(Γ)
≤ 〈Vψh,ψh〉Γ = 〈(1

2
I +K)v,ψh〉Γ

≤ (
1
2

+cK
2 )‖v‖H1/2(Γ)‖ψh‖H−1/2(Γ).

This yields,

‖ψh‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤
1

cV
1

(
1
2

+cK
2 )‖v‖H1/2(Γ).

Taking this into (4.38) the boundedness of the approximate Steklov-Poincaré operator̃S is
shown. TheH̃1/2(ΓN)-ellipticity is obtained straight from theH−1/2(Γ)-ellipticity of the
single layer operatorV and from theH̃1/2(ΓN)-ellipticity of the hypersingular operatorD
as follows

〈S̃v,v〉Γ = 〈Dv,v〉Γ + 〈(1
2

I +K′)ψh,v〉Γ

= 〈Dv,v〉Γ + 〈ψh,(
1
2

I +K)v〉Γ

= 〈Dv,v〉Γ + 〈Vψh,ψh〉Γ ≥ cD
1 ‖v‖2

H1/2(Γ)
.
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Finally, by taking the difference, we obtain

(S− S̃)v = (
1
2

I +K′)(ψ −ψh),

which yields

‖(S− S̃)v‖H−1/2(Γ) = ‖(1
2

I +K′)(ψ −ψh)‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ (
1
2

+cK
2 )‖ψ −ψh‖H−1/2(Γ),

and by the use of Cea’s lemma the proof is completed.

The Galerkin boundary element formulation of the first modified problem is to find
ũh ∈ H1

M ∩ H̃1/2(ΓN) such that

〈S̃ũh,φ
(1)
i 〉ΓN = 〈gN +N f − S̃g̃D,φ (1)

i 〉ΓN for i = 1, ...,M. (4.39)

From Lemma 4.4 we conclude the unique solvability and the stability of the Galerkin
formulation (4.39). Moreover, error estimates in the case where we assume that no modi-
fication occurs in the right hand side are given as follows:

Lemma 4.5. If u ∈ H2(Γ) and Su∈ H1
pw(Γ) we then obtain the error estimate

‖û− ũh‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ ch3/2
[
‖u‖H2(Γ) +‖Su‖H1

pw(Γ)

]
.

Proof. By using the Strang lemma, see, e.g., [100, p.192] we obtain

‖û− ũh‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ c

[
inf

vh∈H1
M∩H̃1/2(ΓN)

‖û−vh‖H1/2(Γ) +‖(S̃−S)û‖H−1/2(Γ)

]
,

further by using Lemma 4.4 we obtain

‖û− ũh‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ c

[
inf

vh∈H1
M∩H̃1/2(ΓN)

‖û−vh‖H1/2(Γ) + inf
τh∈H0

N

‖Sû− τh‖H−1/2(Γ)

]
.

Finally, by using the approximation property of the spacesH
1
M andH

0
N with the assumption

thatu∈ H2(Γ) andSu∈ H1
pw(Γ) the lemma is shown.

TheL2 estimate of the error can be given, see, e.g., [100] by

‖û− ũh‖L2(Γ) ≤ ch2
[
‖u‖H2(Γ) +‖Su‖H1

pw(Γ)

]
.
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It remains to describe the evaluation of the vectorf
2

which results from the Newton po-
tentialN0 f . This will be done again by using circulant matrices which are efficient for a
matrix-vector multiplication, and the memory storage. Forl = 1, ...,M we have

f
2
[l ] = 〈N f,φ (1)

l 〉ΓN := 〈V−1N0 f ,φ (1)
l 〉ΓN = 〈w,φ (1)

l 〉ΓN, (4.40)

wherew = V−1N0 f ∈ H−1/2(Γ) is the unique solution of the variational problem

〈Vw,z〉Γ = 〈N0 f ,z〉Γ for all z∈ H−1/2(Γ), (4.41)

with the Galerkin boundary element formulation which reads: find wh ∈ H0
N such that

〈Vwh,zh〉Γ = 〈N0 f ,zh〉Γ for all zh ∈ H
0
N. (4.42)

By using standard arguments, see for example [100], we conclude the unique solvability
of (4.42), as well as the error estimates

‖w−wh‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ ch3/2|w|H1
pw(Γ) (4.43)

and
‖w−wh‖L2(Γ) ≤ ch|w|H1

pw(Γ) (4.44)

for w∈ H1
pw(Γ).

Note that in order to compute the vectorf
2

we need to determinew which is the unique
solution of the variational equation (4.41) with the NewtonpotentialN0 f as the right hand
side. In particular, we have to compute fori = 1, ...,N

N0 f [i] =
∫

Γ

φ (0)
i (x)

∫

Ω

U∗(x,y) f (y)dydsx. (4.45)

4.3 Evaluation of Newton potential

To compute the discrete Newton potential, the order of integration is interchanged first. In

particular, for a B-spline of order zeroφ (0)
i we have

N0 f [i] =
∫

Ω

f (y)
∫

τi

U∗(x,y)dsxdy.

Further, a special volume mesh is done in the domainΩ (seeAppendix) for the detailed
procedure. First, the domainΩ is split into rings, and on each ring suitable meshes are
constructed in an adaptive way. For simplicity, we assume the mesh size of the volume
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elements near the boundary to be equal to the mesh size of the boundary elements. Ad-
ditionally, from the ring close to the boundary to the inner rings the mesh size is reduced
with a certain rate (seeAppendix). We then obtain

N0 f [i] =
Mr

∑
j=1

N

∑
k=1

∫

Tjk

f (y)
∫

τi

U∗(x,y)dsxdy, (4.46)

whereMr andN are the number of rings and the number of elements on each ringrespec-
tively. Note thatN is also the number of boundary elements andΩ = ∪Mr

j=1∪N
k=1Tjk. Then,

an approximation of (4.46) can be given by

Ñ0 f [i] =
Mr

∑
j=1

N

∑
k=1

|Tjk| f (y jk)

∫

τi

U∗(x,y jk)dsx, (4.47)

where|Tjk| andy jk are the volume and the center of mass of the elementTjk respectively.
Note that the remaining boundary integral corresponds to the discretization of the single
layer potential by using the collocation method which can becomputed easily. From (4.47)
the vectorÑ0 f of the approximate Newton potential can be written in matricial form as
follows

Ñ0 f :=
Mr

∑
j=1

A j f
j
, (4.48)

where for j = 1, ...,Mr, f
j

andA j represent the piecewise constant approximation of the
function f and the matrix obtained by computing the remaining boundaryintegral on the
jth ring respectively. Moreover, we have forj = 1, ...,Mr

f
j
[k] := |Tjk| f (y jk) for k = 1, ...,N (4.49)

and
A j [i,k] :=

∫

τi

U∗(x,y jk)dsx for i,k = 1, ...,N. (4.50)

Since the meshes on the boundary and on each ring are uniform,(i.e. the same size)
and since the fundamental solutionU∗ is invariant with respect to rotations, we obtain for
j = 1, ...,Mr

A j [i +1,k+1] = A j [i,k] for i,k = 1, ...,N, (4.51)

which means that, forj = 1, ...,Mr the matricesA j are circulant. This reduces the effort
to generate the matrixA j from quadratic to linear, i.e. fromO(N2) to O(N) as well as the
matrix-vector multiplication effort fromO(N2) to O(N log(N)), see, e.g. [92].

The variational problem (4.42) can be replaced by the uniquesolvable perturbed prob-
lem

〈Vw̃h,zh〉Γ = 〈N0 fh,zh〉Γ for all zh ∈ H
0
N. (4.52)
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The Galerkin formulation (4.52) is equivalent to a linear system of algebraic equations,

Vhw̃ = Ñ0 f , (4.53)

whereVh andÑ0 f are the Galerkin stiffness matrix of the single layer integral operator and
the numerical approximation of the Newton potential as given in (4.48) respectively. In
addition, the system of linear equations (4.53) can be solved efficiently by performing the
FFT, see for example [23,92,94]. Moreover, the approximateerrors are given as follows

Lemma 4.6. For w∈ H1
pw(Γ) and f ∈ H1

pw(Ω) then the error estimates are given by

‖w− w̃h‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ c1h3/2|w|H1
pw(Γ) +c2h| f |H1(Ω) (4.54)

and
‖w− w̃h‖L2(Γ) ≤ c1h|w|H1

pw(Γ) +c2h1/2| f |H1(Ω). (4.55)

Proof. By using the triangle inequality we have

‖w− w̃h‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ ‖w−wh‖H−1/2(Γ) +‖wh− w̃h‖H−1/2(Γ).

Remember that,wh ∈ H
0
N is the unique solution of the Galerkin variational problem

〈Vwh,zh〉Γ = 〈N0 f ,zh〉Γ for all zh ∈ H
0
N, (4.56)

while w̃h ∈ H0
N is the unique solution of the pertubed problem

〈Vw̃h,zh〉Γ = 〈N0 fh,zh〉Γ for all zh ∈ H
0
N. (4.57)

If we subtract (4.57) from (4.56), setzh := wh− w̃h and use the ellipticity of the single
layer boundary integral operatorV we then obtain

‖wh− w̃h‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤
1

cV
1

‖N0( f − fh)‖H1/2(Γ).

Further, if we use the continuity ofN0 and the property of the interpolation operator
fh := Ih f , see [100], we then obtain

‖N0( f − fh)‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ cN
2 ‖ f − fh‖H̃−1(Ω) ≤ cN

2 ‖ f − fh‖L2(Ω) ≤ ch| f |H1(Ω),

that is
‖wh− w̃h‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ c2h| f |H1(Ω). (4.58)

Remark that instead of the interpolation, one may use theL2-projection of the functionf ,
that is fh = Qh f this leads then to

‖N0( f − fh)‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ cN
2 ‖ f − fh‖H̃−1(Ω) ≤ ch2| f |H1(Ω),
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but the computation ofQh f would require the integration off in Ω. By using the estimates
(4.43) and (4.58) the proof of (4.54) is shown. On the other hand, the inverse inequality in
H0

N yields,

‖wh− w̃h‖L2(Γ) ≤ cI h
−1/2‖wh− w̃h‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ c2h1/2| f |H1(Ω). (4.59)

Further, if we use the triangle inequality with respect to the L2 norm, and the estimates
(4.44) and (4.59) the proof of (4.55) is then shown.

Remember that ˆu∈ H̃1/2(ΓN) is the unique solution of the variational formulation

〈Sû,v〉ΓN = 〈gN−Sg̃D +w,v〉ΓN for all v ∈ H̃1/2(ΓN), (4.60)

ũh ∈ H1
M ∩ H̃1/2(ΓN) is the unique solution of the first modified Galerkin variational prob-

lem

〈S̃ũh,vh〉ΓN = 〈gN − S̃g̃D +w,vh〉ΓN for all vh ∈ H
1
M ∩ H̃1/2(ΓN), (4.61)

˜̃uh ∈ H1
M ∩ H̃1/2(ΓN) is the unique solution of the second modified Galerkin variational

problem

〈S̃˜̃uh,vh〉ΓN = 〈gN − S̃g̃D + w̃h,vh〉ΓN for all vh ∈ H
1
M ∩ H̃1/2(ΓN), (4.62)

and finallyw := N f = V−1N0 f . Therefore the final error estimate is given by:

Lemma 4.7. If u ∈ H2(Γ), Su∈ H1
pw(Γ), w := N f = V−1N0 f ∈ H1

pw(Γ) and f∈ H1(Ω)
then the following estimate holds

‖û− ˜̃uh‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ ch3/2
(
‖u‖H2(Γ) + |Su|H1

pw(Γ) + |w|H1
pw(Γ)

)
+c2h| f |H1(Ω). (4.63)

Proof. By using the triangle inequality we have

‖û− ˜̃uh‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ ‖û− ũh‖H1/2(Γ) +‖ũh− ˜̃uh‖H1/2(Γ).

On the other hand, if we subtract (4.62) from (4.61), and set vh = ũh− ˜̃uh the ellipticity of
S̃yields then

‖ũh− ˜̃uh‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ c‖w− w̃h‖H−1/2(Γ). (4.64)

Finally, if we use (4.64), (4.54) and Lemma 4.5 the lemma is then proved.
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If the complete Dirichlet datumuh := ˜̃uh + g̃D is computed, the approximate Neumann
datum˜̃th ∈ H0

N can then be obtained by solving the Dirichlet boundary valueproblem, this
satisfies the following error estimates

‖t− ˜̃th‖H−1/2(Γ) ≤ ch3/2
(
‖u‖H2(Γ) + |Su|H1

pw(Γ) + |w|H1
pw(Γ)

)
+c2h| f |H1(Ω) (4.65)

and

‖t− ˜̃th‖L2(Γ) ≤ c1h
(
‖u‖H2(Γ) + |Su|H1

pw(Γ) + |w|H1
pw(Γ)

)
+c2h1/2| f |H1(Ω), (4.66)

when assuming thatu ∈ H2(Γ), Su∈ H1
pw(Γ), w := N f = V−1N0 f ∈ H1

pw(Γ) and
f ∈ H1(Ω).



5 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL FORMULATIONS FOR YUKAWA
TYPE LINEAR ELASTICITY PROBLEMS

This chapter is dedicated to the development of some prerequisities for the formulation
of the contact problems in linear elasticity of Yukawa type.To this end, we consider a
general linear elasticity model problem of Yukawa type in a two-dimensional simply con-
nected domainΩ. We first derive the fundamental solution [51, 52, 79] which is essential
to establish a representation formula and which enables us to formulate boundary inte-
gral equations. Moreover, we define the boundary integral operators, and analyze their
properties and characteristics.

The chapter is organized as follows: in section 1 we formulate boundary integral equations
and derive the eigensystems of some operators related to thesingle layer integral operator.
The main focus of section 2 is the regularization of the double layer and the hypersingular
integral operators [65,66,86], while section 3 is concerned with the evaluation of the vector
related to the Newton potential.

5.1 Model Problem and Boundary Integral Formulation

In this section we state the model problem in a general form. By using Green’s formula
we derive representation formulae and compute the fundamental solution. Further, we de-
rive boundary integral equations and the eigensystems associated to the boundary integral
operators.

5.1.1 Model problem

Let Ω ⊂ R2 be an open and bounded domain (in particular a disc inR2) as already in-
troduced in chapter 4. Further, we consider the system of linear elastostatics of Yukawa
type,

s2u(x)−µ∆u(x)− (λ + µ) grad divu(x) = f (x) for x∈ Ω ⊂ R
2, (5.1)

where∆ denotes the Laplacian,s2 may come from the time discretization,

λ =
Eν

(1+ν)(1−2ν)
, µ =

E
2(1+ν)

73
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are the Lamé constants withE > 0 andν ∈ (0,1/2) which denote Young’s modulus and
the Poisson ratio respectively.

If we multiply (5.1) by v, integrate overΩ and do the integration by parts, we then obtain

∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

fi(x)vi(x)dx+
∫

Γ

2

∑
i=1

2

∑
j=1

σi j (u)n jvidsx =
∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

(
s2uivi +

2

∑
j=1

σi j (u)
∂

∂x j
vi

)
dx, (5.2)

where
σ(u) := λ tr(ε(u))I +2µε(u)

and

ε(u) :=
1
2
(∇u+(∇u)⊤)

are the stress and the strain tensor respectively. By using the symmetry of the stress tensor,
i.e. σi j (u) = σ ji(u), one can write (5.2) as follows

∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

fi(x)vi(x)dx+

∫

Γ

2

∑
i=1

2

∑
j=1

σi j (u)n jvidsx =

∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

(

s2uivi +
2

∑
j=1

σi j (u)εi j (v)

)

dx,

= a(u,v) (5.3)

which is the first Green (or Betti’s) formula. On the other hand, we have

a(v,u) =
∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

(
s2vi −

2

∑
j=1

∂
∂x j

σi j (v)

)
uidx+

∫

Γ

2

∑
i=1

2

∑
j=1

σi j (v)n juidsx. (5.4)

Since the bilinear forma(., .) is symmetric, by equating (5.3) and (5.4) we obtain the
second Green (or Betti’s) formula

∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

(
s2vi −

2

∑
j=1

∂
∂x j

σi j (v)

)
uidx =

∫

Γ

2

∑
i=1

2

∑
j=1

σi j (u)n jvidsx−
∫

Γ

2

∑
i=1

2

∑
j=1

σi j (v)n juidsx

+
∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

fi(x)vi(x)dx. (5.5)

As in chapter 4, to derive a representation formula for the componentsuk, we have to
choose v= U∗

k(x,y) for x∈ Ω such that

∫

Ω

2

∑
i=1

(

s2vi(y)−
2

∑
j=1

∂
∂y j

σi j (U
∗
k(x,y),y)

)

ui(y)dy= uk(x) for k = 1,2. (5.6)

Further, if we setek ∈ R
2 the unit vector such thatek

l = δkl for k, l = 1,2 whereδkl is
the Kronecker symbol, and by using the argument that the fundamental solution depends
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only on the distance between the two pointsx andy, we can setz := y−x and the above
equations lead then to the partial differential equations

s2U∗
k(z)−µ∆zU

∗
k(z)− (λ + µ) gradz divz U∗

k(z) = δ0(z)e
k for z∈ R

2, k = 1,2, (5.7)

whereδ0 is the Dirac function. By making the ansatz

U∗
k(z) := ∆[ψ(z)ek]+α grad div[ψ(z)ek]+β [ψ(z)ek], (5.8)

substituting (5.8) into (5.7) this yields forz∈ R2

− µ∆2[ψ(z)ek]− [αµ +α(λ + µ)+(λ + µ)]∆ grad div[ψ(z)ek]+s2β [ψ(z)ek]

+ [s2α −β (λ + µ)] grad div[ψ(z)ek]+(s2−µβ )∆[ψ(z)ek] = δ0(z)e
k. (5.9)

In addition, if one sets

α = − λ + µ
λ +2µ

, β = − s2

λ +2µ
,

one obtains then

(−∆+k2
2)(∆−k2

1)ψ(z) =
1
µ

δ0(z) for z∈ R
2 (5.10)

with

k2
1 =

s2

λ +2µ
, k2

2 =
s2

µ
.

The equation (5.10) is equivalent to

(−∆+k2
2)ϕ(z) =

1
µ

δ0(z), (∆−k2
1)ψ(z) = ϕ(z) for z∈ R

2. (5.11)

From the fundamental solution of the scalar Yukawa problem as considered in chapter 4
we obtain

ϕ(z) =
1
µ

1
2π

K0(k2|z|). (5.12)

Further, by utilizing polar coordinates we then obtain, see[100]

ψ(z) =
1

2πµ
1

k2
2−k2

1

[K0(k2|z|)−K0(k1|z|)]. (5.13)

Taking ψ into (5.8), one obtainsU∗
k for k = 1,2 and therefore the fundamental solution

U∗(x,y) := (U∗
1,U

∗
2) is found with the components defined fori, j = 1,2 by

U∗
i j (x,y) =

1
2πs2

{(
k2

2K0(k2|z|)+
1
|z| [k2K1(k2|z|)−k1K1(k1|z|)]

)
δi j

−zizj

|z|2
([

k2
2K0(k2|z|)−k2

1K0(k1|z|)
]
+

2
|z| [k2K1(k2|z|)−k1K1(k1|z|)]

)}
. (5.14)
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Note that any solutionu of (5.1) is given by the representation formula forx∈ Ω

u(x) =

∫

Γ

U∗(x,y)γ int
1,yu(y)dsy−

∫

Γ

γ int
1,yU

∗(x,y)γ int
0,yu(y)dsy+

∫

Ω

U∗(x,y) f (y)dy, (5.15)

where the boundary operatorγ int
1,y(.) is the boundary stress operator with respect to the

variabley defined by

γ int
1,y(.) := Ty(.) := λ divy (.) n(y)+2µ

∂
∂ny

(.)+ µ n(y)× curly (.) for y∈ Γ,

wheren(y), y ∈ Γ is the outer unit normal vector aty. Note that for a two-dimensional
vector v= (v1,v2)

⊤ we have

n(y)× curly v = (n2
∂v2

∂y1
−n2

∂v1

∂y2
,n1

∂v1

∂y2
−n1

∂v2

∂y1
)⊤.

5.1.2 Boundary integral operators

We know thatu is uniquely determined forx∈ Ω just by its boundary data{γ int
0,yu,γ int

1,yu}
and the sourcesf . To find the complete Cauchy data, we first apply the trace operator to
the representation formula (5.15) which leads to

γ int
0 u(x) = (Vγ int

1 u)(x)−
(
−1

2
I +K

)
γ int
0 u(x)+(N0 f )(x) for all x∈ Γ. (5.16)

Second, if we apply the boundary stress operatorTy := γ int
1 again to (5.15), we then ob-

tain

γ int
1 u(x) =

(
1
2

I +K′
)

γ int
1 u(x)+(Dγ int

0 u)(x)+(N1 f )(x) for all x∈ Γ. (5.17)

Let us define the Sobolev spaceH1/2(Γ) by

H1/2(Γ) :=
2

∏
j=1

H1/2(Γ).

In a similar wayH−1/2(Γ), H̃
−1

(Ω) andL2(Γ) are defined.

Note that all the mapping properties of the boundary integral operators as shown in chap-
ter 4 for the scalar Yukawa problem can be transfered to the linear elasticity problem of
Yukawa type. We have then thatV : H−1/2(Γ) → H1/2(Γ) is the single layer operator,
K : H1/2(Γ) → H1/2(Γ) is the double layer potential, the adjoint double layer potential
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K′ : H−1/2(Γ) → H−1/2(Γ), the hypersingular boundary integral operatorD : H1/2(Γ) →
H−1/2(Γ), andN0 : H̃−1

(Ω) → H1/2(Γ) andN1 : H̃−1
(Ω) → H−1/2(Γ) are the Newton

potentials or volume potentials. These results are also obtained in the case the boundary is
at least Lipschitz. Moreover, they are all linear, bounded and defined by

(Vt)(x) :=
∫

Γ

U∗(x,y)t(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(Ku)(x) :=
∫

Γ

[TyU
∗(x,y)]⊤u(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(K′t)(x) :=
∫

Γ

TxU
∗(x,y)t(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(Du)(x) := −Tx

∫

Γ

[TyU
∗(x,y)]⊤u(y)dsy for x∈ Γ,

(N0 f )(x) :=
∫

Ω

U∗(x,y) f (y)dy for x∈ Γ,

(N1 f )(x) := Tx

∫

Ω

U∗(x,y) f (y)dy for x∈ Γ.

In addition, the integral representations ofV andD are understood as weakly singular and
as hypersingular boundary integral respectively, while the integrals forK andK′ are in
general Cauchy singular integrals. Note that as for the scalar Yukawa problem, Lemma 4.1
remains true, i.e. the single layer operatorV and the hypersingular integral operatorD are
self-adjoint, positive definite and satisfy the following properties

〈Vτ,τ〉Γ ≥ cV
1‖τ‖2

H−1/2(Γ)
for all τ ∈ H−1/2(Γ) with cV

1 > 0

and
〈Du,u〉Γ ≥ cD

1 ‖u‖2
H1/2(Γ)

for all u∈ H1/2(Γ) with cD
1 > 0

respectively.

5.1.3 Eigensystems of boundary integral operators

In this section we are interested to derive the eigensystemsof some boundary integral op-
erators related to the single layer integral operatorV. To this end we consider in particular
a two-dimensional circular domainΩ := BR(O) of radiusRand centered at the origin as in-
troduced in chapter 4. Further, we assume a one-periodic parametrization of the boundary
Γ := ∂Ω given by

Γ := {x∈ R
2 : x(τ) = R

(
cos2πτ
sin2πτ

)
,0≤ τ < 1}. (5.18)
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Remember that the single layer integral operatorV is defined by

(Vv)(x) =
∫

Γ

U∗(x,y)v(y)dsy. (5.19)

Remark that the single layer integral operatorV can be written in matrix form as follows

V =

(
V11 V12

V21 V22

)
,

so that we haveVii = V1
ii +V2

ii , whereV1
ii are the principal parts of the integral operatorsVii

for i = 1,2. By using the parametrization (5.18) we obtain then forr i := xi −yi , i = 1,2,
andr := |x−y|

(V1
11v1)(x) =

1
2πs2

∫

Γ

[
k2

2K0(k2r)+
[k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]

r

]
v1(y)dsy

=
R
s2

1∫

0

[
k2

2K0(2k2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)

+
[k2K1(2k2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)−k1K1(2k1R|sinπ(τ − t)|)]

2R|sinπ(τ − t)|

]
v1(t)dt,

(V2
11v1)(x) = − 1

2πs2

∫

Γ

[
[k2

2K0(k2r)−k2
1K0(k1r)]+

2[k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]
r

]
r2
1

r2v1(y)dsy

= − R
s2

1∫

0

[
[k2

2K0(2k2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)−k2
1K0(2k1R|sinπ(τ − t)|)]

+
[k2K1(2k2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)−k1K1(2k1R|sinπ(τ − t)|)]

R|sinπ(τ − t)|

]
sin2 π(τ + t)v1(t)dt,

(V12v2)(x) = − 1
2πs2

∫

Γ

[
[k2

2K0(k2r)−k2
1K0(k1r)]+

2[k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]
r

]
r1r2

r2 v2(y)dsy

=
R

2s2

1∫

0

[
[k2

2K0(2k2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)−k2
1K0(2k1R|sinπ(τ − t)|)]

+
[k2K1(2k2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)−k1K1(2k1R|sinπ(τ − t)|)]

R|sinπ(τ − t)|

]
sin2π(τ + t)v2(t)dt

= (V21v2)(x),
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(V1
22v2)(x) =

1
2πs2

∫

Γ

[
k2

1K0(k1r)− [k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]
r

]
v2(y)dsy

=
R
s2

1∫

0

[
k2

1K0(2k1R|sinπ(τ − t)|)

− [k2K1(2k2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)−k1K1(2k1R|sinπ(τ − t)|)]
2R|sinπ(τ − t)|

]
v2(t)dt,

(V2
22v2)(x) = −(V2

11v2)(x).

Proposition 5.1. Let Γ be given as in (5.18). The Fourier functions

vn(t) = e∓i2πnt for n = 0,1, ...

are the eigenfunctions of the boundary integral operators V1
11 and V1

22 respectively, i.e.

(V1
11vn)(τ) =

1
2s2{Λn(k1,k2)+2Γn,n−1,n+1(k1,k2)}vn(τ),

(V1
22vn)(τ) =

1
2s2{Λn(k1,k2)−2Γn,n−1,n+1(k1,k2)}vn(τ),

where

Γm,n,k(.) = (λ D
m(k1)−λ D

m(k2))+
1
4

[
(k2

2λV
n (k2)−k2

1λV
n (k1))+(k2

2λV
k (k2)−k2

1λV
k (k1))

]
,

and

Λn(k1,k2) = [k2
1λV

k (k1)+k2
2λV

k (k2)]

for k2
1 =

s2

λ +2µ
, k2

2 =
s2

µ
. In addition, the following relations hold

Γm,n,k(k1,k2) = Γ−m,−n,−k(k1,k2) = Γm,k,n(k1,k2), Λn(k1,k2) = Λ−n(k1,k2),

whereλV
n andλ D

n for n = 0,1, ... stand for the eigenvalues of the single layer integral op-
erator and the hypersingular integral operator for the scalar Yukawa problem respectively
as given in chapter 4.

Proof. Note that the eigenvalues of the first part of the operatorsV1
11 andV1

22 can be com-
puted easily by using the eigenvalues of the scalar Yukawa problem (see Lemma 4.2). The
second part remains a bit challenging. To overcome this difficulty we rewrite this term by
utilizing the hypersingular boundary integral operator for the scalar Yukawa problem. To
this end, let us first define the boundary operatorsB j for j = 1,2 by

(B jvn)(τ) =
Rkj

s2

1∫

0

K1(2k jR|sinπ(τ − t)|)
2R|sinπ(τ − t)| vn(t)dt.
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From the hypersingular boundary integral operator for the scalar Yukawa problem (see
section 4.1.3) it follows immediately thatB j can be written as follows:

(B jvn)(τ) =−(Dk j vn)(τ)−k2
j R

1∫

0

K0(2k jR|sinπ(τ−t)|)sin2π(τ−t)vn(t)dt for j = 1,2,

whereDk j is the hypersingular boundary integral operator for the scalar Yukawa problem,
with the wave numberα = k j . Finally, by a direct computation we obtain

(B jvn)(τ) = −
(

λ D
n (k j)−

k2
j

4
[λV

n−1(k j)−2λV
n (k j)+λV

n+1(k j)]

)
vn(τ) for j = 1,2,

which ends the proof.

On the other hand, the double layer and the hypersingular boundary integral operators
given in the section above are not suitable for any numericaltreatment. This is due to the
higher singularity of their kernel. Therefore, these need to be regularized in order to reduce
the singularity at least to a weak one.

5.2 Regularization of the double layer and the hypersingular
operators

The regularization we present here is based on the concept ofGünter derivatives [72] and
the integration by parts as given by Nédélec in the case of theLaplace equation as well
as for the Helmholtz problem [86]. Our presentation is inspired from the work done by
L. Kielhorn in the three-dimensional viscoelastodynamicsproblem, therefore readers can
consult [65,66] for details. Similar results can be found in[39,72,100] for the linear elas-
ticity problem. In this section, we will mostly confine our attention on the regularization
of the double layer operator. The case of the hypersingular operator is done in a similar
way.

Indeed, we know that the boundary stress for any vector vis given by

(Ty v)⊤ = λ div v n(y)+2µ
∂v
∂n

+ µ n(y)× curl v, (5.20)

wheren denotes the outer normal. Further, the so-called Günter derivative is given by

M(∂y,n(y))(.) =
∂ (.)

∂n
−n(y) div (.)+n(y)× curl (.). (5.21)
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M(∂y,n(y))(.) can be written in matrix form as follows

M(∂y,n(y)) = ∇y⊗n(y)−n(y)⊗∇y =

(
0 n2

∂
∂y1

−n1
∂

∂y2

n1
∂

∂y2
−n2

∂
∂y1

0

)
,

where⊗ stands here for a tensor product. If we use (5.21) into (5.20)we then obtain

(Ty v)⊤ = 2µ Mv+(λ +2µ) div v n(y)−µ n(y)× curl v. (5.22)

We need to rearrange the last two terms of the formula (5.22),i.e., the terms with div
and curl respectively. To this end, we split the fundamentalsolutionU∗ into two parts as
follows

U∗
i j (x,y) =

1
µ

[
∆χδi j −

λ + µ
λ +2µ

∂i j χ
]
− 1

µ
k2

1χδi j , (5.23)

whereδi j represents the Kronecker symbol and

χ(r) =
1

2π
1

k2
1−k2

2

[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)]

is a regular function, in particular a solution of the partial differential equation given by

(∆−k2
2)(∆−k2

1)χ = δ (r),

whereδ (r) represents the Dirac delta function. Moreover, we have

(∆−k2
1)χ = ϕ2(r) ≡

1
2π

K0(k2r) and (∆−k2
2)χ = ϕ1(r) ≡

1
2π

K0(k1r),

whereϕ1(r) andϕ2(r) are fundamental solutions of scalar Yukawa problems forα ≡ k1

andα ≡ k2 respectively. By utilizing (5.22) we compute the boundary stress of each part
of (5.23) and by adding them we obtain

(Ty U∗)⊤ = 2µ (MU∗)⊤ +M(∆χ)+
∂

∂n(y)
∆χ I

− k2
2 ∇χ ⊗n(y)+k2

1 n(y)⊗∇χ −k2
1

∂ χ
∂n(y)

I ,

rearranging we obtain

(Ty U∗)⊤ = 2µ (MU∗)⊤+M(∆χ −k2
1χ)+

∂
∂n(y)

(∆χ −k2
1χ)I +(k2

1−k2
2) ∇χ ⊗n(y),

that is

(Ty U∗)⊤ = 2µ (MU∗)⊤+Mϕ2 +
∂ϕ2

∂n(y)
I +(k2

1−k2
2) ∇χ ⊗n(y).
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Further, if the parametrization (5.18) of the boundaryΓ is used one obtains then

(Ty U∗)⊤ =
µ

πR
d
dt

(
−U∗

12 U∗
11

−U∗
22 U∗

12

)
+

1
2πR

d
dt

(
0 −ϕ2

ϕ2 0

)
+

( ∂ϕ2
∂n(y) 0

0 ∂ϕ2
∂n(y)

)

+(k2
1−k2

2)

(
n1

∂ χ
∂y1

n2
∂ χ
∂y1

n1
∂ χ
∂y2

n2
∂ χ
∂y2

)
,

further reordering yields

(Ty U∗)⊤ =
µ

πR
d
dt

(
−U∗

12 U∗
11

−U∗
22 U∗

12

)
+

1
2πR

d
dt

(
0 −ϕ2

ϕ1 0

)
+

( ∂ϕ1
∂n(y) 0

0 ∂ϕ2
∂n(y)

)

+n2(y)

(
− ∂

∂y2
(ϕ1−ϕ2)

∂
∂y1

(ϕ1−ϕ2)
∂

∂y1
(ϕ1−ϕ2)

∂
∂y2

(ϕ1−ϕ2)

)

.

By utilizing integration by parts, the double layer integral operator can be written as fol-
lows

(Ku)(x) =
∫

Γ

[Ty U∗(x,y)]⊤ u(y)dsy

= 2µ
1∫

0

(
U∗

12 −U∗
11

U∗
22 −U∗

12

)
du
dt

dt+

1∫

0

(
0 ϕ2

−ϕ1 0

)
du
dt

dt

+ 2πR

1∫

0

( ∂ϕ1
∂n(y(t)) 0

0 ∂ϕ2
∂n(y(t))

)
u(y(t))dt

+ 2πR

1∫

0

n2(y(t))

(
− ∂

∂y2
(ϕ1−ϕ2)

∂
∂y1

(ϕ1−ϕ2)
∂

∂y1
(ϕ1−ϕ2)

∂
∂y2

(ϕ1−ϕ2)

)
u(y(t))dt.

Remark 5.1. We notice that the first block of the above relation can be derived from the
single layer operator of linear elasticity. This will enable us to compute that block matrix
for the double layer matrix in an efficient way in terms of timesince this is already stored.
The second and the third block can be computed from the singlelayer and the double
layer of the scalar Yukawa problem respectively whose eigenvalues are already computed
in chapter 4, see Lemma 4.3, we just have to set the wave numberα = ki , i = 1,2. The
fourth block is symmetric and has the same diagonal blocks, and moreover the functions
involved are regular, therefore only two block matrices will be computed here by the help
of Gauss quadratures.
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On the other hand, by following the same idea as above, the bilinear form of the hypersin-
gular integral operator can be written as follows

〈Du,v〉Γ = −µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[

∂ 2ϕ2

∂n(y)∂n(x)
I

]
·u(y)dsydsx

−µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

(Mx ·v(x)) · [4µU∗] · (My ·u(y))dsydsx

+µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

(Mx ·v(x)) · [2ϕ1I ] · (My ·u(y))dsydsx

−µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) · [My · (Mxϕ2)] ·u(y)dsydsx

+µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[
(k2

2−2k2
1)ϕ1n(x)⊗n(y)

]
·u(y)dsydsx

+µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[
k2

2ϕ2n(y)⊗n(x)
]
·u(y)dsydsx

+µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[
2(k2

1−k2
2)(∇y∇yχ)n(y) ·n(x)

]
·u(y)dsydsx,

wheren denotes the unit outer normal vector onΓ, see, e.g. [65,66] for details. In addition,
for the two-dimensional case we have

−µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) · [My · (Mxϕ2)] ·u(y)dsydsx = µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

(Mx ·v(x)) · [ϕ2I ] ·(My ·u(y))dsydsx,

which yields

〈Du,v〉Γ = −µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[

∂ 2ϕ2

∂n(y)∂n(x)
I

]
·u(y)dsydsx

−µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

(Mx ·v(x)) · [4µU∗− (2ϕ1+ϕ2)I ] · (My ·u(y))dsydsx

+µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[
(k2

2−2k2
1)ϕ1n(x)⊗n(y)

]
·u(y)dsydsx

+µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[
k2

2ϕ2n(y)⊗n(x)
]
·u(y)dsydsx

+µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[
2(k2

1−k2
2)(∇y∇yχ)n(y) ·n(x)

]
·u(y)dsydsx.
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In the next step we want to show that the integrand in the last integral can be split in such a
way that the singular part is evaluated by using the eigenvalues of the hypersingular oper-
ator for the scalar Yukawa problem and the regular part by a standard Gauss quadratures.
Indeed, remember that

χ(r) =
1

2π
1

k2
1−k2

2

[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)].

Therefore we have

(k2
1−k2

2)(∇y∇yχ) =
1

2π




∂ 2

∂y2
1
[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)] ∂ 2

∂y1∂y2
[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)]

∂ 2

∂y1∂y2
[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)] ∂ 2

∂y2
2
[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)]



 ,

wherer = |x−y|,

K0(r) = (ln2−E− ln r)I0(r)+
∞

∑
k=1

[(
k

∑
j=1

1
j

)
1

(k!)2

( r
2

)2k
]

with I0(r) = 1+
∞

∑
k=1

1
(k!)2

( r
2

)2k
, and E = lim

n→∞

[
n

∑
j=1

1
j
− lnn

]
≈ 0.57721566490...,

and

K1(r) := −K′
0(r) :=

1
r

+
∞

∑
k=1

[
1
2

+k

(
E− ln2+ ln r −

k

∑
j=1

1
j

)]
1

(k!)2

( r
2

)2k−1
.

Utilize the following recurrence relation between the modified Bessel functions, see [1]

K′
n(x) = −Kn−1(x)−

n
x

Kn(x),

one obtains forr i = xi −yi , i = 1,2,

∂ 2K0(k j r)

∂y2
i

=

[
k2

j K0(k j r)+
2k j

r
K1(k j r)

]
r2
i

r2 −
k j

r
K1(k j r),

∂ 2K0(k j r)

∂yi∂y j
=

[
k2

j K0(k j r)+
2k j

r
K1(k j r)

]
r ir j

r2 , i 6= j.

Remember that
1

2π
K0(k j r) is a fundamental solution for the scalar Yukawa problem with

a positive wave numberk j . The associated hypersingular integral operator is then defined
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for r = x−y by

(
Dk j v

)
(x) = − 1

2π

∫

Γ

∂
∂n(x)

∂
∂n(y)

K0(k j r)v(y)dsy

=
1

2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

j K0(k j r)+
2k j

r
K1(k j r)

]
(r ,n(y))(r ,n(x))

r2 v(y)dsy

− k j

2π

∫

Γ

K1(k j r)
n(y) ·n(x)

r
v(y)dsy.

We then obtain

− k j

2π

∫

Γ

K1(k jr)
n(y) ·n(x)

r
v(y)dsy

=
(
Dk j v

)
(x)− 1

2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

j K0(k j r)+
2k j

r
K1(k jr)

]
(r ,n(y))(r ,n(x))

r2 v(y)dsy.

This yields

1
2π

∫

Γ

∂ 2K0(k j r)

∂y2
i

n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy

=
1

2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

j K0(k j r)+
2k j

r
K1(k jr)

]
r2
i

r2n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy

− k j

2π

∫

Γ

K1(k j r)
n(y) ·n(x)

r
v(y)dsy,

=
1

2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

j K0(k j r)+
2k j

r
K1(k jr)

]
r2
i

r2n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy

(5.24)

− 1
2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

j K0(k jr)+
2k j

r
K1(k j r)

]
(r ,n(y))(r ,n(x))

r2 v(y)dsy+
(
Dk j v

)
(x).

We also have

1
2π

∫

Γ

∂ 2K0(k j r)

∂yi∂y j
n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy

=
1

2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

j K0(k j r)+
2k j

r
K1(k jr)

]
r ir j

r2 n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy. (5.25)
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By utilizing (5.24) we obtain

1
2π

∫

Γ

∂ 2

∂y2
i

[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)]n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy

=
1

2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

1K0(k1r)+
2k1

r
K1(k1r)−k2

2K0(k2r)− 2k2

r
K1(k2r)

]
r2
i

r2n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy

− 1
2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

1K0(k1r)+
2k1

r
K1(k1r)−k2

2K0(k2r)− 2k2

r
K1(k2r)

]
(r ,n(y))(r ,n(x))

r2 v(y)dsy

+(Dk1v)(x)− (Dk2v)(x),

and (5.25) yields,

1
2π

∫

Γ

∂ 2

∂yi∂y j
[K0(k1r)−K0(k2r)]n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy =

1
2π

∫

Γ

[
k2

1K0(k1r)+
2k1

r
K1(k1r)−k2

2K0(k2r)− 2k2

r
K1(k2r)

]
r ir j

r2 n(y) ·n(x)v(y)dsy.

Note that

2k j

r
K1(k j r) =

2
r2 +k2

j [E− ln2− 1
2

+ ln(k j r)]

+k2
j

∞

∑
k=2

[
1
2

+k

(
E− ln2+ ln(k j r)−

k

∑
l=1

1
l

)]
1

(k!)2

(
k j r

2

)2k−2

.

This yields then

k2
j K0(k j r)+

2k j

r
K1(k j r) = −

k2
j

2
+

2
r2

+k2
j

∞

∑
k=1

[
ln2−E− ln(k j r)+

k

∑
l=1

1
l

]
1

(k!)2

(
k j r

2

)2k

+k2
j

∞

∑
k=2

[
1
2

+k

(
E− ln2+ ln(k j r)−

k

∑
l=1

1
l

)]
1

(k!)2

(
k j r

2

)2k−2

. (5.26)

The relation (5.26) shows that in the neighborhood of zero wehave

k2
1K0(k1r)+

2k1

r
K1(k1r)−k2

2K0(k2r)− 2k2

r
K1(k2r) =

k2
2−k2

1

2
+O(r). (5.27)

Note that, as in the case of the double layer integral operator, the regularization of the
hypersingular integral operator above shows that the evaluation can be done easily via
the single layer integral operator of the elasticity problem, and of the single layer and
hypersingular integral operator of the scalar Yukawa problem.
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5.3 Evaluation of the Newton potential

In this section our interest is to compute the vector relatedto the Newton potentialN0 f ,
i.e.

(N0 f )l [i] =
2

∑
m=1

∫

Γ

φ (0)
i (x)

∫

Ω

U∗
lm(x,y) fm(y)dydsx for i = 1, ...,N; l = 1,2,

whereφ (0)
i for i = 1, ...,N are the B-splines of order zero. First we interchange the order

of integration as follows

(N0 f )l [i] =
2

∑
m=1

∫

Ω

fm(y)
∫

τi

U∗
lm(x,y)dsxdy for i = 1, ...,N; l = 1,2. (5.28)

Note that the main assumptions for the computation of (5.28)are as for chapter 4, but for
the reader convenience we briefly repeat them here.

Let Ω = BR(c) be a two-dimensional circular domain centered atc with radiusR. First,
Ω is divided intoMr rings, second on each ringN suitable meshes are constructed (see
Appendix). Therefore, (5.28) can be written as follows

(N0 f )l [i] =
Mr

∑
j=1

N

∑
k=1

2

∑
m=1

∫

Tjk

fm(y)
∫

τi

U∗
l ,m(x,y)dsxdy for i = 1, ...,N; l = 1,2, (5.29)

whereTjk is thekth element on thejth ring, andΩ = ∪Mr
j=1∪N

k=1Tjk. Furthermore,Tjk is an
isoparametric triangle or an isoparametric quadrangle whether it is on the last inner ring or
others rings. Further, the fundamental solution can be written as follows

U∗ =

(
U∗1

11 0
0 U∗1

22

)
+

(
U∗2

11 U∗
12

U∗
12 −U∗2

11

)
,

where forr = |x−y|, r i = xi −yi , i = 1,2

U∗1
11(x,y) =

1
2πs2

[
k2

2K0(k2r)+
1
r
[k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]

]
,

U∗2
11(x,y) = − 1

2πs2

r2
1

r2

[
[k2

2K0(k2r)−k2
1K0(k1r)]+

2
r
[k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]

]
,

U∗
12(x,y) = − 1

2πs2

r1r2

r2

[
[k2

2K0(k2r)−k2
1K0(k1r)]+

2
r
[k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]

]
,

U∗1
22(x,y) =

1
2πs2

[
k2

1K0(k1r)− 1
r
[k2K1(k2r)−k1K1(k1r)]

]
.
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If we approximate functionsf1 and f2 on each ring by piecewise constant functions re-
spectively, the approximation of the vectorN0 f denoted byÑ0 f can then be written in the
matrix form as follows

Ñ0 f =
Mr

∑
j=1

[(
A1 j

11 0
0 A1 j

22

)
+

(
A2 j

11 A j
12

A j
12 −A2 j

11

)](
f j

1
f j

2

)
,

where for j = 1, ...,Mr

A1 j
ll [i,k] =

∫

τi

U∗1
ll (x,y jk)dsx for i,k = 1, ...,N, l = 1,2,

A2 j
11[i,k] =

∫

τi

U∗2
11(x,y jk)dsx for i,k = 1, ...,N,

A j
12[i,k] =

∫

τi

U∗
12(x,y jk)dsx for i,k = 1, ...,N

and

f j
l
[k] = |Tjk| fl (y jk) for k = 1, ...,N, l = 1,2,

where|Tjk| andy jk represent the volume and the center of mass of the elementTjk respec-

tively. Note that forj = 1, ...,Mr the matricesA1 j
11 andA1 j

22 are derived from the boundary

integral operatorsV1
11 andV1

22 respectively. Hence,A1 j
11 andA1 j

22 are circulant matrices, see
Proposition 5.1. Finally, by using the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) we obtain

Ñ0 f =
Mr

∑
j=1



F−1
(

F(C j
1)F( f j

1
)
)

+A2 j
11 f j

1
+A j

12 f j
2

F−1
(

F(C j
2)F( f j

2
)
)

+A j
12 f j

1
−A2 j

11 f j
2



 ,

where for j = 1, ...,Mr, C j
1 andC j

2 are the first columns of the circulant matricesA1 j
11 and

A1 j
22 respectively.

Remark 5.2. Note that on each ring the approximate Newton potential vector Ñ0 f
is given in terms of a matrix-vector multiplication like forthe scalar Yukawa problem
presented in chapter 4, but the matrix in this case has a blockstructure, the first block is
made from circulant matrices A1 j

11 and A1 j
22, therefore the matrix-vector multiplication of

this first part can be speed up by applying the Fast Fourier transform (FFT), while the
second block has a symmetric structure, this permits us to compute only two matrices A2 j

11

and Aj
12. Moreover, the error estimate for the approximation is given as in chapter 4 by

‖N0( f − f
h
)‖H1/2(Γ) ≤ cN

2 ‖ f − f
h
‖

H̃−1
(Ω)

≤ cN
2 ‖ f − f

h
‖L2(Ω) ≤ ch| f |H1(Ω),

where f
h

:= Ih f is the nodal interpolation of f.



6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONTACT PROBLEMS IN LINEAR
ELASTOSTASTICS OF YUKAWA TYPE

The previous chapters were dedicated to the formulation of adequate boundary value prob-
lems as well as the setting of suitable function spaces and the development of useful results
to ease the formulation and analysis of contact problems. Thus, the goal of this chapter is
to develop and to analyze algorithms for the solution of contact problems with friction in
linear elastostatics of Yukawa type. The contact problems with friction, even in the view
of their long history, are still one of the most challenging subjects in mechanics with many
open questions. This is due to the non-monotone and non-compact character of the fric-
tion functional which does not permit the application of standard results from nonlinear
functional analysis [29,67].

In literature, the most frequently used friction laws are the Tresca and Coulomb law. The
variational formulation of the first one leads to a classicalvariational inequality of sec-
ond kind which is equivalent to an optimization problem and where the solvability can
be established easily [35, 40, 68], while the second one leads to a quasivariational in-
equality [29, 67]. This makes proving theoretical results for Coulomb friction problem
difficult. However, the first existence proof for the Coulombfriction problem was estab-
lished by Nešcas, Jarušek and Haslinger in (1980) [85] for the very special problem of a
two-dimensional infinite strip provided the friction coefficient was sufficiently small. To
overcome mathematical difficulties related to the Coulomb friction problem, regularized
versions such as a nonlocal or a normal compliance friction law were considered in [67].
In [27–30,67] the authors used another technique based on a simultaneouspenalizationof
unilateral conditions and aregularizationof the frictional term. This technique is power-
ful from the theoretical point of view but not very convenient for computations. Indeed,
after a discretization one obtains a system of nonlinear algebraic equations which depends
on two small parameters. It turns out that the computationalprocess depends strongly
on their choice [30]. The fixed point technique is preferred nowadays as a basis for the
numerical realization of the contact problems with Coulombfriction. A possible way to
determine fixed points is to express the corresponding weak formulation in the form of a
generalized equation which can be solved by methods of non-smooth optimization [18].
Another way which is commonly used towards the solution of Coulomb frictional contact
problems is to define the solution as a fixed point of a sequenceof solutions to the Tresca
problem [24,27,28,30,41,42,44,67].

The Tresca friction law is frequently used instead of the Coulomb friction law because it is
simpler to analyze, see [10,44,67]. Therefore, an efficientnumerical algorithm for contact

89
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problems with Coulomb friction is based on fast and reliablealgorithms for contact prob-
lems with Tresca friction. In addition, the simplicity of Tresca problems highly motivates
the development of faster solvers [71, 98]. Some works concerned with this are [24, 41].
The authors use a dual formulation of the problem and quadratic programming methods
with proportioning and projections for the solution of the discrete 3D Tresca frictional
contact problem. But, note that the above methods are rathervery slow and are in general
of first order or converge at a linear rate. A different idea isfollowed in [71, 98], where a
second order semi-smooth Newton method and an augmented Lagrangian approach were
proposed for the solutions of 2D contact problems with Tresca friction. This method is
generalized to 3D in [54].

In contrast to the frictionless case, where we have to deriveonly the normal deforma-
tions, here the tangential deformations are needed as well.Therefore, besides the unilat-
eral contact conditions which can be handled easily via projection techniques, the varia-
tional formulation of contact problems with Tresca friction leads to a variational inequality
of second kind [67, 68], but this turns out to be a constrainednon-differentiable mini-
mization problem (primal problem) which is problematic. Therefore, a more subtle ap-
proach appropriately dealing with generalized derivatives is necessary to overcome this
difficulty [47, 48]. The key ingredient for these steps is a dual regularization strategy
which enables us, on one hand, to get uniqueness of the dual variable and, on the other
hand, to work in an adequate function space setting where thesuperlinearity of a gen-
eralized Newton method can be obtained. Therefore, by the help of the Fenchel duality
theorem [31, 49, 71] the corresponding dual problem is obtained, which is a constrained
maximization problem involving a differentiable operator. Whenever, the problems (pri-
mal and dual) are seen from optimizational point of view, instead of considering only the
first order necessary optimality conditions, which are usually the starting points of analysis,
we derive and consider as well the extremality conditions which characterize solutions of
the dual and primal problems. In addition, an important aspect of this approach is that the
extremality conditions can be written as a variational formulation in terms of nonlinear and
non differentiable complementarity functions [71,98,99]. But, a regularization of the dual
problem, motivated by the augmented Lagrangian [34, 36, 56,57, 98] turns those comple-
mentarity functions in the extremality conditions to be Newton differentiable [47, 71, 98].
Therefore, this can motivate the application of the semi-smooth Newton method in func-
tion spaces, see, e.g., [47, 58–61] for their applications to optimal control and obstacle
problems. An immediate consequence, is that the resulting algorithm in 2-D turns out to
be equivalent to an active set strategy and is observed to converge in numerical practice
regardless of the initialization and the mesh [47,50,59,98].

Due to the fact that the nonlinearities of the problem lie on the boundaries of the contacting
bodies, this can motivate the application of boundary integral equation methods [30,100].
This reduces the extremality conditions to the boundary curve. The boundary integral
equations involved in the extremality conditions are approximated by using Galerkin
method with the help of B-splines on the boundary curve (BEM)[30, 100]. This yields
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an equivalent algebraic system of linear equations with fewunknowns but involving dense
matrices and having block structure with circulant properties [23, 92, 94] in the particular
case of a circular domain. The associated matrix entries arecomputed partly explicitly and
efficiently. Additionally, the circulant block structure enables us to develop precondition-
ing matrices for a conjugate gradient method. The combined semi-smooth Newton method
with the boundary element method are then carried over to theCoulomb friction problem
by means of a fixed point approach. The chapter is organized asfollows: In section 1 the
Signorini contact problem with Coulomb friction is stated and its variational formulation
in a framework of Hilbert spaces is given. Section 2 is concerned with the boundary inte-
gral formulation of the problem, the introduction of the Tresca problem and the analysis
of the wellposedness is established, while section 3 is concerned with the derivation of the
dual problem and of the extremality conditions for the Tresca problem. In section 4 we
derive the regularized dual and primal problems for the Tresca problem and present the
semi-smooth Newton approach. In section 5 we present the regularized contact problem
with Coulomb friction and establish the existence proof. Section 6 is concerned with the
BEM discretization.

6.1 Signorini contact problems with Coulomb friction

In this section we present the problem in its strong formulation, state all necessary in-
gredients needed for the variational formulation. Further, we discuss some mathematical
difficulties inherent in it.

6.1.1 Presentation of the problem

For the problem setting, we assume a deformable body to occupy an open and bounded
domainΩ of R

2 with boundaryΓ := ∂Ω divided into three disjoint subsets, namely the
Dirichlet partΓD, where we assume the body to be fixed,ΓN is the Neumann part with a
given traction, andΓC is the part where a possible contact may occur. For convenience we
assume that the rigid foundation lies belowΓC as it is shown in Figure 6.1.
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ΓD

ΓD

ΓN

ΓC

gN

Ω

d

Figure 6.1: Deformable body with rigid foundation.

Governing Equations

Using the results from chapter 3 the strong formulation of the contact problem in linear
elastostatics of Yukawa type can be stated as follows: Find the displacementu such that

s2u−div (σ(u)) = f in Ω, (6.1)

u = 0 on ΓD, (6.2)

σ(u)n = g
N

on ΓN, (6.3)

un ≤ d, σn(u) ≤ 0, σn(u)(un−d) = 0 on ΓC, (6.4)

ut −wt = 0⇒ |σt(u)| < F|σn(u)|
ut −wt 6= 0⇒ σt(u) = −F|σn(u)| ut −wt

|ut −wt |
|ut −wt |(|σt(u)|−F|σn(u)|) = 0





on ΓC, (6.5)

wheren is the unit outward normal vector along the boundaryΓ, σn(u) andσt(u) represent
the normal and the tangential stresses along the boundaryΓC respectively, whileun andut
are respectively the normal and the tangential displacements along the boundaryΓC. The
functionw∈ H1/2(ΓC) and the scalars arise from the time discretization as described in

chapter 3, therew = ul−1 ands2 =
ρ

(δ t)2 . Moreover, we assume the material to have an

isotropic behavior, i.e. Hooke’s law yields

σ(u) := Cε(u) = (λ tr(ε(u))I +2µε(u)),
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whereε(u) = 1
2(∇u+(∇u)⊤) denotes the linearized strain tensor,I is the 2×2-identity

tensor,tr(.) the trace of a tensor. Further,λ andµ are the Lamé constants given by

λ =
Eν

(1+ν)(1−2ν)
, µ =

E
2(1+ν)

,

whereE > 0 and ν ∈ (0,1/2) denote Young’s modulus and the Poisson ratio respec-
tively.

Before we derive the variational formulation, let us define the Sobolev space

H1(Ω) :=
(
H1(Ω)

)2
.

In a similar way we defineL2(Γ), H1/2(Γ) and so on. We then introduce

V = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : γ int
0 v = 0 on ΓD},

where

γ int
0 : H1(Ω) → H1/2(Γ)

is the trace operator. For the reader’s convenience we recall the two linear, continuous and
surjective trace operators onΓC defined in chapter 2:

γNc : V → H1/2(ΓC), v 7→ γNcv ≡ (γ int
0 v|ΓC) ·n

and

γTc : V → H1/2
T (ΓC), v 7→ γTcv ≡ γ int

0 v|ΓC − (γNcv)n

with

H1/2
T (ΓC) = {v ∈ H1/2(ΓC) : γNcv = 0}.

In the sequel and onward, we set for v∈ V, γNcv ≡ vn andγTcv ≡ vt . By following [98],
we assume that the friction coefficientF does not depend on the solution and

F ∈ L∞(ΓC).

Moreover, we assume thatF is positive, and belongs to the space of factors onH1/2(ΓC),
that is the mapping defined by

H1/2(ΓC) ∋ λ 7→ Fλ ∈ H1/2(ΓC),

is welldefined and bounded, see [98, p. 85].
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6.1.2 Variational formulation

The set of admissible displacements is defined by:

K = {v ∈ V : vn ≤ d on ΓC}.
The crucial point to establish the variational formulationlies on the derivation of the vari-
ational formulation for the nonlinear contact conditions and the Coulomb friction law.
However, it can be easily proved that the following inequality holds, see (3.43),

un ≤ d, σn(u)(vn−un) ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ K. (6.6)

On the other hand, the variational formulation of the Coulomb friction law (6.5) is given
by

σt(u) · (vt −ut)+F|σn(u)|(|vt −wt |− |ut −wt |) ≥ 0 for all vt orthogonal ton. (6.7)

The proof of this statement is given in Proposition 3.1. Next, if we multiply the equilibrium
equation (6.1) by(v− u), utilize the Green formula and boundary conditions we obtain
then∫

Ω

[
s2u· (v−u)+σ(u) : ε(v−u)

]
dx−

∫

Ω

f · (v−u)dx=

∫

Γ

σ(u)n· (v−u)dsx

=

∫

ΓN

g
N
· (v−u)dsx +

∫

ΓC

σ(u)n · (v−u)dsx. (6.8)

The last integral onΓC in the right hand side of (6.8) can be split into normal and tangential
components as follows

∫

ΓC

σ(u)n · (v−u)dsx =

∫

ΓC

[σn(u)(vn−un)+σt(u) · (vt −ut)]dsx. (6.9)

If we substitute (6.9) into (6.8), add
∫

ΓC

F|σn(u)|(|vt −wt |− |ut −wt |)dsx in both sides of

(6.8) and further utilize (6.6) and (6.7), we then obtain thefollowing variational inequality:
Find u∈ K such that

a(u,v−u)+ j(u,v)− j(u,u) ≥L(v−u) for all v ∈ K, (6.10)

where for allu,v ∈ K

a(u,v) =
∫

Ω

[s2u ·v+σ(u) : ε(v)]dx,

j(u,v) =
∫

ΓC

F|σn(u)| |vt −wt |dsx,

L(v) =

∫

Ω

f ·vdx+

∫

ΓN

g
N
·vdsx.
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The equivalence of the two problems (6.1)-(6.5) and (6.10) is given by the following re-
sult.

Theorem 6.1. If u is a sufficiently smooth solution of (6.10), then usatisfies (6.1)-(6.5).
Conversely, any solution of (6.1)-(6.5) satisfies (6.10).

Proof. See [67, Theorem 10.1].

Unfortunately, there are major mathematical difficulties inherent in the variational inequal-
ity (6.10). On the one hand, the functional

j(u,u) =
∫

ΓC

F|σn(u)| |ut −wt |dsx

is not monotone. In addition, it is neither convex nor differentiable, and can not be ana-
lyzed by the standard theories from nonlinear functional analysis. Thus, the question of
existence of solutions to the general problem (6.10) is still open. However, there are avail-
able existence proofs for some very special cases in which the contact pressures happen to
be very smooth, see [85]. To overcome these difficulties, twoapproaches are frequently
used in literature, the first one is the nonlocal or the normalcompliance friction law [67],
and the second one, which is of our interest, is a reduced version of (6.10) that represents
a contact problem in which it is assumed that the contact pressure is known. This is also
known as contact problem with Tresca friction law [24, 41, 42, 71]. Before we introduce
that, let us reformulate (6.10) by using boundary integral operators.

6.2 Boundary integral formulation

Since the unknowns we are interested in deriving lie on the boundary it can be beneficial
or attractive to reformulate (6.10) by using the boundary element method. This is moti-
vated by its better approximation of data on the boundary in comparison to the traditional
finite element method [30, 100]. Therefore, if the Cauchy data γ int

0 u and γ int
1 u ≡ σ(u)n

are known, then the solution of the differential equations (6.1) is given by the so-called
representation formula forx∈ Ω,

u(x) =

∫

Γ

[U∗(x,y)]γ int
1 u(y)dsy−

∫

Γ

[TyU
∗(x,y)]γ int

0 u(y)dsy+

∫

Ω

[U∗(x,y)] f (y)dy, (6.11)

whereU∗ is the fundamental solution of linear elastostatics of Yukawa type given by
(5.14). Our goal in this section is to write the boundary stress in terms of the symmet-
ric Steklov-Poincaré operator. To this end, by following the same procedure as given in
section 4.1.2, we then obtain
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σ(u)n := γ int
1 u = Sγ int

0 u−N f (6.12)

where the operatorN f is given by

−V−1N0 f =

[
N1−

(
1
2

I +K′
)

V−1N0

]
f =: −N f ,

andS is the symmetric Steklov-Poincaré operator, i.e. it maps a given boundary displace-
ment to the corresponding boundary stress of the solution ofthe homogeneous elasticity
equations. Furthermore, it is defined by

S:=

(
1
2

I +K′
)

V−1
(

1
2

I +K

)
+D

with V, K, K′ andD which represent the single layer integral operator, the double layer
integral operator, the adjoint double layer integral operator and the hypersingular integral
operator respectively.N0 andN1 are the Newton potentials. All these operators are given
in section 5.1.2. In addition, as for the scalar Yukawa problem, Theorem 4.1 remains valid
here, i.e. the Steklov-Poincaré operatorS is bounded, self-adjoint, positive definite and
satisfying

〈Su,u〉Γ ≥ cD
1 ‖u‖2

H1/2(Γ)
for all u∈ H1/2(Γ)

with the same constant of ellipticitycD
1 as in the case of the hypersingular integral operator.

Next, by using the Green formula, we then obtain

a(u,v−u)−
∫

Ω

f · (v−u)dx =

∫

Γ

σ(u)n · (v−u)dsx,

=

∫

Γ

(Su−N f ) · (v−u)dsx. (6.13)

By substituting (6.13) into (6.10), we then obtain the boundary variational inequality: Find
u∈ K such that
∫

Γ

Su· (v−u)dsx+

∫

ΓC

F|σn(u)|(|vt −wt |− |ut −wt |)dsx ≥ L(v−u) for all v ∈K (6.14)

with
L(v) =

∫

Γ

N f ·vdsx +

∫

ΓN

g
N
·vdsx,

and where the setK is defined by

K := {v ∈ V : vn ≤ d}
with V given by

V := {v ∈ H1/2(Γ) : γ int
0 v = 0 on ΓD}.
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Proposition 6.1. The domain variational formulation (6.10) and the boundaryvaria-
tional formulation (6.14) are equivalent.

Proof. If u is a solution of (6.10), the traceγ int
0 u is then a solution of the boundary vari-

ational formulation (6.14). On the other hand, ifγ int
0 u is a solution (6.14), the boundary

stress is then given by the relation (6.12)σ(u)n := γ int
1 u = Sγ int

0 u−N f . Hence, having the
Cauchy dataγ int

0 u andγ int
1 u the solution of the domain variational (6.10) is given by the

representation formula (6.11).

After suitable reformulation of the domain variational formulation (6.10) to the boundary
variational problem (6.14), the next paragraph is concerned about the Tresca problem.

6.2.1 Signorini contact problem with Tresca friction

As we have mentioned above, the contact problem with Tresca friction is the contact prob-
lem with given friction. This is widely accepted in practiceand it is known to be not only
manageable from the mathematical and computational point of view but can form as well a
step in an iterative process for obtaining numerical solutions to the general problem (6.14)
when such solutions exist [29, 30, 42, 67], see the next section. In addition, contact prob-
lems with Tresca friction can be associated to an optimization problem for which standard
a priori estimates would guarantee existence or uniquenessof a solution. To give the weak
formulation of the problem with Tresca friction we assume that the friction is given and
set

|σn(u)| ≡ g∈ K∗ := {g∈ H−1/2(ΓC) : 〈g,v〉ΓC
≥ 0 ∀v ∈ H1/2(ΓC) with v ≥ 0}.

The variational formulation is then given by: Findu∈ K such that

〈Su,v−u〉Γ + jg(v)− jg(u) ≥ L(v−u) for all v ∈ K, (6.15)

where

jg(v) =
∫

ΓC

Fg|vt −wt |dsx.

The variational inequality (6.15) is equivalent to the minimization problem

min
v∈K

J(v), (P) (6.16)

whereJ(v) = J0(v)+ jg(v) with J0(v) := 1
2〈Sv,v〉Γ −L(v). Indeed, let us assume thatu

is a solution of the minimization problem (6.16), note that the functionalJ0 is Gateaux
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differentiable and convex whereasjg is not differentiable at v= w but, sincejg is convex
we have

lim
α>0

jg(u+α(v−u))− jg(u)

α
≤ jg(v)− jg(u) ∀α ∈ (0,1), ∀v ∈ K. (6.17)

We have then

0 ≤ lim
α>0

J(u+α(v−u))−J(u)

α
(sinceu is a minimizer ofJ)

= lim
α>0

J0(u+α(v−u))−J0(u)

α
+ lim

α>0

jg(u+α(v−u))− jg(u)

α
≤ 〈DJ0(u),v−u〉+ jg(v)− jg(u) (by using (6.17))

= 〈Su,v−u〉Γ−L(v−u)+ jg(v)− jg(u).

Henceu solves (6.15). On the other hand, letu be a solution of the boundary variational
problem (6.15). SinceJ0 is also convex applying the relation (6.17) yields for all v∈ K

〈Su,v−u〉Γ −L(v−u) := lim
α>0

J0(u+α(v−u))−J0(u)

α
≤ J0(v)−J0(u). (6.18)

Finally, by addingjg(v)− jg(u) in both sides of inequality (6.18) and by using (6.15) end
the proof.

Some abstract results for variational inequalities

In this paragraph, we will limit ourselves to an abstract elliptic variational inequality of
the second kind which is the main interest of this section. Nevertheless, we will derive an
elliptic variational inequality of the first kind as a particular case of the second kind. In
addition, some results concerning the existence and the uniqueness of their solutions are
presented.

In the followingV will denote a real Hilbert space,V∗ its topological dual space with the
duality pairing〈., .〉V∗×V . The norm onV will be denoted by‖.‖V . Let A : V → V∗ be a
linear and bounded operator,A is said to beV-elliptic if there exists a positive constant
α such that〈Av,v〉V∗×V ≥ α‖v‖2

V for all v ∈ V. Let L : V → R be a linear and bounded
functional, K a closed convex and nonempty subset ofV, and let j(.) : V → R = R∪
{−∞,+∞} be a convex lower semi-continuous (l.s.c) and proper functional.

Definition 6.1. The elliptic variational inequality to find u∈V such that

〈Au,v−u〉V∗×V + j(v)− j(u) ≥ L(v−u) for all v ∈V (6.19)

is said to be of second kind.
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In addition, if A is symmetric, i.e.〈Au,v〉V∗×V = 〈Av,u〉V∗×V , the variational inequality
(6.19) is then equivalent to a minimization problem

min
v∈V

J (v), (6.20)

whereJ : V → R is a functional defined by:

J (v) :=
1
2
〈Av,v〉V∗×V + j(v)−L(v). (6.21)

If j = IK, whereIK is the indicator function ofK defined by

IK(v) =

{
0 if v ∈ K,
∞ elsewhere,

the variational inequality (6.19) is then equivalent to

〈Au,v−u〉V∗×V ≥ L(v−u) for all v ∈ K (6.22)

and it is said to be of first kind. IfA is symmetric, (6.22) is then equivalent to a minimiza-
tion problem

min
v∈K

J (v), (6.23)

whereJ : V → R is a quadratic functional (Ritz functional) defined by

J (v) :=
1
2
〈Av,v〉V∗×V −L(v). (6.24)

Theorem 6.2. (Lions and Stampacchia) The elliptic variational inequalities of first
kind and of second kind (6.22) and (6.19) respectively have aunique solution.

Proof. See [29,35,40,67,68].

Note that if we set

j(v) =

{
jg(v) if v ∈ K,

∞ elsewhere,

andA = S the existence of a unique solution of the Tresca problem (6.15) follows then
from Theorem 6.2. Moreover, the unique solutionug = u ∈ K depends continuously on
the given frictiong and satisfies the a priori estimate

‖u‖H1/2(Γ)
≤ c0,

where the constantc0 is independent of the given stressg, see, e.g. [29, p.30].
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6.2.2 Weak formulation of the contact problem with Coulomb friction

After showing the unique solvability of the contact problemwith Tresca friction, the ques-
tion that one may ask is the relation between the solutionug of the Tresca problem (6.15)
and a solutionu of the contact problem with Coulomb friction (6.14). To answer this
question we consider the following mapping

Φ : K∗ →K∗

defined byΦ(g) := |σn(ug)|. Note thatΦ is welldefined since for a giveng ∈ K∗ the
Tresca problem (6.15) has a unique solution. It is then natural thatug is a weak solution
of the contact problem with Coulomb friction (6.14) if and only if |σn(ug)| is a fixed point
of the mappingΦ. In [29, 42, 85] much effort was done to fulfill some requirements that
guarantee the existence of a fixed point ofΦ, i.e. the existence of a solution of the contact
problem with Coulomb friction. In general it is said that thecontact problem with Coulomb
friction (6.14) has a weak solution if the friction coefficient F is sufficiently small. To be
more precise, it is shown in [29,30] that a weak solution to the Coulomb frictional contact
problem exists if for allx∈ ΓC,

F(x) <






√
3−4ν

2−2ν if d = 2,

√
3−4ν
4−4ν if d = 3,

(6.25)

whereν denotes the Poisson ratio andd the dimension ofΩ.

The authors in [28–30] used another technique based on a simultaneous penalization of
unilateral conditions and a regularization of the frictional term. This turns out to be pow-
erful from the theoretical point of view but not very attractive for computations. Indeed,
after a discretization one obtains a system of nonlinear algebraic equations which depends
on two small parameters. Moreover, the efficiency of the algorithm strongly depends on
their choice [30].

We can remark that the development of fast algorithms for contact problems with Coulomb
friction depends on the efficiency of the solvers for the Tresca problem. But, since the
functional jg in (6.15) is non-differentiable this becomes problematic.Therefore, a more
subtle approach appropriately dealing with generalized derivatives becomes necessary for
the variational inequality (6.15), see, e.g., [17, 47, 70, 101]. The fixed point technique
presented above is rather slow and is typically of first orderor converges at a linear rate.
In [71, 98, 99] and [46, 57, 58, 60] generalized Newton methods which are in general of
second order methods were proposed for contact problems or for optimal control problems
respectively. The key ingredient for these steps is a dual regularization.
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6.3 Dual problem and extremality conditions for the Tresca problem

The main tools of this section will be about the convex analysis [31] presented in chapter 2,
but for the reader’s convenience let us briefly repeat them here. We now recall the Fenchel
duality theorem in infinite dimensional spaces in a form thatis convenient for our work.

In the following,X andY will denote Banach spaces,X∗ andY∗ their topological duals
respectively. LetΛ : X → Y be a linear and bounded operator, i.e.,Λ ∈ L(X,Y), and let
F : X →R andG : Y →R be convex, proper and lower semi-continuous (l.s.c) functionals.
Moreover, there exists v0 ∈ X such thatF(v0) < ∞, G(Λv0) < ∞. Then we have

inf
v∈X

[F(v)+G(Λv)] = sup
q∈Y∗

[
−F

∗(−Λ′q)−G
∗(q)

]
, (6.26)

whereΛ′ ∈ L(Y∗,X∗) is the adjoint ofΛ, F
∗ andG

∗ denote the Fenchel convex conjugate
for the functionalsF andG respectively, defined by

F
∗(v∗) = sup

v∈X
[〈v,v∗〉X,X∗ −F(v)] .

The left and the right hand sides of (6.26) are called primal and dual problems respec-
tively. In addition, if v∈ X andq∈ Y∗ are the solutions of the primal and dual problems
respectively, they are then characterized by the extremality conditions

−Λ′q ∈ ∂F(v),

(6.27)

q ∈ ∂G(Λv),

where∂F and∂G denote the subdifferentials of the convex functionalsF andG respec-
tively, defined by

∂F(v) = {v∗ ∈ X∗ : F(u) ≥ F(v)+ 〈u−v,v∗〉X,X∗ ∀u∈ X}.

If we set nowX := V andY := V ×H1/2(ΓC), we have thenΛ ∈ L(V,V ×H1/2(ΓC)) and
defined by

Λ(v) := (v,vt).

Further, we useG : V ×H1/2(ΓC) → R, which is defined by

G(v,vt) :=
1
2
〈Sv,v〉+ jg(v),

where jg(v) :=
∫

ΓC

Fg|vt −wt |dsx andF : V → R is defined by

F(v) :=

{
−L(v) if v ∈ K,
∞ else.
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It can be easily verified thatΛ, F andG satisfy the above properties of the Fenchel duality
theorem. Therefore, the minimization problem (6.16) can bewritten as follows

min
v∈V

[F(v)+G(Λv)] , (6.28)

with the corresponding dual problem

sup
(p,µ)∈V∗×H−1/2(ΓC)

[
−F

∗(−Λ′(p,µ))−G
∗(p,µ)

]
. (6.29)

Next, we are going to evaluate the above convex conjugates

G
∗(p,µ) = sup

(v,vt)∈V×H1/2(ΓC)

[
〈p,v〉Γ + 〈µ ,vt〉ΓC −G(v,vt)

]

= sup
(v,vt)∈V×H1/2(ΓC)

[
〈p,v〉Γ −

1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ + 〈µ ,vt〉ΓC −〈Fg, |vt −wt |〉ΓC

]

= sup
v∈V

[
〈p,v〉Γ −

1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ

]
+ sup

vt∈H1/2(ΓC)

[
〈µ ,vt〉ΓC −〈Fg, |vt −wt |〉ΓC

]

= sup
v∈V

[
〈p,v〉Γ −

1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ

]
+ sup

vt∈H1/2(ΓC)

[
〈µ ,vt −wt〉ΓC − jg(v)

]

+ sup
vt∈H1/2(ΓC)

〈µ ,wt〉ΓC

= sup
v∈V

[
〈p,v〉Γ −

1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ

]
+ j∗g(µ)+ sup

vt∈H1/2(ΓC)

〈µ ,wt〉ΓC,

where j∗g is the convex conjugate of the functionaljg. Since jg is a gauge, Lemma 2.2
yields

j∗g(µ) :=

{
0 if 〈Fg, |vt −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,vt −wt〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all vt ∈ H1/2(ΓC),

∞ else.

Further, the first order necessary condition for the convex optimization yieldsp := Sv, and
we then obtain

sup
v∈V

[
〈p,v〉Γ −

1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ

]
:=

1
2
〈S−1p, p〉Γ.

Hence, the convex conjugate ofG is given by

G
∗(p,µ) :=

{ 1
2〈S−1p, p〉Γ + 〈µ ,wt〉ΓC if 〈Fg, |vt −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,vt −wt〉ΓC ≥ 0 ∀vt .

∞ else.
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On the other hand, we have

F
∗(−Λ′(p,µ)) = sup

v∈V

[
〈−Λ′(p,µ),v〉Γ −F(v)

]

= sup
v∈V

[
〈−(p,µ),Λ(v)〉Γ +L(v)

]

= sup
v∈V

[
−〈p,v〉Γ−〈µ ,vt〉ΓC +L(v)

]

= sup
v∈K

[
−〈p−N f ,v〉Γ −〈µ ,vt〉ΓC + 〈g

N
,v〉ΓN

]

= sup
v∈K

[
−〈pn− (N f )n,vn〉ΓC −〈pt − (N f )t + µ ,vt〉ΓC

+ 〈−(p−N f )+g
N
,v〉ΓN

]

andF∗(−Λ′(p,µ)) is equal to∞ unless

p−N f = g
N

a.e. on ΓN and µ + pt − (N f )t = 0 in H−1/2(ΓC). (6.30)

Further, for
pn− (N f )n ≤ 0, in H−1/2(ΓC), (6.31)

we then obtain

F
∗(−Λ′(p,µ)) =

{
−〈pn− (N f )n,d〉ΓC if (6.30) and (6.31) hold,
∞ else.

Hence, the dual problem is given as follows

sup
(p,µ)∈V∗×H−1/2(ΓC),

s.t. (6.30) and (6.31),
〈Fg,|vt−wt |〉ΓC

−〈µ,vt−wt〉ΓC
≥0

∀vt∈H1/2(ΓC).

[
−1

2
〈S−1p, p〉Γ −〈µ ,wt〉ΓC + 〈pn− (N f )n,d〉ΓC

]
(P∗)

Note that the cost functional in the dual problem(P∗) is differentiable. The existence of a
solution follows from the standard theorem of duality theory, see Theorem 2.7. Moreover,
the uniform convexity guarantees the uniqueness.

The next theorem summarizes the uniquely characterizationbetween the unique solution
u ∈ K of the primal problem (6.16) and the unique solution(p,µ) ∈ V∗×H−1/2(ΓC) of

the dual problem(P∗) in general forg∈ H−1/2
+ (ΓC), where

H−1/2
+ (ΓC) := {g∈ H−1/2(ΓC) : 〈g,v〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all v∈ H1/2(ΓC) with v ≥ 0}.
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Theorem 6.3. The solution u∈ K of the primal problem (6.16) and the solution
(p,µ) ∈ V∗×H−1/2(ΓC) of the dual problem(P∗) are characterized by Su:= p and by

the existence of a multiplierλ ∈ H−1/2(ΓC) such that

〈Su,v〉Γ−L(v)+ 〈µ ,vt〉ΓC + 〈λ ,vn〉ΓC = 0 for all v ∈ V, (6.32)

〈λ ,vn〉ΓC ≤ 0 for all vn ≤ 0, (6.33)

〈λ ,un−d〉ΓC = 0, (6.34)

〈Fg, |vt −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,vt −wt〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all vt ∈ H1/2(ΓC), (6.35)

〈Fg, |ut −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,ut −wt〉ΓC = 0. (6.36)

Proof. Since the primal problem(P) and the dual problem(P∗) have each a unique so-
lution, the extremal relations are given by(p,µ) ∈ ∂G(Λu) and−Λ′(p,µ) ∈ ∂F(u), see
Theorem 2.8. Indeed,(p,µ) ∈ ∂G(Λu) implies

G(Λu)−G(Λv) ≤ 〈p,u−v〉Γ + 〈µ ,ut −vt〉ΓC,

that is for all v∈ V

1
2
〈Su,u〉Γ−

1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ +〈Fg, |ut −wt |−|vt −wt |〉ΓC ≤ 〈p,u−v〉Γ +〈µ ,ut −vt〉ΓC. (6.37)

In the above inequality let us assume that vt = ut , we then obtain

1
2
〈Su,u〉Γ−〈p,u〉Γ ≤ 1

2
〈Sv,v〉Γ −〈p,v〉Γ.

We can notice thatu is the minimizer of the above functional in{v ∈ V : vt = ut}. More-
over, the first order necessary condition for the above minimization problem yields

p := Su. (6.38)

On the other hand,−Λ′(p,µ) ∈ ∂F(u) implies

F(u)−F(v) ≤ 〈−Λ′(p,µ),u−v〉Γ for all v ∈ V
= 〈−p,u−v〉Γ + 〈−µ ,ut −vt〉ΓC for all v ∈ V,

which yields

〈p,v−u〉Γ −L(v−u)+ 〈µ ,vt −ut〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all v∈ V. (6.39)

By using (6.38) we obtain

〈Su,v−u〉Γ −L(v−u)+ 〈µ,vt −ut〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all v∈ V.
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Further, if we set v= v−u, we then obtain

〈Su,v〉Γ−L(v)+ 〈µ,vt〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all v∈ V,

which yields

〈Su,v〉Γ −L(v)+ 〈µ ,vt〉ΓC + 〈λ ,vn〉ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V, (6.40)

for someλ ∈ H−1/2(ΓC) such that

〈λ ,vn〉ΓC ≤ 0 for all v∈ V, (6.41)

which shows (6.32) and (6.33).

Let us substituting now (6.38) into (6.37), this yields

1
2
〈S(u−v),u−v〉Γ −〈Fg, |ut −wt |− |vt −wt |〉ΓC + 〈µ ,ut −vt〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all v∈ V.

(6.42)
If we set v:= u+ t(v∗−u) into (6.42) fort ∈ (0,1) and for an arbitrary v∗ in V, further,
use the positivity ofFg and the convexity of the Euclidean norm|.|, we then obtain

t2

2
〈S(u−v∗),u−v∗〉Γ− t〈Fg, |ut −wt |− |v∗t −wt |〉ΓC + t〈µ,ut −v∗t 〉ΓC ≥ 0. (6.43)

If we divide (6.43) byt and lett → 0, we then obtain

〈Fg, |ut −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,ut −wt〉ΓC ≤ 〈Fg, |v∗t −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,v∗t −wt〉ΓC for all v∗ ∈ V.
(6.44)

If we choose v∗ such that v∗t = wt , (6.44) yields then

〈Fg, |ut −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,ut −wt〉ΓC ≤ 0. (6.45)

By using (6.45), and the following inequality from the constrained dual problem(P∗)
given by

〈Fg, |vt −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,vt −wt〉ΓC ≥ 0 for all v∈ V, (6.46)

we obtain
〈Fg, |ut −wt |〉ΓC −〈µ ,ut −wt〉ΓC = 0. (6.47)

Remark 6.1.

• By using (6.30), (6.38) and (6.12), we obtain

µ = −[pt − (N f )t] := −[(Su−N f )t] ≡−[σt(u)], (6.48)

that isµ is the negative tangential stress.
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• On the other hand, if we use (6.32), the definition of the linear map L, (6.38) and
(6.12) we then show

λ = −[pn− (N f )n] := −[(Su−N f )n] ≡−σn(u), (6.49)

that isλ is the negative normal boundary stress.

• If λ ∈ L1(ΓC) and u∈ K, the constraints (6.33) and (6.34) can then be written
equivalently in terms of a complementarity function as follows

λ = max(0,λ +c(un−d)) for all c > 0, (6.50)

see, e.g., [59,61,71,98,99].

Next we investigate the influence of the regularity of the given frictiong on the dual prob-
lem and the associated extremality conditions.

Assumption 6.1.We suppose that g∈ L2
+(ΓC) = { f ∈ L2(ΓC) : f ≥ 0}.

Under Assumption 6.1 the spaceH1/2(ΓC) in the definition ofG andΛ can be replaced by
L2(ΓC). SinceL2(ΓC) is identified with its dual, the duality product betweenH1/2(ΓC) and
H−1/2(ΓC) can be replaced by theL2(ΓC)-scalar products. This shows that the Lagrange
multiplier µ belonging to the non-differentiability of the cost functional is more regular,
that isµ ∈ L2(ΓC). Moreover, constraints (6.35) and (6.36) of the extremality conditions
take the following forms.

Proposition 6.2. For g∈ L2
+(ΓC) the constraints (6.35) and (6.36) are equivalent to

|µ | ≤ Fg a.e. on ΓC, (6.51)

and 




ut −wt = 0 or

ut −wt 6= 0 andµ = Fg
ut −wt

|ut −wt |
,

(6.52)

respectively.

Proof. If µ ∈ L2(ΓC), (6.35) becomes then

(Fg, |vt −wt |)ΓC − (µ ,vt −wt)ΓC ≥ 0 for all vt ∈ L2(ΓC). (6.53)

Therefore, we have to verify that (6.53) is equivalent to (6.51). Indeed, from the inequality

(Fg, |vt −wt |)ΓC − (µ ,vt −wt)ΓC ≥ (Fg, |vt −wt |)ΓC − (|µ |, |vt −wt |)ΓC

= (Fg−|µ|, |vt −wt |)ΓC for all vt ∈ L2(ΓC),
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(6.51) implies (6.53). Conversely, we assume that (6.51) does not hold, that is

S := {x∈ ΓC : Fg−|µ| < 0 a.e.}

has a positive measure. Further, we choose v∗ ∈ L2(ΓC) defined by

v∗(x) :=

{
µ(x)+wt(x) on S,

wt(x) on ΓC \S.

This leads to

(Fg, |v∗−wt |)ΓC − (µ ,v∗−wt)ΓC = (Fg−|µ|, |µ|)S

= −(Fg−|µ|,Fg−|µ|)S +(min(0,Fg−|µ|),Fg)S

≤ −
∫

S

(Fg−|µ|)2dsx < 0,

which contradicts (6.53). The proof of the equivalence of (6.36) and (6.52) is done in a
similar way, one can check [98] for details.

Proposition 6.3. Under the above assumptions, (6.51) and (6.52) are equivalent to

Fg(σ µ +ut −wt)−max(Fgσ , |σ µ +ut −wt |)µ = 0 for all σ > 0. (6.54)

Proof. From (6.54) it follows that

µ = Fg
σ µ +ut −wt

max(Fgσ , |σ µ +ut −wt |)
,

which immediately implies (6.51). Further, to prove (6.52)we distinguish two cases as
follows

Fgσ ≥ |σ µ +ut −wt | and Fgσ < |σ µ +ut −wt |.
In the first case, we obtain from (6.54) thatut −wt = 0 which is the upper condition of
(6.52). In the second case, we obtainut −wt 6= 0, otherwise we getFg < |µ | which is a
contradiction. Furthermore, from (6.54) we have

Fg(σ µ +ut −wt) = |σ µ +ut −wt |µ , (6.55)

and this yields
Fg(ut −wt) = (|σ µ +ut −wt |−Fgσ)µ = β µ , (6.56)

whereβ = |σ µ +ut −wt |−Fgσ > 0. Thus, by considering the norms of the two expres-
sions (6.55) and (6.56) yieldsβ = |ut −wt |. Therefore, we have shown that (6.54) implies
(6.51) and (6.52). The vice versa can be checked easily, we just have to distinguish two
cases for (6.52).
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By utilizing the conditionSu:= p and (6.49) into the cost functional of the dual problem
(P∗) together with the simplification (6.51), we obtain the following dual problem by
transforming sup to min






− min
λ≥0 in H−1/2(ΓC),
|µ|≤Fg a.e. on ΓC

[
1
2
〈Suλ ,µ ,uλ ,µ〉Γ + 〈µ ,wt〉ΓC + 〈λ ,d〉ΓC

]
,

whereuλ ,µ satisfies
〈Suλ ,µ ,v〉Γ−L(v)+ 〈µ,vt〉ΓC + 〈λ ,vn〉ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V,

(6.57)

where the primal variableuλ ,µ appears here as an auxiliary variable, since it is determined
for givenλ andµ . In addition, the extremality conditions (6.32)-(6.36) can be written as a
system of nonlinear equations by the help of complementarity functions as follows

Proposition 6.4. The extremality conditions (6.32)-(6.36) can be written equivalently
as

〈Su,v〉Γ −L(v)+ 〈µ ,vt〉ΓC + 〈λ ,vn〉ΓC = 0 for all v ∈ V, (6.58)

λ −max(0,λ +c(un−d)) = 0 for all c > 0, (6.59)

Fg(σ µ +ut −wt)−max(Fgσ , |σ µ +ut −wt |)µ = 0 for all σ > 0. (6.60)

Proof. Use (6.50) andPropositions 6.2,6.3.

Next we are going to solve the minimization problem (6.57). It is well known that solving
an optimization problem is nothing else than solving the optimality conditions, that is
solving the extremality conditions (6.58)-(6.60), see Theorem 2.8. But, the system of
equations (6.58)-(6.60) is nonlinear. Therefore, the firstattempt which comes in mind
will be to use the Newton method. But, it turns out that the max(., .) function is not
differentiable in the usual sense, which makes the application of the traditional Newton
method impossible. Nevertheless, the max(., .) function is Newton differentiable under
certain constraints, see [17,47,101]. This motivates the application of generalized Newton
method (semi-smooth Newton method) for the system of equations (6.58)-(6.60), see, e.g.,
[48,61,71,98,99].

We can remark from Theorem 2.9 that the max-operator is Newton differentiable from
Lp(Γ) to L2(Γ) if p > 2. But, for the system of equations (6.58)-(6.60) if we consideru,
µ andλ to be independent variables, we can then obtain the necessary smoothing require-
ment for the semi-smooth Newton methods for the variableu due to the trace theorem. But
we lack the smoothing property with respect to the variablesµ andλ respectively. To over-
come this difficulty, a regularization technique inspired from the augmented Lagrangian is
necessary, see, e.g., [58,59,61,71,98,99].
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6.4 Regularization of dual and primal Tresca problems

The regularization technique we present in this section is motivated from the augmented
Lagrangian [61, 71, 98, 99] and can enable us to apply a semi-smooth Newton method on
the system of optimality conditions (6.58)-(6.60). To thisend, we assumeλ to be more
regular, that isλ ∈ L2(ΓC), further we define forγ1,γ2 > 0 and for given̂λ ∈ L2(ΓC),
µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC) the regularized version of the dual problem by

(P∗
γ1,γ2

)






− min
L2(ΓC)∋λ≥0,

|µ |≤Fg a.e. on ΓC

J∗γ1,γ2
(λ ,µ) :=

[
1
2
〈Suλ ,µ ,uλ ,µ〉Γ +(µ ,wt)ΓC +(λ ,d)ΓC

+ 1
2γ1

‖λ − λ̂‖2
ΓC

+ 1
2γ2

‖µ − µ̂‖2
ΓC

− 1
2γ1

‖λ̂‖2
ΓC

− 1
2γ2

‖µ̂‖2
ΓC

]
,

where uλ ,µ satisfies
〈Suλ ,µ ,v〉Γ −L(v)+(λ ,vn)ΓC +(µ ,vt)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V.

The corresponding regularized primal problem to(P∗
γ1,γ2

) is an unconstrained minimiza-
tion problem defined by

(Pγ1,γ2) min
u∈V

Jγ1,γ2(u) :=

[
1
2
〈Su,u〉Γ −L(u)+

1
2γ1

‖max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))‖2
ΓC

+
1
γ2

∫

ΓC

Fgh((ut −wt)(x), µ̂(x))dsx



 ,

whereh(,) : R
2×R

2 → R is the local regularization defined by

h(x,y) :=






‖γ2x+y‖− 1
2Fg if ‖γ2x+y‖ ≥ Fg,

1
2Fg‖γ2x+y‖2 if ‖γ2x+y‖ < Fg.

This can be verified by using the Fenchel duality theory, we refer to [98, p. 22] for the
detailed derivation. Note that the regularization turns the primal problem into the uncon-
strained minimization of a differentiable functional, while the dual problem is still the con-
strained minimization of a quadratic functional. Moreover, both(Pγ1,γ2) and(P∗

γ1,γ2
) admit

unique solutionsuγ1,γ2
and (λγ1,γ2,µγ1,γ2

) respectively, see [29, p.163] and [67, p.37].

From now onward for the sake of the clarity of the presentation, all variables of the regu-
larized problem will be marked only byγ instead ofγ1,γ2. We then obtain the following
results.
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Lemma 6.1. The solutions uγ and (λγ ,µγ) of the regularized problems(Pγ1,γ2) and

(P∗
γ1,γ2

) respectively, are characterized by the extremality conditions

(Suγ ,v)Γ−L(v)+(µγ ,vt)ΓC +(λγ ,vn)ΓC = 0 ∀v∈ V, (6.61)

λγ −max(0, λ̂ + γ1((un)γ −d)) = 0 on ΓC, (6.62)

Fg(γ2(ut −wt)γ + µ̂)−max(Fg,‖γ2(ut −wt)γ + µ̂‖)µγ = 0 on ΓC. (6.63)

Proof. See [98].

6.4.1 Convergence of the regularized Tresca problem

In this section we investigate the convergence of the solutions of the regularized prob-
lems to the solution of the original problem, that is we show that(uγ ,λγ ,µγ) converge to

(u,λ ,µ) asγ1,γ2 go to infinity.

Theorem 6.4.For all µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), λ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC) and for a given friction g∈ L2(ΓC). We

have that uγ →ustrongly inH1/2(Γ) and(λγ ,µγ)→ (λ ,µ) weakly in H−1/2(ΓC)×L2(ΓC)
asγ1,γ2 → ∞.

Proof. The proof presented here is similar to those presented in [59,98]. Recall that, both
(uγ ,λγ ,µγ) and (u,λ ,µ) satisfy equation (6.58). In addition,(u,λ ) satisfy (6.59) and

(uγ ,λγ) satisfy

λγ = max(0, λ̂ + γ1((un)γ −d)). (6.64)

By setting v:= uγ −u in (6.61) this yields

(Suγ ,(uγ −u))Γ −L(uγ −u)+(λγ ,(uγ −u)n)ΓC +(µγ ,(uγ −u)t)ΓC = 0. (6.65)

Let us estimate

(λγ ,(uγ −u)n)ΓC = (λγ ,(uγ)n−d)ΓC − (λγ ,un−d)ΓC

≥ 1
γ1

(λγ , λ̂ + γ1((uγ)n−d))ΓC −
1
γ1

(λγ , λ̂)ΓC,
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where(λγ ,un−d)ΓC ≤ 0 was used, (it is obtained from (6.64) andun−d ≤ 0). Then we
have

(λγ ,(uγ −u)n)ΓC ≥ 1
γ1

(λγ ,max(0, λ̂ + γ1((uγ)n−d)))ΓC −
1
γ1

(λγ , λ̂)ΓC

=
1
γ1
‖λγ‖2

ΓC
− 1

γ1
(λγ , λ̂ )ΓC (6.66)

=
1

2γ1
‖λγ − λ̂‖2

ΓC
+

1
2γ1

‖λγ‖2
ΓC

− 1
2γ1

‖λ̂‖2
ΓC

≥ − 1
2γ1

‖λ̂‖2
ΓC

. (6.67)

On the other hand, we have

(µγ ,(uγ −u)t)ΓC ≤ (Fg, |(uγ −u)t |)ΓC

≤ c1‖Fg‖ΓC‖uγ −u‖H1/2(ΓC)
. (6.68)

By using (6.66) and (6.68) into (6.65) we obtain

(Suγ ,uγ)ΓC +
1
γ1
‖λγ‖2

ΓC
≤ (Suγ ,u)ΓC +

1
γ1

(λγ , λ̂ )ΓC +L(uγ −u)

+ c1‖Fg‖ΓC‖uγ −u‖H1/2(ΓC)
. (6.69)

Now by using the ellipticity (with constantcD
1 > 0), the continuity (with constantcS

2 > 0)
of Sand the continuity ofL we obtain

cD
1 ‖uγ‖2

H1/2(Γ)
+

1
γ1
‖λγ‖2

ΓC
≤ cS

2‖uγ‖H1/2(Γ)
‖u‖H1/2(Γ)

+

(
‖L‖H−1/2(Γ) +c1‖Fg‖ΓC

)
‖uγ −u‖H1/2(Γ)

+
1
γ1
‖λγ‖ΓC‖λ̂‖ΓC.

Finally, we obtain that

cD
1 ‖uγ‖H1/2(Γ)

+
1
γ1
‖λγ‖ΓC

is uniformly bounded with respect toγ1 ≥ 1. Therefore,uγ is bounded inH1/2(Γ) andλγ

in H−1/2(ΓC). As consequence there exist(u,λ ) ∈ H1/2(Γ)×H−1/2(ΓC) and a sequence
γk with lim

k→∞
γk = ∞ such that

uγk
⇀ u weakly in H1/2(Γ) and λγk ⇀ λ weakly in H−1/2(ΓC), (6.70)

where the last convergence follows from (6.61) where we set vt = 0 for all v∈ H1/2(Γ).
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On the other hand, since|µγ | ≤ Fg almost everywhere onΓC for all γ1,γ2 > 0, there exists

µ ∈ L2(Γ) and a subsequenceγkl of γk, such that

µ γkl

⇀ µ weakly in L2(ΓC). (6.71)

Furthermore, since the set{v ∈ L2(ΓC) : |v| ≤ Fg} is convex and closed, therefore it is
weakly closed and we have|µ | ≤ Fg almost everywhere. In the sequel let us drop the
subscriptk andkl on γ. Then we have from the definition ofλγ

1
γ1
‖λγ‖2

ΓC
= γ1‖max(0,

1
γ1

λ̂ +(uγ)n−d)‖2
ΓC

. (6.72)

This yields,

‖max(0,
1
γ1

λ̂ +(uγ)n−d)‖2
ΓC

→ 0 asγ1 → ∞, (6.73)

since 1
γ1
‖λγ‖2

ΓC
is uniformly bounded with respect toγ1. On the other hand,(uγ)n converges

to (u)n almost everywhere onΓC, sinceH1/2(ΓC) is embedded compactly intoL2(ΓC) and
(6.73) implies then(u)n−d ≤ 0 almost everywhere onΓC. Now if we subtract (6.61) from
(6.58) and set v= uγ −u we then obtain

(S(uγ −u),(uγ −u))Γ = −〈λγ −λ ,(uγ −u)n〉ΓC − (µγ −µ ,(uγ −u)t)ΓC. (6.74)

Let us estimate the term

−(µγ −µ ,(uγ −u)t)ΓC = (µγ −µ ,ut −wt)ΓC − (µγ −µ ,(uγ)t −wt)ΓC. (6.75)

We obtain from (6.36) that

(µγ −µ ,ut −wt)ΓC = (µγ ,ut −wt)ΓC − (µ ,ut −wt)ΓC

≤ (|µγ |−Fg, |ut −wt |)ΓC ≤ 0.

Note that for the estimate of the second term of (6.75) we consider two cases, the first one
is

|γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂ | ≥ Fg which impliesµγ = Fg
γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂
|γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂ | .

We have then,

(µ −µγ)
⊤((uγ)t −wt) =

1
γ2

(

µ − Fg
|γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂ |(γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂)

)⊤

(
γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂ − µ̂

)

≤ 1
γ2

(Fg+ |µ|)|µ̂|.
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For the second case we have

|γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂ | < Fg which impliesµγ = γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂ .

This yields then

(µ −µγ)
⊤((uγ)t −wt) = (µ − γ2((uγ)t −wt)− µ̂)⊤((uγ)t −wt)

= −γ2|(uγ)t −wt |2+
1
γ2

(µ − µ̂)⊤(γ2((uγ)t −wt)+ µ̂ − µ̂)

≤ 1
γ2
|µ − µ̂ |(Fg+ |µ̂|).

Hence, combining the above estimates we obtain

−(µ γ −µ ,(uγ −u)t)ΓC ≤ 1
γ2

K(µ , µ̂), (6.76)

whereK(µ , µ̂) is independent ofγ1,γ2. By utilizing the ellipticity of S, (6.67) and (6.76)
into (6.74) yield

0 ≤ limsup
γ1,γ2→∞

cD
1 ‖uγ −u‖2

H1/2(Γ)
≤ lim

γ1,γ2→∞

[
〈λ ,(uγ −u)n〉ΓC +

1
γ2

K(µ, µ̂)+
1

2γ1
‖λ̂‖2

ΓC

]

= lim
γ1,γ2→∞

[
〈λ ,(uγ)n−d〉ΓC −〈λ ,un−d〉ΓC

]

= lim
γ1,γ2→∞

〈λ ,(uγ)n−d〉ΓC (〈λ ,un−d〉ΓC = 0)

= 〈λ ,(u)n−d〉ΓC ≤ 0 (from (6.73)).

It follows from the above estimate thatuγ → u strongly inH1/2(Γ) and we haveu = u.
Passing now to the limit in

(Suγ ,v)Γ −L(v)+(λγ ,vn)ΓC +(µγ ,vt)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V,

this yields

(Su,v)Γ −L(v)+(λ ,vn)ΓC +(µ ,vt)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V. (6.77)

Comparing (6.77) and (6.58) yieldsλ = λ and µ = µ . Hence, every sequenceγn with
γn → ∞ for n→ ∞ contains a subsequenceγnkl

such that

uγnkl
→ u in H1/2(Γ), λγnkl

⇀ λ in H−1/2(ΓC) and µγnkl

⇀ µ in L2(ΓC).

Due to the uniqueness of the solution variables(u,λ ,µ), this implies that, the whole family
{(uγ ,λγ ,µγ)} converges.
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Linearization of the extremality conditions

In this paragraph we are interested to linearize the equation (6.63),

Fg(γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂)−max(Fg, |γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂ |)µγ = 0 on ΓC, (6.78)

in such a way that it is suitable for the application of a semi-smooth Newton method. In the
particular case of a two-dimensional domainΩ the expression (6.78) can be significantly
simplified. Indeed, we can eliminate the Euclidean norm and the inner product between
(ut)γ andµγ . In plane elasticity, all the tangential variables can be written as follows

(ut)γ = (ut)γ t, µγ = µγ t, µ̂ = µ̂ t, andwt = wt t

wheret denotes the unit outward tangential vector rotated in the mathematically positive
direction,(ut)γ ,wt ∈ H1/2(ΓC), andµγ , µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC). By using this, (6.78) can be written
again

Fg(γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂)−max(Fg, |γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂ |)µγ = 0, (6.79)

where the symbol|.| here stands for the absolute value. Hence, (6.79) can be written
equivalently as follows

γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂ −µγ −max(0,γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂ −Fg)

−min(0,γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂ +Fg) = 0. (6.80)

Indeed, this is easily shown if we distinguish the cases

|γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂ | ≤ Fg and γ2((ut)γ −wt)+ µ̂
{

≥ Fg,
≤−Fg.

Furthermore, if we introduce the Lagrange multiplierξγ ∈ L2(ΓC) associated to the con-
straint|µγ | ≤ Fg, (6.80) is then equivalent to

{
γ2(ξγ − (ut)γ +wt)+ µγ − µ̂ = 0,
ξγ −max(0,ξγ +σ(µγ −Fg))−min(0,ξγ +σ(µγ +Fg)) = 0

(6.81)

for arbitraryσ > 0. Note that (6.80) is obtained from (6.81) by settingσ = 1
γ2

and substi-
tuting the above line of (6.81) into the lower. Hence, the linearized extremality conditions
for the regularized problem are written as

(Suγ ,v)Γ−L(v)+(µγ ,vt)ΓC +(λγ ,vn)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V, (6.82)

λγ −max(0, λ̂ + γ1((un)γ −d)) = 0 on ΓC, (6.83)
{

γ2(ξγ − (ut)γ +wt)+ µγ − µ̂ = 0,
ξγ −max(0,ξγ +σ(µγ −Fg))−min(0,ξγ +σ(µγ +Fg)) = 0.

(6.84)
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6.4.2 The semi-smooth approach for the linearized extremality conditions

In this section, for the sake of clarity of our presentation we drop the subscriptγ on the
variablesu, λ andµ. Considering in (6.83) and (6.84) the variableu as a function ofλ and
µ, we observe thatun andut are smoother thanλ andµ. This property is necessary for the
semi-smoothness of the max-function and min-function (seeTheorem 2.9). In the origi-
nal problem (6.59) and (6.60) due to the explicit appearanceof λ andµ inside the max-
function we could not expect the smoothness required for theNewton differentiability.
We now focus on the presentation of the generalized Newton algorithm for the solutions
(u,λ ,µ) ∈ H1/2(Γ)× L2(ΓC)× L2(ΓC) of the regularized problem (6.82)-(6.84). Since
(6.82) is linear, the derivation of the algorithm for this equation is obvious. Therefore, we
confine our attention here on the second and third equations (6.83) and (6.84) respectively.
To this end, let us define the mappingF : L2(ΓC)×L2(ΓC)→ L2(ΓC)×L2(ΓC) such that

F(λ ,µ) :=




λ −max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un(λ ,µ)−d))

γ2(ut(λ ,µ)−wt)+ µ̂ −µ −max(0,γ2(ut(λ ,µ)−wt)+ µ̂ −Fg)
−min(0,γ2(ut(λ ,µ)−wt)+ µ̂ +Fg)



 ,

(6.85)
whereu(λ ,µ) ∈ H1/2(Γ) is the unique solution of (6.82) for givenλ ,µ ∈ L2(ΓC). We
haveun(λ ,µ)∈ H1/2(ΓC) andut(λ ,µ)∈ H1/2(ΓC). In addition,H1/2(ΓC) imbeds contin-
uously and compactly intoLq(ΓC) for all q < ∞ whenΩ ⊂ R2. Thus,un(λ ,µ) ∈ Lq(ΓC),
andut(λ ,µ) ∈ Lq(ΓC) for someq > 2, and we obtain the requirement for Newton dif-
ferentiability of the max-function and min-function (see Theorem 2.9). The generalized
derivative ofF is defined as follows

G(λ ,µ)

(
δλ
δ µ

)
:=

(
δλ − γ1χACδun(λ ,µ)

−δ µ + γ2δut(λ ,µ)− γ2χAF+δut(λ ,µ)− γ2χAF−δut(λ ,µ)

)
,

(6.86)
whereχAC, χAF+ andχAF− are the characteristic functions of the sets

AC := {x∈ ΓC : λ̂ (x)+ γ1(un(λ ,µ)−d)(x) > 0},
AF+ := {x∈ ΓC : µ̂(x)+(γ2(ut(λ ,µ)−wt)−Fg)(x) > 0},

and
AF− := {x∈ ΓC : µ̂(x)+(γ2(ut(λ ,µ)−wt)+Fg)(x) < 0},

respectively. Thus, the Newton step is then

G(λ k,µk)(δλ ,δ µ)⊤ = −F(λ k,µk), (6.87)

which yields

λ k+1 = λ̂ + γ1(u
k+1
n −d) on Ak+1

C , λ k+1 = 0 on I k+1
C ,

µk+1 = Fg on Ak+1
F+ , µk+1 = −Fg on Ak+1

F− ,

µk+1− µ̂ − γ2(u
k+1
t −wt) = 0 on I k+1

F− ,
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where

Ak+1
C := {x∈ ΓC : λ̂ (x)+ γ1(u

k
n(x)−d(x)) > 0}, I k+1

C := ΓC \Ak+1
C ,

Ak+1
F+ := {x∈ ΓC : µ̂(x)+(γ2(u

k
t −wt)−Fg)(x) > 0},

Ak+1
F− := {x∈ ΓC : µ̂(x)+(γ2(u

k
t −wt)+Fg)(x) < 0},

I k+1
F := ΓC \ (Ak+1

F+ ∪Ak+1
F− ),

and(λ k+1,µk+1), u(λ k+1,µk+1) := uk+1 are solutions to

(Suk+1,v)Γ −L(v)+(λ k+1,vn)ΓC +(µk+1,vt)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V. (6.88)

The semi-smooth approach for the system of equations (6.82)-(6.84) turns out to be the
active set strategy algorithm if we setσ = 1

γ2
, see, e.g., [61,71,98], and given as follows:

Algorithm : (SSN)

(1) Choose(ξ 0,λ 0,µ0,u0) ∈ L2(ΓC)× L2(ΓC)× L2(ΓC)× H1/2(Γ) satisfying (6.82),
σ > 0 and setk := 0.

(2) Determine active and inactive sets

Ak+1
C := {x∈ ΓC : λ̂(x)+ γ1(u

k
n(x)−d(x)) > 0},

I k+1
C := ΓC \Ak+1

C ,

Ak+1
F+ := {x∈ ΓC : ξ k(x)+σ(µk−Fg)(x) > 0},

Ak+1
F− := {x∈ ΓC : ξ k(x)+σ(µk +Fg)(x) < 0},

I k+1
F := ΓC \ (Ak+1

F+ ∪Ak+1
F− ).

(3) for k≥ 1 if Ak+1
C = Ak

C , Ak+1
F+ = Ak

F+ andAk+1
F− = Ak

F− stop, else

(4) solve

(Suk+1,v)Γ −L(v)+(λ k+1,vn)ΓC +(µk+1,vt)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V,

λ k+1 = λ̂ + γ1(u
k+1
n −d) on Ak+1

C , λ k+1 = 0 on I k+1
C ,

µk+1 = Fg on Ak+1
F+ , µk+1 = −Fg on Ak+1

F− ,

µk+1− µ̂ − γ2(u
k+1
t −wt) = 0 on I k+1

F ,

(5) set

ξ k+1 :=






uk+1
t −wt +

1
γ2

(µ̂ +Fg) on Ak+1
F− ,

uk+1
t −wt +

1
γ2

(µ̂ −Fg) on Ak+1
F+ ,

0 on I k+1
F ,

and setk := k+1 and go to Step (2).
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Remark that the system at Step (4) is uniquely solvable, since it is the necessary and
sufficient optimality condition for the following minimization problem

min
λ=0 on Ik+1

C ,
J∗γ1,γ2

(λ ,µ),

µ = Fg on Ak+1
F+ , µ = −Fg on Ak+1

F−

which has a unique solution. The advantage of this algorithmis that it solves both for
contact and friction simultaneously.

The properties of the semi-smooth Newton method or equivalently of the primal dual active
set strategy are analyzed next.

Proposition 6.5. If the algorithm (SSN) stops, that is Ak+1
C = Ak

C, Ak+1
F+ = Ak

F+ and
Ak+1

F− = Ak
F−, then uk is the solution to(Pγ1,γ2) and(λ k,µk) are solutions to(P∗

γ1,γ2
).

Proof. Note that all the iterates(uk,λ k,µk) satisfy (6.82). IfAk+1
C = Ak

C, Ak+1
F+ = Ak

F+

and Ak+1
F− = Ak

F− we then obtain from the uniqueness of the solution for the system at
Step (4) thatuk+1 = uk, λ k+1 = λ k andµk+1 = µk. It follows from λ k+1 = λ k thatλ k > 0
onAk+1

C = Ak
C andλ k = 0 on I k+1

C = I k
C and hence

λ k = max(0,λ k) = max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
k
n−d)),

this shows that(uk,λ k) also satisfy (6.83). On the other hand,µk+1 = µk yieldsµk = Fg
onAk+1

F+ = Ak
F+, µk = −Fg onAk+1

F− = Ak
F−, µk− µ̂ − γ2(uk

t −wt) = 0 onI k+1
F = I k

F and

ξ k :=






uk
t −wt +

1
γ2

(µ̂ +Fg) on Ak+1
F− = Ak

F−,

uk
t −wt +

1
γ2

(µ̂ −Fg) on Ak+1
F+ = Ak

F+,

0 on I k+1
F = I k

F ,

which yield the complementarity condition (6.84).

On the other hand, the local superlinear convergence of the algorithm is ensured by the
following results:

Theorem 6.5. If there exists a constant g0 > 0 such thatFg ≥ g0, further for all
γ1,γ2 > 0 if σ ≥ 1

γ2
, and if‖λ 0−λγ‖ΓC and‖µ0−µγ‖ΓC are sufficiently small. Then for

all λ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC) and µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), (uk,λ k,µk,ξ k) converge to(uγ ,λγ ,µγ ,ξγ) superlinearly

in H1/2(Γ)×L2(ΓC)×L2(ΓC)×L2(ΓC).

Proof. See [98, Theorem 5.8].
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6.5 Regularization of contact problems with Coulomb friction

The regularized contact problem with Coulomb friction presented in this section is similar
to the one given in [28–30]. Moreover, the regularized problems with given friction cor-
respond to(Pγ1,γ2) and(P∗

γ1,γ2
) respectively. The variational problem is: Findu∈ V such

that

(Su,v−u)Γ +(max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d)),(vn−un))ΓC −L(v−u)+
∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))(h((vt −wt), µ̂)−h((ut −wt), µ̂))dsx ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V, (6.89)

whereh(,) : R2×R2 → R is the local regularization defined by

h(x,y) :=






|x+ y
γ2
|− 1

2γ2
Fg if |x+ y

γ2
| ≥ Fg

γ2
,

γ2
2Fg|x+ y

γ2
|2 if |x+ y

γ2
| < Fg

γ2
.

Furthermore, the normal contact stress is given byλγ = max(0, λ̂ +γ1(un−d)). Due to the
fact thath(., .) is differentiable with respect to the first variable if we setthe test function in
(6.89)ṽ := u±αv, further divide (6.89) byα and letα → 0, we then obtain the variational
equality: Findu∈ V such that for all v∈ V

(Su,v)Γ +(max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d)),vn)ΓC +
∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))Dh((ut −wt), µ̂)vtdsx = L(v), (6.90)

whereDh(., .) is the derivative ofh with respect to the first variable. On the other hand, we
have

Dh((ut −wt), µ̂)(vt −ut) := lim
α→0

h((ut −wt)+α(vt −ut), µ̂)−h((ut −wt), µ̂)

α
≤ h((vt −wt), µ̂)−h((ut −wt), µ̂), (6.91)

sinceh is convex. Conversely, if we set the test function in (6.90)ṽ := v−u and utilize the
relation (6.91), we then obtain the variational inequality(6.89) and the following result.

Lemma 6.2. The variational inequality (6.89) is equivalent to the variational equality
(6.90).
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6.5.1 Existence of solutions for the regularized contact problem with Coulomb
friction

Solutions of the regularized contact problem with Coulomb friction (6.89) or (6.90) can
be obtained similarly as in the original contact problem in section 2 by the means of a
sequence of regularized Tresca friction problems. To this end let us introduce the cone of
non-negativeL2-functions

L2
+(ΓC) := {g∈ L2(ΓC) : g≥ 0 a.e.}

and define the mappingΦγ : L2
+(ΓC) → L2

+(ΓC) by Φγ(g) = λγ , where

λγ = max(0, λ̂ + γ1((uγ)n−d)),

and uγ is the unique solution of the regularized contact problem with given friction
g. Naturally, a fixed point ofΦγ solves (6.89) or equivalently (6.90). Furthermore,
the mappingΦγ can be written as the composition of three mappings as follows:
Φγ := ϒ ◦ Θ ◦ Ψγ , where Ψγ : L2

+(ΓC) → H1/2(Γ) is defined byΨγ(g) = uγ , Θ :

H1/2(Γ) → L2(ΓC) is defined byΘ(uγ) = (uγ)n, andϒ : L2(ΓC) → L2
+(ΓC) is defined by

ϒ((uγ)n) = max(0, λ̂ + γ1((uγ)n−d)). We then obtain the following results:

Lemma 6.3. For all γ1,γ2 > 0, and λ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC) the mappingΨγ defined
above is Lipschitz-continuous with constant

L =
‖F‖∞c1

cD
1

, (6.92)

where‖F‖∞ denotes the essential supremum ofF , cD
1 the ellipticity constant of S. More-

over,L is independent of the regularized parametersγ1,γ2.

Proof. Let us fix γ1,γ2 > 0 and choose the given frictionsg1,g2 ∈ L2
+(ΓC). Further, let

(u1,λ1,µ
1
) and (u2,λ2,µ

2
) be solutions associated tog1 and g2 respectively. Taking

(u1,λ1,µ
1
) and(u2,λ2,µ

2
) respectively into (6.61), subtracting and setting v:= u1−u2

yields

(S(u1−u2),u1−u2)Γ +(µ
1
−µ

2
,(u1−u2)t)ΓC +(λ1−λ2,(u1−u2)n)ΓC = 0. (6.93)

Sinceλ = max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d)), we obtain

(λ1−λ2,(u1−u2)n)ΓC =
1
γ1

(
λ1−λ2,(λ̂ + γ1((u1)n−d))− (λ̂ + γ1((u2)n−d))

)

ΓC

≥ 0.

As immediate consequence we obtain

(S(u1−u2),u1−u2)Γ ≤ (µ
1
−µ

2
,(u2−u1)t)ΓC. (6.94)
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Furthermore, we have

(µ
1
−µ

2
,(u2−u1)t)ΓC ≤ ‖F(g1−g2)‖ΓC‖(u1−u2)t‖ΓC

≤ c1‖F‖∞‖g1−g2‖ΓC‖u1−u2‖H1/2(Γ)
,

see [98, p.118]. By using this and the ellipticity ofS the lemma is proved.

Lemma 6.4. For all γ1,γ2 > 0, and λ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC) the mappingΦγ defined
above is compact and Lipschitz-continuous with the constant

L =
γ1c

cD
1
‖F‖∞.

Proof. Since we have for allη1,η2 ∈ L2(ΓC),

‖max(0, λ̂ + γ1(η1−d))−max(0, λ̂ + γ1(η2−d))‖ΓC ≤ γ1‖η1−η2‖ΓC, (6.95)

the mappingϒ is Lipschitz continuous with constantγ1. Further, it is easy to check that
the mappingΘ is compact and linear. Therefore, it is Lipschitz continuous with a constant
c2. By using Lemma 6.3, and the fact thatΘ andϒ are Lipschitz continuous we conclude
thatΦγ := ϒ◦Θ◦Ψγ is Lipschitz continuous with the constant

L :=
γ1c1c2

cD
1

‖F‖∞.

SinceΘ is compact, the composition ofΘ andΨγ is compact too. Further, from inequality
(6.95), anyL2-convergent sequence remainsL2-convergent under the mappingϒ which
ends the proof.

We can easily obtain the existence of the fixed point toΦγ as follows.

Proposition 6.6. The mappingΦγ admits at least one fixed point. Further, if‖F‖∞ is
sufficiently small, the fixed point is then unique.

Proof. We apply the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem [12] to the mapping
Φγ : L2

+(ΓC) → L2
+(ΓC). By using Lemma 6.4 it suffices to show thatλ is bounded in

L2(ΓC) independently ofg. This is clear if one takes in account the dual problem(P∗
γ1,γ2

).
Indeed,

min
λ≥0,|µ |≤Fg

J∗γ1,γ2
(λ ,µ) ≤ min

λ≥0
J∗γ1,γ2

(λ ,0) < ∞.

Note that the second minimization problem leads to a contactproblem without friction,
sinceµ = 0, and it admits a solution independent fromFg. Thus, the Leray-Schauder fixed
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point theorem yields the existence of the fixed point for the mappingΦγ . Furthermore, if
the friction coefficientF satisfies

L :=
γ1c1c2

cD
1

‖F‖∞ < 1,

the mappingΦγ is then a contraction and has a unique fixed point. Therefore,the regular-
ized contact problem with Coulomb friction has a unique solution.

6.5.2 Algorithm for the solution of the regularized Coulombfriction problem
(RCF)

The fixed point idea presented in Proposition 6.6 can be exploited for the numerical im-
plementation for the solution of the regularized Coulomb friction problem. Similar idea
are frequently used by a sequence of Tresca friction problems toward the solution of the
Coulomb friction problem, see, e.g., [29, 30, 41]. The fixed point algorithm can be pre-
sented as follows:

Algorithm : (RCF-FP)

(1) Chooseγ1,γ2 > 0, λ̂ andµ̂ . Initialize g0 ∈ L2
+(ΓC), and setm := 0.

(2) Determine the solution(λ m,µm) to problem(P∗
γ1,γ2

) with given frictiongm.

(3) Updategm+1 := λ m, m := m+1 and, unless an appropriate stopping criterion is met,
go to Step (2).

Theorem 6.6. Provided that‖F‖∞ is sufficiently small, the Algorithm (RCF-FP) con-
verges regardless of the initialization.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that if‖F‖∞ is sufficiently small, the
mappingΦγ is then a contraction and the fixed point is unique.

6.6 BEM discretization

In this section we describe the standard Galerkin procedureto solve the system of equations
at Step (4) of the active set strategy algorithm numericallywith the help of one-periodic
B-splines of orderν ≥ 0. The description of the Galerkin procedure in this sectionis the
same we presented in chapter 4, we then refer the reader to section 4.2.
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But, note that the Steklov-Poincaré operator defined as follows

S:= (
1
2

I +K ′)V−1(
1
2

I +K)+D : H1/2(Γ) → H−1/2(Γ) (6.96)

is not suitable for a Galerkin discretization. This is due tothe explicit appearance of the
inverse single layer operator, which is not available explicitly. As an alternative we define
a symmetric approximation of the continuous Steklov-Poincaré operator as follows, for
some given function v∈ H1/2(Γ)

Sv = (
1
2

I +K ′)V−1(
1
2

I +K)v+Dv = (
1
2

I +K ′)w+Dv,

wherew∈ H−1/2(Γ) is the unique solution of the variational problem

〈Vw,τ〉 = 〈(1
2

I +K)v,τ〉,∀τ ∈ H−1/2(Γ).

The associated Galerkin variational formulation is: findwh∈
(
Span{φ0

k }N
k=1

)2⊂H−1/2(Γ)
such that

〈Vwh,τh〉 = 〈(1
2

I +K)v,τh〉,∀τh ∈
(
Span{φ0

k }N
k=1

)2
,

whereφ0
k represent the B-splines basis functions of order zero. Therefore the approxima-

tion of the Steklov-Poincaré operator can be given by

S̃v = Dv+(
1
2

I +K ′)wh.

Note that the results of Lemma 4.4, for the scalar Yukawa problem are still valid here, i.e.
the approximatioñS of the Steklov-Poincaré operator is spectrally equivalentto S in the
sense that for all v∈ H1/2(Γ) we have:

cD
1 ‖v‖2

H1/2(Γ)
≤ 〈S̃v,v〉 ≤ cS̃

2‖v‖2
H1/2(Γ)

and furthermore, we have the consistency estimate:

‖(S̃−S)v‖H−1/2(Γ)
≤ chα+1/2‖Sv‖Hα(Γ) for all v ∈ Vα ,

whereVα := {v ∈ Hα(Γ) : v = 0 on ΓD} and 1
2 ≤ α ≤ 1. The Galerkin discretization

of the approximated Steklov-Poincaré operatorS̃ is now given by

S̃h := (
1
2

M⊤
h +K⊤

h )V−1
h (

1
2

Mh+Kh)+Dh, (6.97)

whereMh is the so-called mass matrix [30], given by

Mh =

(
M 0
0 M

)
,
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where

M =




∫

Γ

φ1
j ·φ0

i ds





i, j=1

.

On the other hand, the single layer operator can be written inmatrix form as follows

V =

(
V11 V12
V21 V22

)
.

Therefore, the matrix of the discrete single layer operatorVh := A is a square matrix of
size 2N whereN is the number of points of discretization. Moreover,A has the following
block structure

A =

(
A11 A12
A21 A22

)
,

where
Akl[i, j] =

〈
Vklφ ν

j ,φ ν
i

〉
Γ for i, j = 1, ...,N; k, l = 1,2.

By utilizing the one-periodic parametrization of the boundary Γ, the definitions of the
boundary integral operatorsVkl, k, l = 1,2 given in section 5.1.3 and Proposition 5.1 the
entries of the block structure matricesAkl for k, l = 1,2 are given by the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 6.7. The matricesAkl for k, l = 1,2 can be written:

A11[i, j] = A0[i, j]+Ac[i, j], A12[i, j]≡ A21[i, j] = As[i, j],

A22[i, j] = A0[i, j]−Ac[i, j],

where

A0[i, j] =
1
s2

{
1
2

Λ0(c
(ν)
1 (0))2+

∞

∑
p>0

Λp(c
(ν)
1 (p))2cos2π[p( j − i)h]

}
,

Ac[i, j] =
1
s2

{
Γ0,1,1(c

(ν)
1 (0))2+2

∞

∑
p>0

Γp,p−1,p+1(c
(ν)
1 (p))2cos[2π p( j − i)h]

}

+ A
2
11[i, j],

and c(ν)
1 (.) are the Fourier coefficients defined in section 4.2.

Remark 6.2.

• The matrixA0 and the first part of the matrixAc are symmetric and circulant
[23,92,94].
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• The matricesA2
11 andAs are also symmetric, and are derived from the regular part

of the operatorV11 and of the operatorV12 respectively by

A
2
11[i, j] =

〈
V2

11φ ν
j ,φ ν

i

〉
Γ , As[i, j] =

〈
V12φ ν

j ,φ ν
i

〉
Γ for i, j = 1, ...N.

Hence, they can be computed by utilizing a Gauss quadrature.

Moreover, the eigenvalues of the circulant matrixA0 are given as follows:

Proposition 6.8. The matrixA0 is circulant, symmetric and positive definite, and its
eigenvalues are given by:

λm =






h
2s2 Λ0(k1,k2) if m = 1,

h
2s2

(
sinπs′

π

)2ν+2
[

∞

∑
p=0

Λ(m+pN−1)(k1,k2)

(p+s′)2ν+2 +
∞

∑
p=1

Λ(pN+1−m)(k1,k2)

(p−s′)2ν+2

]

s′ = m−1
N , if m = 2, ...,N,

where

Λn(k1,k2) = k2
1λV

n (k1)+k2
2λV

n (k2) and λV
n (kl) = RIn(klR)Kn(kl R), l = 1,2.

Moreover,A0 is diagonalizable and can be written as follows

A0 =
1
N

QΛQ,

whereΛ = diag(λ1, ...,λN), and Q is the so-called discrete Fourier matrix defined as fol-
lows

Q[i, j] = cos[2π(i −1)( j −1)h]+sin[2π(i −1)( j −1)h] for i, j = 1, ...,N

and satisfies Q·Q = NI, where I is the N×N-identity matrix.

Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 4.3.

Finally, the matricesKh andDh of discrete double layer and hypersingular operators are
computed via the regularization technique as given in section 2 of chapter 5 respectively.



7 TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUASISTATIC CONTACT PROBLEMS

In this chapter we consider a quasistatic elastic body in contact with a rigid foundation.
That is when the volume and surface forces are applied so slowly that the inertial forces
can be neglected. The problems of this kind were first treatedby Andersson [5] by using an
incremental approach and by considering the contact law in terms of normal compliance.
Cocu, Pratt and Raous [21] proved the existence of a solutionfor a nonlocal friction law.
But, by using the so-called Signorini condition of the non-penetration and the Coulomb
friction law one encounters considerable mathematical problems and very few results are
known for this case without any form of regularization of thefriction or any relaxation
of the impenetrability condition. The first existence proofs of this approach were given
by Andersson [7] by the penalization of the Signorini condition and the regularization of
the friction term. Similar results were obtained in [95, 96]. Eck, Steinbach and Wendland
[30] obtained the existence of solutions by using a symmetric boundary element method
combined with a penalty method.

Here, for the simplicity of the model, we consider the Signorini contact condition together
with the local Coulomb friction law. The weak formulation ofthe problem is given in
terms of a variational inequality. By penalizing the Signorini contact condition and per-
forming the time discretization we obtain a discrete variational inequality. Further, by
using a certain smoothing of the friction law this yields an equivalent variational equality.
Results on the convergence of the solutions of the approximate problems to a solution of
the quasistatic contact problem with Coulomb friction are available in [7,29].

Hence, the aim of this chapter is to develop and analyze efficient and reliable algorithms
for the approximate solutions of the discrete problems. But, since the nonlinearities of the
problem appear only on the boundary of the contacting bodies, we then transform equiv-
alently with the help of Green’s formula the domain variational equation to a boundary
variational equation by using a symmetric representation of the Steklov-Poincaré operator.
If the Galerkin method is used for the discretization of the boundary integral equations,
we then obtain a system of linear equations with a symmetric stiffness matrix. This can
motivate the application of efficient solution strategies.The development of efficient algo-
rithm to determine the numerical solutions of these discrete boundary variational equalities
strongly depends in a fast and reliable algorithm for solutions of the Coulomb frictional
contact problem at each time step. But, the discrete contactproblem at each time step is
similar to the static problem we treated in chapter 6 and thiscan motivate the application
of all theories we have developed there. Therefore, insteadof the Coulomb friction law
at each time step, we consider a sequence of contact problemswith given friction known

125
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as the Tresca problem, since this law is simple to analyze. Inaddition, the solution of
contact problem with Coulomb friction at each time step can be defined as a fixed point of
a sequence of solutions to the Tresca problem. This approachwas used for the first time
in [62,85]. Hence, the crucial requirement to obtain an efficient and reliable algorithm for
the Coulomb frictional contact problem at each time step lies in the fast numerical algo-
rithm to determine the solution of the Tresca problem. The approach taken here is to large
extent based on writting the Tresca problem under consideration as optimization problem.
Further, by using the Fenchel duality theory [31] we derive the dual problem. Whenever,
the problems are seen from the optimizational point of view,instead of just using the first
order necessary optimality conditions, which are usually the starting points of analysis, we
also use alternately the primal and the dual formulation of the problem for our investiga-
tion. Another important aspect of this work is to write the complementarity conditions in
terms of non-smooth max(., .) and min(., .) operators which allows the application of the
generalized Newton method in infinite-dimensional function spaces [71,98]. The chapter is
organized as follows, in section 1 the Signorini quasistatic contact problem with Coulomb
friction is stated in is strong formulation and its variational formulation in a framework
of Hilbert spaces. In section 2 we discussed the existence ofthe penalized problem via
a discrete problem, while section 3 is concerned with the boundary element formulation
of the problem. In section 4 we present the algorithm for the discrete problem and anal-
ysis. Finally, in section 5 we present a BEM discretization for a special two-dimensional
circular domain.

7.1 Quasistatic contact problems with Coulomb friction

In this section we state the problem of determining the deformation of a quasistatic linear
elastic body subject to a frictional contact. We start by giving the strong formulation of the
problem, state all necessary ingredients needed for the variational formulation.

7.1.1 Presentation of the problem

The main assumptions in this section are as for the chapter 6,but for reader’s convenience
let us recall them again here. We assume that, the body occupies an open and bounded
domainΩ of R2 with C1,1 boundaryΓ := ∂Ω divided into three disjoint subsetsΓD, ΓN and
ΓC. We suppose the body to be fixed onΓD, onΓN the boundary tractions are given while
ΓC is a potential contact part. The strong formulation of the quasistatic contact problem
with Coulomb friction state as follows: Find a displacementfield u : (0,T)×Ω → R2 with
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T > 0 such that the following relations are satisfied:

−div (σ(u)) = f in (0,T)×Ω, (7.1)

u = 0 on (0,T)×ΓD, (7.2)

σ(u)n = g
N

on (0,T)×ΓN, (7.3)

un ≤ d, σn(u) ≤ 0, σn(u)(un−d) = 0 on (0,T)×ΓC, (7.4)

u̇t = 0⇒ |σt(u)| < F|σn(u)|,
u̇t 6= 0⇒ σt(u) = −F|σn(u)| u̇t

|u̇t |
,

|u̇t |(|σt(u)|−F|σn(u)|) = 0,





on (0,T)×ΓC, (7.5)

u(0,x) = u0(x) in Ω, (7.6)

wheren is the unit outward normal vector along the boundaryΓ, σn(u) andσt(u) represent
the normal and tangential stresses along the boundaryΓC respectively. On the other hand,
un := u · n and u̇t represent the normal displacement and the tangential velocity on ΓC

respectively.F is the friction coefficient where we suppose to be solution independent and
u0 is the initial displacement. We assume the material to be homogeneous and isotropic so
that Hooke’s law is applied. Let us set the space of admissible displacements by:

K = {v ∈ V : vn ≤ d on ΓC},

where
V = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : γ int

0 v = 0 on ΓD}.
Further, let us assume thatf ∈ H1((0,T);V∗) andg

N
∈ H1((0,T);(H1/2(ΓN))∗), where

V∗ and(H1/2(ΓN))∗ denote the topological dual of spacesV andH1/2(ΓN) respectively.

7.1.2 Variational formulation

The variational formulation of the contact condition (7.4)is given by

un ≤ d, σn(u)(vn−un) ≥ 0 for all v∈ K, (7.7)

while the variational formulation of the Coulomb friction law (7.5) is given by

σt(u) · (v∗t − u̇t)+F|σn(u)|(|v∗t |− |u̇t |) ≥ 0 for all v∗t orthogonal ton. (7.8)

The proofs are given in (3.43) and in Proposition 3.1 respectively. By using the usual
procedure, we first multiply the differential equation (7.1) by (v−u), second utilize inte-
gration by parts and the boundary conditions yields
∫

Ω

σ(u) : ε(v−u)dx−
∫

Ω

f · (v−u)dx−
∫

ΓN

g
N
· (v−u)dsx =

∫

ΓC

σ(u)n· (v−u)dsx. (7.9)
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If we split the integral in the right hand side of (7.9) into normal and tangential components
we then obtain

∫

ΓC

σ(u)n· (v−u)dsx :=
∫

ΓC

[σn(u)(vn−un)+σt(u) · ((vt −ut + u̇t)− u̇t)]dsx. (7.10)

If we substitute (7.10) into (7.9), add
∫

ΓC

F|σn(u)|(|vt −ut + u̇t |− |u̇t |)dsx in both sides

of (7.9) further employ v∗ ≡ v− u+ u̇, and utilize (7.7) and (7.8), the variational for-
mulation of the quasistatic contact problem is then given asfollows: Find a function
u∈ H1((0,T);V) with u(t, .) ∈ K for almost everyt ∈ (0,T) such that for all v∈ K there
holds

A(u,v−u)+

∫

ΓC

F|σn(u)|(|vt −ut + u̇t |− |u̇t |)dsx ≥ L(v−u), (7.11)

where the bilinear formA(., .) : V×V → R is defined by

A(u,v) =

∫

Ω

σ(u) : ε(v)dx

and the linear functionalL : V → R given by

L(v) =
∫

Ω

f ·vdx+
∫

ΓN

g
N
·vdsx.

Before we show the existence of a solution of the variationalformulation (7.11), note that
the bilinear formA(., .) defined a norm inV and this norm is equivalent to the Hilbert
norm in H1(Ω), see Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 respectively. The existence proof of
solutions for the variational problem (7.11) is a cumbersome task. The fact is that the
friction functional is neither convex nor differentiable,and, therefore, can not be analyzed
by the results from nonlinear functional analysis. In orderto treat this problem, we use
the penalty method. This approach was used to investigate the solvability of the frictional
contact problem in [7,29]. We then replace the normal stresson the contact part by

−σn(u) = max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d)) (7.12)

for γ1 > 0 and for givenλ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC). Note that more general relations of the type
−σn(u) = φǫ(un − d) with ǫ > 0 and small are possible too. Such functions are used
in the normal compliance model to describe contact condition, see, e.g., [5, 6] where
φǫ(x) = (max(0,x))p with p≥1. The resulting penalized problem is then obtained from the
variational inequality (7.11) by replacing the set of admissible functionsK by V, adding
the penalty functional

∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))(vn−un)dsx
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to the left-hand side, and by substituting|σn(u)| in the friction term by max(0, λ̂ +γ1(un−
d)). Further, if we replace the test function by v∗ = v+u− u̇ we then obtain the following
variational inequality.
Find a functionu∈ H1((0,T);V) such that for all v∈ V there holds

A(u,v− u̇)+
∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))(vn− u̇n)dsx

(7.13)

+
∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))(|vt |− |u̇t |)dsx ≥ L(v− u̇).

7.2 Existence of solutions for penalized problem

The solvability of (7.13) will be proved by using a time discretization. Let us consider
a partition of the time interval(0,T) with uniform time stepsδ t := T/L. Further for
l = 0, ...,L, we settl := lδ t, ul an approximation foru(tl) andδul := ul −ul−1 the time
difference operator. We then obtain the time discretized problem from (7.13) by replacing
u with ul andu̇l with δul/δ t. Next if we multiply the result by the time stepδ t we then
obtain the following variational inequality:
Find a functionul ∈ V such that for all v∈ V there holds

A(ul ,v−δul )+
∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))(vn−δul

n)dsx

(7.14)

+

∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))(|vt |− |δul

t |)dsx ≥Ll (v−δul).

In order to obtain a variational equation it is necessary to smooth the friction func-
tional by replacing the non-differentiable terms|δul

t | and |vt | by differentiable approxi-
mations. To this end forγ2 > 0 we define a local convex and differentiable regularization
h(,) : R2×R2 →R such that for somey, |h(x,y)−|x|| ≤ C(y)

γ2
with C(y) a constant indepen-

dent ofγ2 but dependent ofy. The smoothing penalized problem reads then forγ1,γ2 > 0
and for given̂λ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC): Find a functionul ∈ V such that for all v∈ V

there holds

A(ul ,v−δul)+
∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))(vn−δul

n)dsx

(7.15)

+
∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))(h(vt , µ̂)−h(δul

t , µ̂))dsx ≥Ll (v−δul ).
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Due to the fact thath(., .) is differentiable if we set the test function in (7.15)
v∗ := δul ±αv, next divide the result byα ∈ (0,1) and letα → 0, we then obtain the
variational equality: Findul ∈ V such that for all v∈ V there holds

A(ul ,v)+

∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))vndsx

(7.16)

+

∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))Dh(δul

t , µ̂)vtdsx = Ll (v),

whereDh(., .) is the derivative ofh with respect to the first variable. Conversely, we have

Dh(δul
t , µ̂)(vt −δul

t) := lim
α→0

h(δul
t +α(vt −δul

t), µ̂)−h(δul
t , µ̂)

α
≤ h(vt , µ̂)−h(δul

t , µ̂), (7.17)

sinceh is convex, if we set the test function in (7.16) v∗ := v−δul and utilize the relation
(7.17), we then obtain the variational inequality (7.15) and the following result.

Lemma 7.1. The variational inequality (7.15) is equivalent to the variational equality
(7.16).

Problems (7.14) and (7.16) have the same forms as the corresponding versions of the static
contact problem. The existence of a solution to (7.16) is proved as in the static case, see,
e.g. chapter 6. An a priori estimate for its solutionul has been investigated in [7,29]. There
the following results have been obtained.

Assumption 7.1. Let the domainΩ be bounded and connected, let its boundaryΓ be
Lipschitz and be composed of the closures of the mutually disjoint parts ΓD, ΓN and ΓC

which are open with respect to the surface topology, and let measΓD > 0 with ΓC ∈ Ck,
k > 2. The bilinear form A(., .) is symmetric, bounded andV-elliptic. Let fl ∈ V∗,

gl
N
∈ H−1/2(ΓN), d ∈ H1/2(ΓC) with d ≥ 0 a.e. onΓC. For a setΩC ⊂ Ω satisfying

ΓC ⊂ ∂ΩC there holds fl ∈ H−1/2(ΩC). The norms of these functions in the correspond-
ing spaces are independent of l, i.e. uniformly bounded. Thecoefficient of frictionF shall
be non-negative with its support in a setΓF ⊂ ΓC having a positive distance toΓ \ΓC.
Moreover,F shall be bounded by

‖F‖L∞(ΓF ) < CF

where the admissible constant CF is given in [29, p. 208].
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Theorem 7.1.Under the Assumption 7.1, for every l∈ {1, ...,L}, γ1 > 0, γ2 > 0, and for

given λ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC) the semi-discrete problem (7.16) has a solution ul which
satisfies

‖ul‖H1(Ω) ≤ c1 (7.18)

and
‖ul‖H1(ΓF ) +‖σn(u

l)‖L2(ΓF ) ≤ c2 (7.19)

with constants c1 and c2 independent of l,γ1 and γ2. For every fixed l,γ1 there exists a
sequenceγ2,k → ∞ such that a corresponding sequence ul

k of solutions to (7.16) converges
in H1(Ω) to a solution ul of the penalized problem (7.14). This solution also satisfies the
a priori estimates (7.18) and (7.19).

The a priori estimate (7.18) forul is a crucial step to show the existence of a solution to
the penalized problem (7.13).

Theorem 7.2. Let the Assumption 7.1 be valid, and let f∈ H1((0,T);V∗) and

g
N
∈ H1((0,T);(H−1/2(ΓN))∗). If the coefficient of friction is solution independent and

satisfies
‖F‖H−1/2(ΓF )→H−1/2(ΓF ) < CF , (7.20)

where the norm ofF

‖F‖H−1/2(ΓF )→H−1/2(ΓF ) := sup
v∈H−1/2(ΓF )

‖v‖
H−1/2(ΓF )

≤1

‖Fv‖H−1/2(ΓF )

is a Sobolev multiplier norm. Then there exists a sequence oftime stepsδ tk → 0 and a
corresponding sequence of solutions uLk

of the time-discretized problem (7.14) such that

their extensions denoted again by uLk
converge strongly in L2((0,T);H1(Ω)) to a solution

of the penalized quasistatic problem (7.13). In addition, for somêλ ∈ L2(ΓC) the following
a priori estimate holds

‖u‖H1((0,T);H1(Ω)) +‖u‖L∞((0,T);H1(ΓF )) +‖max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))‖L∞((0,T);L2(ΓF ))

(7.21)

+‖max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d))‖
H1((0,T);(H1/2

0 (ΓC))∗)
≤ c

with a constant c independent of the penalty parameter and the space H1/2
0 (ΓC) define by

H1/2
0 (ΓC) := {v∈ H1/2(Γ) : v = 0 on ΓD}.
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Proof. See [29, p. 215].

After showing that the discrete problem (7.14) converges tothe continuous problem (7.13)
we then focus our investigation on the solvability of (7.14)by the help of a semi-smooth
Newton approach. But, since the nonlinearities of the problem appear only on the bound-
aries of the contacting bodies it can be suitable to couple this approach with the boundary
element method [29,100].

7.3 Boundary element formulation

In this section, by proceeding as in section 6.2, the boundary stress is given by

σ(u)n := γ int
1 u = Sγ int

0 u−N f , (7.22)

where the symmetric Steklov-Poincaré operatorSand the Newton potentialN f are defined
as in section 6.2. But, note that in this section the fundamental solution of the differential
equation (7.1) is given by the Kelvin tensor as follows:

U∗
i j (x,y)

1
4π(d−1)

.
1
E

1+ν
1−ν

[
(3−4ν)E0(x,y)δi j +

(xi −yi)(x j −y j)

|x−y|d
]

with

E0(x,y) =






− log|x−y| if d = 2,

1
|x−y| if d = 3.

Moreover, the symmetric Steklov-Poincaré operator satisfies the following properties.

Lemma 7.2.LetΓ be bounded and Lipschitz. For all r∈ (−1
2, 1

2) the symmetric Steklov-

Poincaré operator S: H1/2+r(Γ) → H−1/2+r(Γ) is a linear and continuous mapping.
Moreover, it is self-adjoint, positive semidefinite and satisfying

〈Su,u〉Γ ≥ cD
1 ‖u‖2

H1/2(Γ)
, ∀u∈ H1/2(Γ)\Ker(D),

where Ker(D) and cD1 represent the kernel and the constant of ellipticity of the hypersin-
gular integral operator D respectively.

Proof. See [30].
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In order to derive boundary integral formulations of the time discrete contact problem we
use the Green formula in terms of the Steklov-Poincaré operator

A(u,v)−
∫

Ω

f ·vdx =
∫

Γ

σ(u)n·vdsx,

=
∫

Γ

(Su−N f ) ·vdsx. (7.23)

By using the relation (7.23) into (7.14), with the test function v∗ = v−ul−1, the discrete
variational inequality (7.14) can be written as the following boundary variational inequal-
ity: Find ul ∈ V := {v ∈ H1/2(Γ) : γ int

0 v = 0 on ΓD} such that for all v∈ V
∫

Γ

Sul · (v−ul )dsx +

∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))(vn−ul

n)dsx

+

∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))(|δvt |− |δul

t |)dsx ≥ (7.24)

∫

Γ

N f l · (v−ul )dsx +
∫

ΓN

gl
N
· (v−ul )dsx

with δvt = vt −ul−1
t . In a similar way the variational equality (7.16) can be transformed

equivalently to the following boundary variational equality:
Findul ∈ V := {v ∈ H1/2(Γ) : v = 0 on ΓD} such that there holds

∫

Γ

Sul ·vdsx +
∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))vndsx

+

∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))Dh(δul

t , µ̂) ·vtdsx = (7.25)

∫

Γ

N f l ·vdsx +

∫

ΓN

gl
N
·vdsx for all v ∈ V.

Remark 7.1. The boundary variational formulations (7.24) and (7.25) are equivalent to
the domain variational problems (7.14) and (7.16) respectively. This is valid in the follow-
ing sense: if ul is a solution of (7.14), thenγ0ul is a solution of the boundary variational
problem (7.24). Conversely, ifγ0ul is a solution of (7.24), the boundary traction is given
byσ(ul )n := Sγ0ul −N f l and the solution ul of the domain variational inequality (7.14) is
then given by a representation formula, see, e.g. (6.11). The same relation is valid for the
variational equations (7.16) and (7.25).

From now onward for convenience we will useul insteadγ0ul . As an immediate conse-
quence of the above remark we have the following result.
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Lemma 7.3. Under the Assumption 7.1, for every l∈ {1, ...,L}, γ1 > 0, γ2 > 0, and for

givenλ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), the semi-discrete problem (7.25) has a solution ul which
satisfies

‖ul‖H1/2(Γ)
+‖ul‖H1(ΓF ) +‖σn(u

l )‖L2(ΓF ) ≤C (7.26)

with a constant C independent of l,γ1 andγ2. For every fixed l,γ1 there exists a sequence
γ2,k →∞ such that a corresponding sequence ul

k of solutions to (7.25) converges inH1/2(Γ)

to a solution ul of the penalized problem (7.24). This solution also satisfies the a priori
estimate (7.26).

Proof. Use Theorem 7.1 with the trace theorem.

After showing the existence of solutions of the discrete problem (7.25), in the next section
we are going to present the method to determine these solutions.

7.4 Algorithms for the regularized discrete problem

The development of an efficient numerical algorithm to determine solutions of the regu-
larized discrete problem (7.25) relies on a fast and reliable algorithm for the solution of
the Coulomb frictional contact problem at each time step. But it turns out that the fric-
tion functional at each time step is non-monotone. This makes both a theoretical analysis
as well as an efficient numerical realization truly challenging. Therefore, instead of the
Coulomb law at each time step we consider the frequently usedTresca friction law, since
this law is simple to analyze. Moreover, the solution of the Coulomb frictional contact
problem at each time step can be defined as a fixed point of a sequence of solutions for
the Tresca problem. Thus, the crucial requirement to obtaina fast and reliable algorithm
for the Coulomb frictional contact problem at each time stepstrongly depends on the ef-
ficiency of the numerical algorithm to determine the solution of the Tresca problem. The
approach we use here consists to write the Tresca problem equivalently to a minimization
problem. Further, by using the Fenchel duality theory [31] we derive the dual problem.
Whenever the problems are seen from the optimizational point of view, instead of just us-
ing the first order necessary optimality conditions, which are usually the starting points of
analysis, we also consider the extremality conditions which relate the solutions of primal
and dual problems. Another important aspect in this sectionis to write the complemen-
tarity conditions in terms of non-smooth max(., .) and min(., .) operators which allow the
application of the generalized Newton method [71, 98]. Therefore, for fixedl ∈ {1, ...,L}
we consider the problem: forγ1 > 0, γ2 > 0 and for somêλ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), find
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ul ∈ V such that there holds
∫

Γ

Sul ·vdsx +

∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))vndsx

+
∫

ΓC

F max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))Dh(δul

t , µ̂) ·vtdsx = (7.27)

∫

Γ

N f l ·vdsx +
∫

ΓN

gl
N
·vdsx for all v ∈ V.

Since the friction functional in (7.27) is non-monotone, weconsider the contact problem
with given friction, the so-called Tresca problem, i.e. forgivengl ∈ L2

+(ΓC) with

L2
+(ΓC) := { f ∈ L2(ΓC) : f ≥ 0 a.e. on ΓC},

we setgl = max(0, λ̂ + γ1(ul
n− d)) in the friction functional which yields: forγ1 > 0,

γ2 > 0 and for somêλ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC), find ul ∈ V such that there holds

∫

Γ

Sul ·vdsx +

∫

ΓC

max(0, λ̂ + γ1(u
l
n−d))vndsx +

∫

ΓC

FglDh(δul
t , µ̂) ·vtdsx =

(7.28)∫

Γ

N f l ·vdsx +
∫

ΓN

gl
N
·vdsx for all v ∈ V

with

h(x,y) :=






|x+ y
γ2
|− 1

2γ2
Fgl if |x+ y

γ2
| ≥ Fgl

γ2
,

γ2
2Fgl |x+ y

γ2
|2 if |x+ y

γ2
| < Fgl

γ2
.

The problem (7.28) is equivalent to the minimization problem

(Pγ1,γ2) min
v∈V

Jγ1,γ2(v) :=

[
1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ −Ll (v)+

1
2γ1

‖max(0, λ̂ + γ1(vn−d))‖2
ΓC

(7.29)

+
∫

ΓC

Fglh((vt −wt)(x), µ̂(x))dsx





with
Ll (v) =

∫

Γ

N f l ·vdsx +

∫

ΓN

gl
N
·vdsx
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andw := ul−1. Indeed, letul be a solution of the optimization problem (7.29). Since the
functionalJγ1,γ2(.) is differentiable, by performing the limits

0≤ lim
α→0

Jγ1,γ2(u
l ±αv)−Jγ1,γ2(u

l )

α
for v ∈ V and α ∈ (0,1),

we show thatul is a solution of the variational equality (7.28). On the other hand, let us
suppose thatul is a solution of the variational equality (7.28). SinceJγ1,γ2(.) is differen-
tiable and convex, if we set the test function in (7.28) v:= v∗−ul with v∗ ∈ V and use the
relation

〈DJγ1,γ2(u
l ),v∗−ul 〉Γ ≤ Jγ1,γ2(v

∗)−Jγ1,γ2(u
l),

we then show thatul is a minimizer of the functionalJγ1,γ2(.). With this we then conclude
the equivalence of problems (7.28) and (7.29). Next we have to show the existence of
a solution to (7.28). To this end, we decompose the functional as follows Jγ1,γ2(v) :=
J(v)+ jgl (v) with

J(v) =
1
2
〈Sv,v〉Γ−Ll (v),

jgl (v) =
1

2γ1
‖max(0, λ̂ + γ1(vn−d))‖2

ΓC
+
∫

ΓC

Fglh((vt −wt)(x).µ̂(x))dsx.

We can easily check thatJγ1,γ2 := J+ jgl : V → R is strictly convex and continuous, thus
from Theorem 2.6 it is weakly lower semi-continuous. Since the Steklov-Poincaré opera-
tor is elliptic and the linear mapLl is bounded, the functionalJ(.) is then coercive. This
then shows that the functionalJγ1,γ2 := J+ jgl is coercive sincejgl (v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V.
According to [29, Theorem 1.5.3] the variational equality (7.28) has a unique solutionul .
A solution of the Coulomb problem (7.27) can be defined as a fixed point of the follow-
ing mappingΦγ : L2

+(ΓC) → L2
+(ΓC) defined byΦγ(gl) = λ l

γ , whereλ l
γ = max(0, λ̂ +

γ1(ul
n−d)) andul is the unique solution of the variational equality (7.28) with given fric-

tion gl . The mappingΦγ is well defined since for a given frictiongl , ul is unique. By
Proposition 6.6, the mappingΦγ has a fixed point and therefore, the contact problem with
Coulomb friction (7.27) has a solution. After showing the existence of solutions for the
Coulomb frictional problem (7.27) and for the Tresca problem (7.28), next we present and
analyze algorithms to determine these solutions. We start by the Tresca problem (7.28)
which is equivalent to the minimization problem (7.29). Butinstead to consider only the
first order optimality conditions, which are usually the starting points of the analysis, we
consider here the corresponding dual problem to the primal problem (7.29) defined by: for
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γ1,γ2 > 0 and for given̂λ ∈ L2(ΓC), µ̂ ∈ L2(ΓC)

(P∗
γ1,γ2

)






− min
L2(ΓC)∋λ≥0,

|µ |≤Fgl a.e. on ΓC

J∗γ1,γ2
(λ ,µ) :=

[
1
2
〈Suλ ,µ ,uλ ,µ〉Γ +(µ ,wt)ΓC +(λ ,d)ΓC

+ 1
2γ1

‖λ − λ̂‖2
ΓC

+ 1
2γ2

‖µ − µ̂‖2
ΓC

− 1
2γ1

‖λ̂‖2
ΓC

− 1
2γ2

‖µ̂‖2
ΓC

]
,

where uλ ,µ satisfies
〈Suλ ,µ ,v〉Γ −Ll (v)+(λ ,vn)ΓC +(µ ,vt)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V.

The dual problem(P∗
γ1,γ2

) has also a unique solution(λ l ,µ l ) ∈ L2(ΓC)× L2(ΓC), see
[67, p.37]. Next, if we consider the two-dimensional case, the extremality conditions
which relate the solutions of the primal problem(Pγ1,γ2) and the solutions of the dual
problem(P∗

γ1,γ2
), are then given by:

(Su,v)Γ −Ll (v)+(µ,vt)ΓC +(λ ,vn)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V, (7.30)

λ −max(0, λ̂ + γ1(un−d)) = 0 on ΓC, (7.31)
{

γ2(ξ −ut +wt)+ µ − µ̂ = 0,
ξ −max(0,ξ +σ(µ −Fgl ))−min(0,ξ +σ(µ +Fgl)) = 0,

(7.32)

whereut ∈H1/2(ΓC) andµ ∈ L2(ΓC), see section 6.4.1. Moreover, the system of nonlinear
equations (7.30)-(7.32) is suitable for the application ofthe generalized Newton method
and the algorithm is given as follows:

Algorithm : (SSN)

(1) Choose(ξ 0,λ 0,µ0,u0) ∈ L2(ΓC)× L2(ΓC)× L2(ΓC)×H1/2(Γ) satisfying (7.30),
σ > 0 and setk := 0.

(2) Determine active and inactive sets

Ak+1
C := {x∈ ΓC : λ̂ (x)+ γ1(u

k
n(x)−d(x)) > 0},

I k+1
C := ΓC \Ak+1

C ,

Ak+1
F+ := {x∈ ΓC : ξ k(x)+σ(µk−Fgl)(x) > 0},

Ak+1
F− := {x∈ ΓC : ξ k(x)+σ(µk +Fgl)(x) < 0},

I k+1
F := ΓC \ (Ak+1

F+ ∪Ak+1
F− ).

(3) for k≥ 1 if Ak+1
C = Ak

C , Ak+1
F+ = Ak

F+ andAk+1
F− = Ak

F− stop, else
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(4) solve

(Suk+1,v)Γ −Ll (v)+(λ k+1,vn)ΓC +(µk+1,vt)ΓC = 0 for all v∈ V,

λ k+1 = λ̂ + γ1(u
k+1
n −d) on Ak+1

C , λ k+1 = 0 on I k+1
C ,

µk+1 = Fgl on Ak+1
F+ , µk+1 = −Fgl on Ak+1

F− ,

µk+1− µ̂ − γ2(u
k+1
t −wt) = 0 on I k+1

F .

(5) set

ξ k+1 :=






uk+1
t −wt +

1
γ2

(µ̂ +Fgl) on Ak+1
F− ,

uk+1
t −wt +

1
γ2

(µ̂ −Fgl) on Ak+1
F+ ,

0 on I k+1
F ,

and setk := k+1 and go to Step (2).

Note that the system at Step (4) is uniquely solvable, since it is the necessary and sufficient
optimality condition for the following minimization problem

min
λ=0 on Ik+1

C ,
J∗γ1,γ2

(λ ,µ),

µ = Fgl on Ak+1
F+ , µ = −Fgl on Ak+1

F−

which has a unique solution. The advantages of this algorithm are that it is of second
order and the convergence is locally superlinear, see Theorem 6.5. In addition, it solves
both for contact and friction problem together. On the otherhand, since the solution of the
Coulomb problem (7.27) is a fixed point of the mappingΦγ defined above, the algorithm
to determine this solution can be defined as follows:

Algorithm : (RCF-FP)

(1) Chooseγ1,γ2 > 0, λ̂ andµ̂ . Initialize gl
0 ∈ L2

+(ΓC), and setm := 0.

(2) Determine the solution(λm,µ
m
) to problem(P∗

γ1,γ2
) with given frictiongl

m.

(3) Updategl
m+1 := λm, m := m+1 and, unless an appropriate stopping criterion is met,

go to Step (2).

Provided that‖F‖∞ is sufficiently small, the Algorithm (RCF-FP) converges regardless
of the initialization since the mappingΦγ is a contraction, see Theorem 6.6. Note that
we determine(λm,µ

m
) at Step (2) of algorithm (RCF-FP) by performing the semi-smooth

Newton algorithm (SSN). By Lemma 7.3 the discrete problem (7.25) has a solution and an
algorithm to determine this solution can be given by:
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Algorithm : (RSDP)

(1) ComputeS̃h and set the time stepl = 0.

(2) Start of time stepl and compute the linear mappingLl .

(3) Chooseγ1,γ2 > 0, λ̂ andµ̂ . Initialize gl
0 ∈ L2

+(ΓC), and setm := 0.

(4) Determine the solutions(λ l
m,µ l

m
) andul

m to problems(P∗
γ1,γ2

) and(Pγ1,γ2) respec-

tively with given frictiongl
m.

(5) (a) If
‖λ l

m−gl
m‖ΓC

‖λ l
m‖ΓC

< Tol

– (a1) and ifl = lMax := L stop,

– (a2) else updategl+1
0 := λ l , computeLl+1, setl = l +1 and go to Step (3).

(5) (b) Else, if
‖λ l

m−gl
m‖ΓC

‖λ l
m‖ΓC

> Tol, updategl
m+1 := λ l

m, m := m+1 and go to Step (4).

Note that(λ l ,µ l ) andul are solutions of(P∗
γ1,γ2

) and(Pγ1,γ2) respectively at time stepl . In
addition, the Step (4) of the algorithm (RSDP) is also realized by the semi-smooth Newton
algorithm (SSN).

7.5 BEM discretization

In this section we apply a Galerkin procedure to solve the system of equations at Step
(4) of the active set strategy algorithm (SSN) for a particular case of a two-dimensional
circular domainΩ := BR(0) of radiusR and centered at the origin. It turns out that this
approach is the same as described in section 6.6. We then refer the reader there for details.
Moreover, since the Steklov-Poincaré operator defined by

S:= (
1
2

I +K ′)V−1(
1
2

I +K)+D : H1/2(Γ) → H−1/2(Γ) (7.33)

is not suitable for a Galerkin discretization, by followingthe same idea as in section 6.6,
we then define a symmetric approximation of the continuous Steklov-Poincaré operator
denoted byS̃. Note that the results of Lemma 4.4 for the scalar Yukawa problem are still
valid here, i.eS̃is spectrally equivalent toSin the sense that for all v∈ H1/2(Γ) we have

cD
1 ‖v‖2

H1/2(Γ)
≤ 〈S̃v,v〉 ≤ cS̃

2‖v‖2
H1/2(Γ)

and in addition, we have the consistency estimate:

‖(S̃−S)v‖H−1/2(Γ)
≤ chη+1/2‖Sv‖Hη (Γ) for all v ∈ Vη ,
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whereVη := {v ∈ Hη(Γ) : v = 0 on ΓD} and 1
2 ≤ η ≤ 1. The Galerkin discretization

of the approximated Steklov-Poincaré operatorS̃ is then given by

S̃h := (
1
2

M⊤
h +K⊤

h )V−1
h (

1
2

Mh+Kh)+Dh. (7.34)

Note thatMh is the mass matrix given in section 6.6. On the other hand, if the fundamental
solution of the differential equation (7.1 ) is written as follows

U∗(x,y) = α log|x−y|I +β
(x−y)(x−y)⊤

|x−y|2 ,

where

β =
1

4π
1
E

1+ν
1−ν

, α = β (4ν −3),

I is a 2×2-identity tensor,E > 0 andν ∈ (0,1/2) the Young modulus and the Poisson
ratio respectively, the single layer operator can then be written in matrix form as follows

V =

(
V11 V12
V21 V22

)
.

In addition, if we use the one-periodic parametrization of the boundaryΓ, the boundary
integral operatorsVkl for k, l = 1,2 take then the following forms

(V11v1)(x) =
∫

Γ

(
α log|x−y|+β

(x1−y1)
2

|x−y|2
)

v1(y)dsy,

= 2πR

1∫

0

(
α log(2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)+β sin2π(τ + t)

)
v1(t)dt

(V12v2)(x) ≡ (V21v2)(x) =

∫

Γ

β
(x1−y1)(x2−y2)

|x−y|2 v2(y)dsy,

= −2πRβ
1∫

0

sinπ(τ + t)cosπ(τ + t)v2(t)dt,

(V22v2)(x) =

∫

Γ

(
α log|x−y|+β

(x2−y2)
2

|x−y|2
)

v2(y)dsy,

= 2πR

1∫

0

(
α log(2R|sinπ(τ − t)|)+β cos2 π(τ + t)

)
v2(t)dt.

By using the above results the matrix of the discrete single layer operatorVh := A is a
square matrix of size 2N whereN is the number of points of discretization. In addition,A
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has the following block structure

A =

(
A11 A12
A21 A22

)
,

where the entries of matricesAkl for k, l = 1,2 are given by the following lemma.

Lemma 7.4. The entries of matrices A11, A12 and A22 are given by

A11[i, j] = 2πRα log(R)h2−2πRα ∑
k>0

(c(0)
1 (k))2

|k| cos[2πk(i − j)h]

+πRβh2+
Rβ
4π
[
cos[2π(ai j +2h)]−2cos[2π(ai j +h)]+cos(2πai j )

]
,

A12[i, j] ≡ A21[i, j] =
Rβ
4π
[
sin[2π(ai j +2h)]−2sin[2π(ai j +h)]+sin(2πai j )

]
,

A22[i, j] = 2πRα log(R)h2−2πRα ∑
k>0

(c(0)
1 (k))2

|k| cos[2πk(i − j)h]

+πRβh2− Rβ
4π
[
cos[2π(ai j +2h)]−2cos[2π(ai j +h)]+cos(2πai j )

]

with ai j = τi + t j , τi and tj are parameters of elements number i and j respectively.

Proof. UseAkl[i, j] = 〈Vklφ0
j ,φ

0
i 〉Γ for i, j = 1, ...,N; k, l = 1,2 and the Fourier representa-

tion of the B-splineφ0
i .

From the above lemma the matricesA11, A12 andA22 can be written as follows

A11 = A0+Ac, A12 = As, A22 = A0−Ac,

where

A0[i, j] = 2πR(α log(R)+
1
2

β )h2−2πRα ∑
k>0

(c(0)
1 (k))2

|k| cos[2πk(i − j)h],

Ac[i, j] =
Rβ
4π
[
cos[2π(ai j +2h)]−2cos[2π(ai j +h)]+cos(2πai j )

]
,

As[i, j] =
Rβ
4π
[
sin[2π(ai j +2h)]−2sin[2π(ai j +h)]+sin(2πai j )

]
.

Lemma 7.5. The matrix A0 is circulant, and if the radius of the disc R< exp( 1
6−8ν ) it

is then positive definite. Moreover, its eigenvalues are given by:

λm =






2πR(α log(R)+ 1
2β )h m= 1,

−πRαh2
(

sin(πs)
π

)2q+2 ∞

∑
k=0

[
1

(k+s)(2q+3)
+

1

(k+1−s)(2q+3)

]
m≥ 2,

s= m−1
N , h = 1

N ,
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where q is the order of the B-splineφq. Hence, the matrix A0 is diagonalizable and can be
written as follows

A0 =
1
N

QΛQ,

whereΛ = diag(λ1, ...,λN), and Q is the so-called discrete Fourier matrix defined as fol-
lows

Q[i, j] = cos[2π(i −1)( j −1)h]+sin[2π(i −1)( j −1)h], i, j = 1, ...,N

and satisfies Q·Q = NI, where I is the identity matrix.

Proof. As Lemma 4.3.

We can easily check that the matricesA0, Ac andAs are all symmetric and the entries can
be computed explicitly and exactly.

Proposition 7.1. There hold

AcQ j =






γ N
2BQ2 for j = 2,

γ N
2BQN for j = N,

0 else,

AsQ j =






γ N
2BQN for j = 2,

−γ N
2BQ2 for j = N,

0 else,

where Qj is the jth column of discrete Fourier matrix Q ,γ = −πRβ (cq
1(1))2 andB is the

matrix defined by

B =





0 0 0 ... 1
0 0 0 ... 0
. . . ... .
. . 1 ... .
0 1 0 ... 0
1 0 0 ... 0




,

which were verified by experiments.
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From Proposition 7.1 we obtain immediately that

AcQ = γ
N
2
BQDc,

(7.35)

AsQ = γ
N
2
BQDs,

where

Dc =





0 0 0 ... 0
0 1 0 ... 0
0 0 0 ... .
. . . ... .
0 . . ... 0
0 0 0 ... 1




, Ds =





0 0 0 ... 0
0 0 0 ... −1
. . . ... 0
. . . ... .
0 0 0 ... 0
0 1 0 ... 0




.

Both matricesDc andDs have only two entries different from zero. If we multiply both the
left and right hand side of (7.35) byQ, and use the propertyQ ·Q = NI, we then obtain

Ac =
γ
2
BQDcQ,

(7.36)

As =
γ
2
BQDsQ.

Since the matricesAc andAs are symmetric, if we first transpose both sides of (7.36) and
multiply the result byQ ·Q, we then obtain

Ac =
1
N

γ
2

Q(DcQBQ)Q,

(7.37)

As =
1
N

γ
2

Q(D
⊤
s QBQ)Q.

Further computations show that

Dc = (DcQBQ) =





0 0 0 ... 0
0 −bN 0 ... aN

0 0 0 ... .
. . . ... .
0 0 . ... 0
0 aN 0 ... bN




,

Ds = (D
⊤
s QBQ) =





0 0 0 ... 0
0 aN 0 ... bN

. . . ... 0

. . . ... .
0 0 0 ... 0
0 bN 0 ... −aN




,
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where

aN =
N

∑
j=1

Q2[ j]QN[N− j +1] =
N

∑
j=1

QN[ j]Q2[N− j +1],

bN =
N

∑
j=1

QN[ j]QN[N− j +1] = −
N

∑
j=1

Q2[ j]Q2[N− j +1],

andQ j is the jth column of the discrete Fourier matrixQ. Therefore, the matricesAc and
As can be written as follows

Ac =
1
N

γ
2

QDcQ, As =
1
N

γ
2

QDsQ. (7.38)

Remark 7.2. We can notice that the matrices Dc and Ds are symmetric and have at most
four entries different from zero. Furthermore, numeric computations show that

• for N = 4, aN = 0 and bN = 4,

• for N = 8, aN = bN = 5.65685,

• for N > 8, aN → N and bN → 2π .

By using Lemma 7.5 and (7.38), the matrixA of the discrete single layer operator can be
written as follows

A =
1
N

(
Q 0
0 Q

)(
Λ+ γ

2Dc
γ
2Ds

γ
2Ds Λ− γ

2Dc

)(
Q 0
0 Q

)
,

whereΛ := diag(λ1, ...,λN) is the diagonal matrix defined by the eigenvalues of the circu-
lant matrixA0 andγ = −πRβ (cq

1(1))2 with cq
1(1) which is the Fourier coefficient given in

section 4.2. We remark that (
Q 0
0 Q

)

can be utilized as a preconditioning matrix for the matrixA of the discrete single layer
operator. Moreover, if we set

K =

(
Λ+ γ

2Dc
γ
2Ds

γ
2Ds Λ− γ

2Dc

)
=

(
A1 A2

A2 A3

)
,

with A1 = Λ + γ
2Dc, A2 = γ

2Ds andA3 = Λ− γ
2Dc, the matrixK can then be written again

as follows

K =

(
I 0

A2A−1
1 I

)(
A1 0
0 S

)(
I A−1

1 A2

0 I

)
,
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whereS := A3−A2A−1
1 A2 andI is the(N×N)-identity matrix. Since the matricesA1, A2,

A3 andS are sparse, the inverse of the matrixK can be computed easily and it is given
by

K−1 =

(
I −A−1

1 A2

0 I

)(
A−1

1 0
0 S−1

)(
I 0

−A2A−1
1 I

)
,

where

B1 = −A−1
1 A2 =





0 0 0 ... 0
0 −(ab+Bc) 0 ... −bB+ac
. . . ... 0
. . . ... .
0 0 0 ... 0
0 −(ac+Bd1) 0 ... −Bc+ad1




,

B2 = A−1
1 =





1
λ1

0 0 ..0 0
0 b 0 ... c
0 0 1

λ3
..0 .

. . . ... .

0 0 . .. 1
λN−1

0

0 c 0 ... d1





,

B3 = S−1 =





1
λ1

0 0 ..0 0
0 b1 0 ... c1

0 0 1
λ3

..0 .

. . . ... .

0 0 . .. 1
λN−1

0

0 c1 0 ... d2





,

B4 = −A2A−1
1 =





0 0 0 ... 0
0 −(ab+Bc) 0 ... −(ac+Bd1)
. . . ... 0
. . . ... .
0 0 0 ... 0
0 ac−Bb 0 ... −Bc+ad1





with

a =
γ
2

aN, B =
γ
2

bN, l2 = λ2−B, lN = λ2+B,

b =
lN

l2lN −a2 , c = − a
l2lN −a2 , d1 =

l2
l2lN −a2 ,

L2 = lN − (a2b+2aBc+B2d1), LN = l2−B2b+2aBc−a2d1,

D = a[B(d1−b)−1]+c(a2−B2),

b1 =
LN

L2LN −D2 , c1 = − D
L2LN −D2 , d2 =

L2

L2LN −D2 .
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Hence, the inverse of the matrixA of the discrete single layer is then given by

V−1
h ≡ A−1 =

1
N

(
Q 0
0 Q

)(
I B1
0 I

)(
B2 0
0 B3

)(
I 0

B4 I

)(
Q 0
0 Q

)
.

On the other hand, the matricesKh andDh of discrete double layer and hypersingular op-
erators are computed respectively by performing a regularization technique and integration
by parts, see, e.g., [39,65,66,72,100]. We have then

(TyU
∗)⊤ = 2µ(MyU

∗)⊤+My(△yχ)+
∂

∂n(y)
△ χ I (7.39)

with I the 2×2-identity matrix, and

My =

(
0 n2

∂
∂y1

−n1
∂

∂y2

n1
∂

∂y2
−n2

∂
∂y1

0

)
,

χ(r) = − 1
8π

r2 log(r) with r = |y−x|,

as well as

∆yχ := ψ(r) = − 1
2π

log(r).

We remark thatψ is the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation. By using the one-
periodic parametrization of the boundaryΓ we obtain then

y1(t) = Rcos2πt, y2(t) = Rsin2πt, t ∈ [0,1),

which yields

(TyU
∗)⊤ =

µ
πR

d
dt

(
−U∗

12 U∗
11

−U∗
22 U∗

12

)
+

1
2πR

d
dt

(
0 −ψ
ψ 0

)
+

( ∂ψ
∂n(y) 0

0 ∂ψ
∂n(y)

)
. (7.40)

By utilizing integration by parts, the double layer integral operator can then be written as
follows

(Ku)(x) =

∫

Γ

[Ty U∗(x,y)]⊤ u(y)dsy

= 2µ
1∫

0

(
U∗

12 −U∗
11

U∗
22 −U∗

12

)
du
dt

dt+

1∫

0

(
0 ψ

−ψ 0

)
du
dt

dt (7.41)

+ 2πR

1∫

0

( ∂ψ
∂n(y(t)) 0

0 ∂ψ
∂n(y(t))

)
u(y(t))dt.
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In a similar way, the bilinear form of the hypersingular integral operator can be written as
follows

〈Du,v〉Γ = −µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

v(x) ·
[

∂ 2ψ
∂n(y)∂n(x)

I
]

u(y)dsydsx

(7.42)

−µ
∫

Γ

∫

Γ

(Mxv(x)) · [4µU∗−3ψI ] (Myu(y))dsydsx.

From (7.41) it can be seen that the matrixKh of the discrete double layer operator can
be computed by using the matrixA = Vh of the discrete single layer operator of the lin-
ear elasticity equation, and the matrices of the discrete single layer operator and the dis-
crete double layer operator for the Laplace equation respectively; while from (7.42) the
matrix Dh of the discrete hypersingular operator can be realized by using also the matrix
A=Vh, and the matrices of the discrete single layer operator and the discrete hypersingular
operator for the Laplace equation respectively.

Lemma 7.6. Let Ω := BR(0) be a two-dimensional circular domain and let us consider
a one-periodic parametrization of its boundaryΓ. The matrices of the discrete single layer
operator, the discrete double layer operator and the discrete hypersingular operator for
the Laplace equation are all circulant and given respectively as follows:

V∆[i, j] := −R

1∫

0

1∫

0

φ (q)
j (t) log|2Rsinπ(t− τ)|φ (q)

i (τ)dtdτ,

K∆[i, j] :=
1
2

1∫

0

φ (q)
i (t)φ (p)

j (t)dt− 1
2

1∫

0

1∫

0

φ (p)
j (t)φ (q)

i (τ)dtdτ,

D∆[i, j] := − 1
4R

1∫

0

1∫

0

φ (p)
j (t)

1

sin2 π(t− τ)
φ (p)

i (τ)dtdτ, i, j = 1, ...,N.
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Moreover, their eigenvalues are given by

λV∆
m =






−Rlog(R)h m= 1,

1
2Rh2

(
sin(πs)

π

)2q+2 ∞

∑
k=0

[
1

(k+s)(2q+3)
+

1

(k+1−s)(2q+3)

]
m≥ 2,

s= m−1
N , h = 1

N ,

λ K∆
m =






0 m= 1,

1
2h
(

sin(πs)
π

)q+p+2 ∞

∑
k=0

[
(−1)k(q+p)

(k+s)(q+p+2)
+

(−1)k(q+p)

(k+1−s)(q+p+2)

]
m≥ 2,

s= m−1
N , h = 1

N ,

λ D∆
m =






0 m= 1,

1
2R

(
sin(πs)

π

)2p+2 ∞

∑
k=0

[
1

(k+s)(2p+1)
+

1

(k+1−s)(2p+1)

]
m≥ 2,

s= m−1
N , h = 1

N ,

respectively.

Proof. See [92].

Remark 7.3. By using Lemma 7.4 and Lemma 7.6, the matrixKh of the discrete double
layer operator and the matrixDh of the discrete hypersingular operator can be computed
exactly and efficiently.



8 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this chapter Galerkin boundary element methods (BEM) developed in previous chapters
are applied to some numerical examples. In the first part, we consider the domainΩ :=
BR(c) to be a two-dimensional disc of radiusR= 1.0 and centered atc= (1.0,1.0). For the
boundary element discretization the trial functions for the approximation of the unknown

functionu or the displacementu will be B-splines of order one(φ (1)
i ), while the Neumann

data will be approximated by B-splines of order zero(φ (0)
i ).

The chapter is organized as follows, in the first section we present some numerical re-
sults for scalar Yukawa problems, we consider in particularthe non-homogeneous Dirich-
let and the mixed boundary value problems. The second section will be about the non-
homogeneous Dirichlet linear elasticity problem of Yukawatype, while the third section
will be about the application of the combined generalized Newton method with BEM for
the solution of contact problems in linear elastostatics ofYukawa type. Finally, the com-
bined generalized Newton method with BEM will be applied to quasistatic contact prob-
lems.

8.1 Numerical results for scalar Yukawa problems

Here both the non-homogeneous Dirichlet and the non-homogeneous mixed boundary
value problem are considered. For the mixed boundary value problem given in (4.1)-(4.3),
that is

α2u(x)−∆u(x) = f (x) for x∈ Ω ⊂ R
2, (8.1)

u(x) = gD(x) for x∈ ΓD, (8.2)
∂u
∂nx

(x) = gN(x) for x∈ ΓN, (8.3)

we assume that the boundary is divided into two disjoint parts such thatΓ := ΓD ∪ΓN, see
Figure 8.1.

149
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ΓN

ΓD

Ω
c

Figure 8.1: Disc of centerc and radiusR.

Further we setα = 1.0, the test solutionu(x) = x2
1 + x2

2, the function f (x) = −4+ x2
1 +

x2
2, gD(x) = x2

1 + x2
2 andgN(x) = ∂u

∂n(x) . The boundary element discretization of the non-
homogeneous Dirichlet problem is equivalent to the following algebraic system of linear
equations

Vht = (
1
2

Mh+Kh)g− Ñ0 f , (8.4)

whereVh andKh are the matrices of the Galerkin discretization of the single layer and dou-
ble layer operators respectively, whileMh is the mass matrix,̃N0 f is the vector computed
from the Newton potential, see Appendix,g here is the piecewise linear interpolation of
the Dirichlet data, but one can also utilize theL2-projection (see e.g. [100]). SinceVh is
symmetric, positive definite and circulant [15,16,92], thesystem (8.4) is solved efficiently
by performing the Fast Fourier transform (FFT). In addition, the pointwise evaluation is
done at the point ˆx = (1.0,1.0)⊤, see Table 8.1 for results.

refinement Approx.Sol., ptwise error L2 Error, eoc., CPU time
Level N uh(x̂) |u(x̂)−uh(x̂)| ‖t− th‖L2(Γ) eoc Tot.time (sec)

3 32 2.00121 0.00120914 0.284098 0.01
4 64 2.0003 0.000303272 0.142071 0.99978 0.03
5 128 2.00008 7.57068e-05 0.0710384 0.99994 0.13
6 256 2.00002 1.88993e-05 0.0355196 0.99998 0.53
7 512 2.0 4.72057e-06 0.0177598 1 1.98
8 1024 2.0 1.17956e-06 0.00887992 1.00000 8.24

Theory 2.0 1

Table 8.1: The approximate solutionuh, the pointwise error, theL2 error of the conormal
derivative, the order of convergence and the CPU time for theDirichlet problem by using
the FFT.

On the other hand, the non-homogeneous mixed boundary valueproblem is equivalent to
the linear system

S̃hu = f , (8.5)
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whereS̃h = Dh +(1
2M⊤

h + K⊤
h )V−1

h (1
2Mh + Kh). Since the Galerkin discretization of the

approximate Steklov-Poincaré operatorS̃h is symmetric and positive definite we solve the
linear system (8.5) by using the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm, with the
preconditioning matrix

CD := MV
−1

M,

see [100], whereM andV are the mass matrix and the discrete single layer matrix respec-
tively, define by B-splines of order one as follows:

M[i, j] := 〈φ (1)
j ,φ (1)

i 〉Γ V[i, j] := 〈Vφ (1)
j ,φ (1)

i 〉Γ, i, j = 1, ...,n.

Moreover,V is circulant symmetric and positive definite and its eigenvalues are given by
Lemma 4.3 where we have to setν = 1. Therefore,V is diagonalizable and has the form

V =
1
n

QΛ(1)Q.

In addition, the action of̃Sh on any vectorp is given in two steps as follows

S̃hp := Dhp+(
1
2

M⊤
h +K⊤

h )V−1
h (

1
2

Mh+Kh)p = Dhp+(
1
2

M⊤
h +K⊤

h )w,

wherew is the unique solution of the linear system

Vhw = (
1
2

Mh+Kh)p, (8.6)

note that (8.6) is solved efficiently by utilizing the Fast Fourier transform (FFT), see
Table 8.2 below for the results.

Iterations L2 Erroru, eoc. L2 Error ∂u
∂n, eoc., CPU time

N
Precond. CG ‖u−uh‖L2(Γ) eoc ‖t − th‖L2(Γ) eoc Tot. time (sec)

32 04 0.0122801 0.270957 0.00
64 08 0.00304241 2.0130 0.13543 1.0001 0.02
128 12 0.00075676 2.0073 0.067736 1.0000 0.08
256 12 0.000188689 2.0038 0.0338679 1.0000 0.34
512 12 4.71083e-05 2.0020 0.0169339 1.0000 1.36
1024 12 1.1769e-05 2.0010 0.00846697 1.0000 5.71

Theory 2 1

Table 8.2: The L2 error of the solutionu, the L2 error of the conormal derivative, the
order of convergence and the CPU time for the mixed boundary value problem by using
the preconditioned CG method.

The results presented in Table 8.1 are in agreement with the order of convergence for a
Dirichlet problem, see, e.g. [100], while the Table 8.2 confirms the error estimates we
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obtained in (4.63) and (4.66). In Table 8.3 below we compare the number of iterations
for the CG method, and preconditioned CG method and give the number of rings we used
for the computation of the Newton potential for the Dirichlet and mixed boundary value
problem.

refinement Nb. Ite. for CG and Precond. CG methods, and Nb. rings
Level N Preconditioned CG CG without Precond. Nb. rings

3 32 04 04 08
4 64 08 08 16
5 128 12 16 32
6 256 12 20 64
7 512 12 28 128
8 1024 12 42 256
9 2048 12 61 512

Table 8.3: Comparison between the number of iterations for the CG and preconditioned
CG algorithms and the number of rings.

8.2 Numerical results for linear elasticity of Yukawa type

Here we consider the non-homogeneous Dirichlet problem andthe domainΩ is still as
above a disc of centerc = (1.0,1.0) and radiusR := 1.0,

s2u(x)−µ∆u(x)− (λ + µ) grad divu(x) = f (x) for x∈ Ω, (8.7)

u(x) = g(x) for x on Γ. (8.8)

Our goal here is to investigate the reliability of the algorithm we presented in section 3 of
chapter 5 for the computation of the Newton potential. To this end we set
λ := 115.3846,µ := 76.9231 ands := 10.0. To test the algorithm, we utilize the func-
tions

u(x) =

(
x2

1 +x2

x2
2−x1

)
, f (x) =

(
−2λ −4µ +s2(x2

1+x2)
−2λ −4µ +s2(x2

2−x1)

)
, g(x) =

(
x2

1 +x2

x2
2−x1

)
.

The boundary element discretization of the non-homogeneous Dirichlet problem (8.7)-
(8.8) yields the following algebraic system of linear equations

Vht = (
1
2

Mh+Kh)g− Ñ0 f , (8.9)

whereVh is the matrix of the discrete single layer operator with size2N. SinceVh is
symmetric and positive definite we solve (8.9) by using the CGmethod and the solutions
are given in Table 8.4 and Table 8.5 below.
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refinement Nb. rings, Nb. Ite L2 Error, and eoc
Level N Nb.rings Nb. Ite. ‖t − th‖L2(Γ) eoc

3 32 08 08 137.499
4 64 16 08 68.7058 1.0009
5 128 32 07 34.3466 1.0003
6 256 64 06 17.1724 1.0001
7 512 128 06 8.58611 1.0000
8 1024 256 06 4.29304 1.0000

Theory 1

Table 8.4: The Number of rings and iterations, theL2 error for the boundary stress and the
order of convergence for the Dirichlet problem by using the CG method.

The pointwise evaluations are carried out at the point ˆx = (1.0,1.0)⊤, and the results are
given in the Table 8.5.

refinement Approx.sol.u1h, pt-wise error Approx.sol.u2h, pt-wise error
Level N u1h(x̂) |u1(x̂)−u1h(x̂)| u2h(x̂) |u2(x̂)−u2h(x̂)|

3 32 1.9984 0.00160395 -0.000769031 0.000769031
4 64 1.99964 0.000363557 -0.000149874 0.000149874
5 128 1.99991 8.62953e-05 -3.22676e-05 3.22676e-05
6 256 1.99998 2.09998e-05 -7.41494e-06 7.41494e-06
7 512 1.99999 5.178e-06 -1.77191e-06 1.77191e-06
8 1024 2.0 1.28549e-06 -4.32717e-07 4.32717e-07

Theory 2.0 0.0

Table 8.5: The pointwise evaluation of the approximate solutions and the pointwise error
for the Dirichlet problem.

Note that in Table 8.4 we observe a linear convergence of the boundary stress while in
Table 8.5 we obtain a factor of four for the pointwise evaluation which are expected from
the theory.

8.3 Numerical results for the linear elastostatic contact problems of
Yukawa type

In this section we present the feasibility of the primal-dual active set strategy, and the fixed
point algorithm we developed in chapter 6. These results arepresented in three parts as
follows, in the first part we present some numerical examplesfor the frictionless contact
problem, the second part is concerned with the contact problem with given friction, the
so-called Tresca problem, and the last part will be on the contact problem with Coulomb
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friction via the fixed point concept. For all tests, we use thenormal to the contact boundary
of the body and the normalized gap function

d(x) = x2/

√(
∂Φ(x)

∂x1

)2

+1.

Additionally, we assume that the elastic body occupies a disc centered at(1.0,1.0) with
radiusR= 1.0 and its boundaryΓ is divided into three mutually disjoint partsΓD where
we assume the body to be fixed in the horizontal direction,ΓN where the traction is given
andΓC the potential contact part, see Figure 8.2. For the materialproperties we choose the
Young modulusE = 200.0, the Poisson ratioν = 0.30. For the boundary conditions we
assume the following Dirichlet conditions on both sides of the discu1 = 0.0, but a vertical
load is applied on the top given byt = −20 furthermore we setf ≡ 0, ands := 10.0.
Remark, that the Dirichlet boundary condition different inx1 andx2 direction is still valid
for the model.

t = − 20

d 

ΓD ΓD

ΓN

ΓC

x1

x2

O

Figure 8.2: Geometry for numerical test.

In this section we will always initialize our algorithm withthe solution of the contact
problem where we have assumed that a symmetric part of the contact boundary is already
in contact. Furthermore, the system at Step (4) of the semi-smooth Newton method will
be solved by utilizing the CG and the preconditioned CG methods.

8.3.1 Numerical example for the frictionless contact problem

In this part we assume the friction to be negligible, that isµγ = 0.0. Further, for the

initialization of the algorithm we set̂λ = 0.0 and all the graphics are done at level 8 of
refinement. The semi-smooth Newton algorithm always converges after a few number of
iterations. We first investigate the influence of the penaltyparameterγ1 on the solutions.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Deformations, and (b) Stresses for different values ofγ1.

In Figure 8.3 we can observe that the solutions strongly depend on the penalty parameter
γ1. Furthermore, forγ1 = 10+4, although the algorithm converges, we have a small pen-
etration, see Figure 8.3 (a), but forγ1 ≥ 10+5 we can observe a quite nice resolution as
expected from the theory.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Non penetrability, and (b) Complementarityconditions.

The above Figure 8.4 represents the non penetrability conditions for γ1 ≥ 10+7 and the
complementarity conditions forγ1 = 10+5 both at the level 7 of refinement. Furthermore,
in the Figure 8.4 (b) the normal displacement, deformation and the gap (rigid foundation)
are multiplied by 100. Next, we comment about the performance of the semi-smooth New-
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ton method and CG methods. Table 8.6 and Table 8.7 show the number of iterations needed
for the algorithm to converge at level 5, 6, 7 and 8 for different values of the penalty param-
eterγ1, when the CG without preconditioner and preconditioned CG methods are applied
on the system at Step (4).

refinement γ1

Level N 104 105 107 108

5 128 3/ 49 3/ 52 3/ 52 3/ 53
6 256 3/ 69 4/ 79 4/ 79 4/ 65
7 512 5/ 89 4/ 114 4/ 107 4/ 95
8 1024 5/ 115 6/ 158 6/ 156 6/ 140

Table 8.6: Number of iterations with respect toγ1 and the level of refinement, the first
number is the number of iterations for the Newton method and the second for the CG

without preconditioner.

refinement γ1

Level N 104 105 107 108

5 128 3/ 29 3/ 36 3/ 44 3/ 48
6 256 3/ 33 4/ 46 4/ 61 4/ 62
7 512 5/ 32 4/ 54 4/ 83 4/ 85
8 1024 5/ 32 6/ 66 6/ 110 6/ 125

Table 8.7: Number of iterations with respect toγ1 and the level of refinement, the first
number is the number of iterations for the Newton method and the second for the

preconditioned CG.

We observe that the semi-smooth Newton method converges forfew iterations, and in
addition, the number of iterations depends very little on the penalty parameterγ1, and
stay even constant forγ1 ≥ 10+5, see Table 8.6 and Table 8.7. But, we can notice the
influence of the penalty parameterγ1 on the number of iterations for the CG methods.
When the preconditioned CG is used we observe a considerablereduction of the number of
iterations for the small parameters while the reduction is quite little for bigger parameters.
On the other hand, the semi-smooth Newton method depends also quite little on the mesh
refinement.

We now investigate the superlinear convergence of the semi-smooth Newton method, the
Table 8.8 below represents the values

qk
λ :=

‖λγ −λ k+1‖
‖λγ −λ k‖ for k = 1,2... (8.10)

at level 8 of refinement.
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Superlinear convergence variablesγ1
q1

λ q2
λ q3

λ q4
λ

105 0.4606 0.4183 0.2126 0.0
107 0.4676 0.4296 0.2178 0.0
108 0.4705 0.4367 0.2258 0.0

Table 8.8: Variables for superlinear convergence ofλγ .

We observe thatqk decreases close to the solutionλγ indicating the local superlinear con-
vergence of the semi-smooth Newton method. The Table 8.8 motivates the application of
a continuation procedure with respect to the refinement level (or nested iteration strategy),
that is one solves the problem at the coarse level, and utilizes the solution as the initializa-
tion for the fine level. As can be seen from Table 8.9 below thisstrategy reduces the number
of iterations and makes the semi-smooth Newton method almost mesh-independent.

refinement γ1

Level N 105 107 108

5 128 2/36 2/44 2/48
6 256 3/46 3/61 3/62
7 512 3/53 3/83 3/85
8 1024 4/66 4/110 4/120

Table 8.9: The first number is number of iterations for the Newton methodand the
second is the number of iterations for preconditioned CG method.

In addition, we observe also a monotone behavior of the semi-smooth Newton method,
that is the size of the active set decreases in every iteration (Ak

C ⊃ Ak+1
C ), see Table 8.10.

refinement size of active set (γ1 = 105,107,108,1010)
Level N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

5 128 17 13 11 11
6 256 33 25 21 19 19
7 512 65 51 43 39 39
8 1024 129 101 87 81 77 75 75

Table 8.10:Size of active set at each iteration of the Newton method.

Furthermore, we notice that the size of the active set does not depend upon the penalty
parameterγ1 as we observe in the case of the contact problem in linear elastostatics.
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8.3.2 Numerical examples for contact with Tresca friction

In contrast to the above subsection, here the tangential stress is too large to be neglected.
Further, we assume it to be known and all other assumptions are still valid in this subsec-
tion.

Example 8.1.For this first example, we consider the given friction

g(x) = 50exp(−20(x1−1.0)2)

and the friction coefficientF = 0.10. Here we first investigate the influence of the parame-
tersγ1,γ2 on the convergence of the solutions. Second, we discuss the performance of our
algorithms with respect toγ1,γ2 and report on the number of iterations of the semi-smooth
Newton method and CG method.

The following figures show the depicted solutions we obtain at the level 7 of refinement.
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Figure 8.5: (a) Deformations, and (b) Stresses for different values ofγ1 andγ2.
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Figure 8.6: Complementarity conditions forγ1 = γ2 = 10+8.
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Results for Example 8.1

We now summarize the results of example 1. In Figure 8.5 (a) there are depicted the
deformations, i.e.un− d for different valuesγ1,γ2. Although the semi-smooth Newton
algorithm stop forγ1 = γ2 = 104 after a few iterations, i.e. 05, we can observe that there
is a small penetration for that case, see Figure 8.5 (a). But for γ1,γ2 ≥ 105 the algorithm
converges and we can observe a quite nice resolution whenγ1,γ2 increase. In addition, for
γ1 = γ2 ≥ 107 no change occurs and the solution is obtained, see Figure 8.5(a) and (b). On
the other hand, forγ1 = γ2 = 108 the complementarity conditions are depicted in Figure
8.6 (a) and (b). The dual variableµγ (solid), the corresponding bounds±Fg (dotted) and
the tangential displacement (multiplied by 102, dashed) are presented in Figure 8.6 (a),
while the normal complementarity conditions are given in Figure 8.6 (b) with the variable
λγ (solid), rigid foundation, i.e.−d (multiplied by 102, dotted) and the negative normal
displacement, i.e.−un (multiplied by 102, dashed). One can observe from the graphs in
Figure 8.6, (a) and (b) that the complementarity conditionshold. Remember that the active
sets(AF+,AF−) for friction correspond to parts of the boundary where thereis sliding in
the tangential direction while the inactive setIF corresponds to sticking regions, that are
sets where(uγ)t

∼= 0.
Let us now comment about the performance of our algorithm when the preconditioned CG
and CG without preconditioner are used. The following tables show the number of itera-
tions needed to reach the solutions, at level 6 and level 7 of refinement, and for different
values of parametersγ1,γ2.

γ1γ2
104 105 107 108 1010

104 5/ 68 5 / 85 5/ 81 5/ 72 5/ 57
105 4/ 84 4/ 80 4/ 90 4/ 81 4/61
107 4/ 101 4/ 110 4/ 74 4/ 87 4/70
108 4/ 107 4/ 116 4/ 100 4/ 66 4/ 70
1010 4/ 116 4/ 127 4/ 113 4/ 95 4/ 51

Table 8.11:The first number represents the number of iterations for the Newton method,
the second for the CG method with respect toγ1 andγ2 at level 6.
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γ1γ2
104 105 107 108 1010

104 5/ 90 5/120 5/117 5/104 5/80
105 5/114 5/114 5/137 5/122 5/97
107 5/138 5/170 5/108 5/133 5/105
108 5/144 5/182 5/152 5/97 5/107
1010 5/154 5/195 5/170 5/146 5/73

Table 8.12:The first number represents the number of iterations for the Newton method,
the second for the CG method with respect toγ1 andγ2 at level 7.

When the preconditioned CG method is used we obtain the following results:

γ1γ2
104 105 107 108 1010

104 5/ 34 5 / 47 5/ 68 5/ 72 5/ 66
105 4/ 58 4/ 50 4/ 75 4/ 80 4/70
107 4/ 58 4/ 74 4/ 66 4/ 78 4/81
108 4/ 68 4/ 86 4/ 84 4/ 68 4/ 81
1010 4/ 83 4/ 109 4/ 118 4/ 114 4/ 63

Table 8.13:The first number represents the number of iterations for the Newton method,
the second for the preconditioned CG method with respect toγ1 andγ2 at level 6.

γ1γ2
104 105 107 108 1010

104 5/ 34 5/57 5/95 5/102 5/90
105 5/69 5/56 5/107 5/115 5/106
107 5/69 5/96 5/88 5/119 5/134
108 5/80 5/119 5/114 5/90 5/130
1010 5/104 5/159 5/188 5/172 5/89

Table 8.14:The first number represents the number of iterations for the Newton method,
the second for the preconditioned CG method with respect toγ1 andγ2 at level 7.

One can observe from Tables 8.11-8.14 that the number of iterations for the semi-smooth
Newton approach does not depend on the parametersγ1 andγ2. Nevertheless, this has a
little dependency on the mesh grid. For the CG methods we observe that the number of
iterations is less whenγ1 = γ2, further, the number of iterations for the preconditioned CG
are reduced whenγ1,γ2 ≤ 108.
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Remark 8.1. To obtain convergence of the algorithm independently of theinitialization,
we notice that we have to choose the parameterσ (parameter for the friction active sets)
large enough, that isσ = 1 (which we use for our computation). By settingσ = 1

γ2
as sug-

gested by the interpretation of the algorithm as infinite-dimensional semi-smooth Newton
approach, we encounter some difficulties related to the convergence of the algorithm. For
example, on a coarse level our algorithm converges but failsat a fine level. To overcome
this problem one may initialize the algorithm as suggested in [71,98]. Therefore, by using
σ = 1, the method converges for all initializations and furthermore, we observe locally
fast convergence.

In addition, as in the case of pure contact without friction,we also observe a monotone
decreasing for the active sets of contact condition (Ak

C ⊃Ak+1
C ) during the iteration process,

see Table 8.15 below. But, we do not observe the same behaviorfor the active sets of
friction condition. Therefore, this example is said to be strongly contact dominant [98].

refinement size of active setAC (γ1 = γ2 = 105,107,108,1010)
Level N 0 1 2 3 4 5

6 256 33 25 21 19 19
7 512 65 51 43 39 37 37

Table 8.15:Size of active set at each iteration of the Newton method.

We now turn to the investigation of the local superlinear convergence of the algorithm, the
following table represents the values of

qk
λ :=

(
(S(uγ −uk+1),uγ −uk+1)

(S(uγ −uk),uγ −uk)

)1/2

+
‖λγ −λ k+1‖ΓC

‖λγ −λ k‖ΓC

+
‖µγ −µk+1‖ΓC

‖µγ −µk‖ΓC

(8.11)

for k = 1,2....

Superlinear convergence variables (level 7)γ1 = γ2
q1

λ q2
λ q3

λ
107 2.3681 0.88112 0.0
108 2.3681 0.88154 0.0
1010 2.3682 0.88102 0.0

Table 8.16:Variables for superlinear convergence for different parametersγ1 = γ2.
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We also observe a decreasing ofqk close to the solution (uγ ,λγ ,µγ ) indicating the local
superlinear convergence of the algorithm. Therefore, thissuggests to utilize the nested
iteration strategy, that is the continuation procedure with respect to the refinement level
where one solves the problem at the coarse level, and uses thesolutions as the initialization
for the fine level. As one can notice in the Table 8.17, this process reduces the number of
iterations. In addition, this makes the algorithm almost mesh independent.

refinement γ1 = γ2

Level N 105 107 108 1010

5 128 3 3 3 3
6 256 3 3 3 3
7 512 4 4 4 4

Table 8.17:Number of iterations for the nested process.

Example 8.2.The aim of this example is to investigate the influence of the given friction
on the deformation, the stress and on the performance of the algorithm, that is the number
of iterations. To this end, we keep all the boundary conditions, the friction coefficient
F = 0.10 and the initialization the same as for the example 1. But, we set the given
friction g(x) = 50.

The following Figure 8.7 represents the results we obtainedat the level 7 of refinement and
after 6 iterations.
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Figure 8.7: Complementarity conditions forγ1 = γ2 = 10+8.
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Results for Example 8.2

For this example we observe the same behavior as in the previous case, however, we notice
that for various regularization parameters the algorithm converges for few iterations. But,
some more iterations are needed than in example 1, for example the semi-smooth Newton
method converges after 05 and 06 iterations at level 6 and 7 ofrefinement respectively.
We observe that the dual variableµγ and the tangential displacement really depend on the
given frictiong, this can be seen by comparing Figure 8.6 (a) and Figure 8.7 (a). In the last
figure we can see that the size of the inactive set of friction is larger compared to the first
one.

8.3.3 Numerical examples for contact problem with Coulomb friction

Example 8.3.Here we use the same data and initialization as in the exampleabove and
set

g0(x) = 50exp(−20(x1−1.0)2).

Further, we report on the performance of algorithm (RCF-FP)and the influence of the
friction coefficient on the solutions variables. To this end, we then examine the convergence
of the algorithm forF = 0.1,0.5,1.0. The outer iteration (i.e., the fixed point iteration) is
terminated if the following tolerance is reached

Tol :=
‖gm−gm−1‖ΓC

‖gm‖ΓC

≤ ǫ, (8.12)

whereǫ := 10−7.

The solution variables are obtained after few outer iterations and are shown in Figures 8.8,
8.9 and 8.10 forγ1 = γ2 = 107 respectively.
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Figure 8.8: Complementarity conditions forγ1 = γ2 = 10+7 andF = 0.1.
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Figure 8.9: Complementarity conditions forγ1 = γ2 = 10+7 andF = 0.5.
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Figure 8.10: Complementarity conditions forγ1 = γ2 = 10+7 andF = 1.0.

Results for Example 8.3

In Figures 8.8, 8.9, 8.10 (a) we have the dual variableµγ (solid), the boundsFλγ (dotted)
and the tangential displacementut (multiplied by 102, dashed), while in Figures 8.8, 8.9,
8.10 (b) the normal stressλγ (solid), the normal displacement−un (multiplied by 102,
dashed) and the rigid foundation−d (multiplied by 102, dotted). The first observation
we can notice out of these figures is that the complementarityconditions expected from
theory hold. Second, we notice that the dual variableµγ depends on the boundsFλγ , that
is the friction coefficient as in the case of the Tresca problem. Further, we observe that the
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sticking zone or the friction inactive zone increases with the friction coefficient which is
expected from physics.

Let us now comment about the performance of the fixed point algorithm, we notice that the
algorithm converges quite fast (few iterations) for small friction coefficient but the number
of iterations increases as the friction coefficient becomesbigger, see the table below.

refinement Coef of frictionF , γ1 = γ2 = 107,108

Level N 0.1 0.5 0.7 1.0

6 256 5 8 9 11
7 512 5 9 9 11

Table 8.18:Number of fixed point iterations for different coefficient offriction.

8.4 Numerical examples for quasistatic contact problems with
Coulomb friction

We consider the domainΩ := BR(c) to be a two-dimensional disc of radiusR= 0.4 and
centered atc= (0.4,0.4), see Figure 8.2. In this section, to avoid the rigid motion tooccur,
the semi-smooth Newton algorithm will be initialized with asolution of a contact problem
where we have assumed a symmetric part of the contact boundary ΓC to be inactive, i.e. in
IF . In addition, we assume the Young modulusE = 5000, the Poisson ratioν = 0.4 and
the coefficient of frictionF = 0.5. We set the volume forcef = 0.0, assume the body to

be fixed in the horizontal direction, i.e.u1 = 0.0 onΓD and set̂λ = µ̂ = 0.0.

Example 8.4. For the first example we consider the Neumann data to be constant, i.e.
g⊤

N
= (0.0,−50.0) in addition, we use a uniform time stepδ t = 0.1. The problem is solved

on a uniform grid with 512 nodes, the solutions are obtained after few iterations. In
Figures 8.11,8.12 and Figures 8.13, 8.14 the tangential andnormal complementarity con-
ditions are depicted respectively for four time steps and for γ1 = γ2 = 10+7.
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Figure 8.11: Tangential complementarity conditions first and second time step.
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Figure 8.12: Tangential complementarity conditions thirdand fourth time step.

In Figures 8.11-8.12 the tangential stresseµγ is given in solid line, the dashed represents
the slip velocityut −wt which is multiplied by 104 in the first time step and by 106 in other
time steps, while the dotted represents the bound, i.e.Fλγ .
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Figure 8.13: Normal complementarity conditions first and second time step.
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Figure 8.14: Normal complementarity conditions third and fourth time step.

In Figures 8.13-8.14 the normal stresseλγ is given solid line, the dashed represents the
normal displacement−un which is multiplied by 104, while the dotted represents the gap,
i.e.−d.
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Example 8.5.For the second example we consider the same assumptions as inExample
8.4, but we assume the Neumann data to be time dependent g⊤

N
= (0.0,−100.0t −50.0)

again the solutions are depicted in the Figures 8.15-8.18 for four time steps.
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Figure 8.15: Tangential complementarity conditions first and second time step.
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Figure 8.16: Tangential complementarity conditions thirdand fourth time step.

Again the tangential stresseµγ is given in solid line, the dashed represents the slip velocity
ut −wt which is multiplied by 104, while the dotted represents the bound, i.e.Fλγ . We
can also notice that, this value increases from one time stepto another which is due to the
increasing of the magnitude of the Neumann datumg

N
at each time step.
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Figure 8.17: Normal complementarity conditions first and second time step.
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Figure 8.18: Normal complementarity conditions third and fourth time step.

From Figures 8.17-8.18, due to the increasing of the magnitude of the Neumann datum
g

N
, we observe that the normal stressλγ increases from one time step to another one. Note

that the complementarity conditions hold at each time step.Further, we observe that our
algorithm is faster from one time step to another, that is thenumber of iterations for the
fixed point approach reduces from one time step to the next onewhich is the advantage of
the semi-smooth Newton method.
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uniform time step
1 2 3 4 5

Iterations 7 4 4 4 3

Table 8.19:Number of iterations for the fixed point for uniform time step.

Instead of the uniform time step if we consider a non-uniformtime step so that this reduces
from one time step to the next this number of iterations reduces then considerably. For
example for the time discretization defined bytn+1 := tn+(1

2)nδ t, wheren represents the
number of step we obtain

uniform time step
1 2 3 4 5

Iterations 7 4 2 2 1

Table 8.20:Number of iterations for the fixed point for non-uniform timestep.

Further, for 50 time steps we compute the tangential stresses, the slip velocity, the
normal stresses and the normal displacement in the lowest point of the disc for
g⊤

N
= (0.0,−100.0t−50.0). The results are depicted in the figures below:
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Figure 8.19: Tangential stress (a) and the slip velocity (b)for uniform time step.
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Figure 8.20: Tangential stress (a) and the slip velocity (b)for non-uniform time step.

The tangential stress and slip velocity at the lowest point of the disc compute by using the
uniform time discretization Figure 8.19 are very noisy. But, Figure 8.20 shows that the
tangential stress and slip velocity at the lowest point of the disc are more regular than the
first one.
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Figure 8.21: Normal stress (a) and the normal displacement (b) for uniform time step.
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Figure 8.22: Normal stress (a) and the normal displacement (b) for non-uniform time step.

Figures 8.21, 8.22 show that the normal stress and the normaldisplacement in the lowest
point of the disc are more regular with respect to time.

Note that in this section for the solution of the linear subproblems at Step (4) of the semi-
smooth Newton method, a preconditioned conjugate gradientmethod were used. As a
preconditioner for the Steklov-Poincaré operator we employ the discretizationV of the
single layer operator as in equation (7.5). In order to realize the multiplication of the
coefficient matrixS̃h with a vector, a linear equation like (7.6) must be solved. This is
realized by using the discrete Fourier matrix

(
Q 0
0 Q

)

as a preconditioner for the matrixVh of the discrete single layer operator or by using
directly the inverse of the matrixVh, see section 7.5.



9 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we review the main contributions of this work. Our goal in this thesis was
to develop and analyze efficient and reliable numerical methods for the solution of contact
problems in linear elasticity of Yukawa type and quasistatic contact problems.

After an introductory chapter (chapter 2) on various results necessary for the analysis and
the simulation of the problem, we focus in chapter 3 on the foundation of the mechanics
of continua including the derivation of the state equationsof linear elasticity under the as-
sumption of infinitesimal deformations. Further, general nonlinear contact conditions and
the Coulomb friction law for an elastic body coming into contact with a rigid foundation
were given.

In chapter 4 and chapter 5 the scalar Yukawa problem and the static elasticity problem
of Yukawa type are considered respectively. Further, we give the boundary integral for-
mulations of both problems and derive eigenfunctions of some operators related to the
problems.

In chapter 6 which is the backbone of this thesis, the application of the new combined
boundary integral methods and the semi-smooth Newton methods to the contact prob-
lems in linear elasticity of Yukawa type with Coulomb friction have been analyzed. The
approach taken here consists to approximate the problem by asequence of auxiliary prob-
lems, the so-called Tresca problems. Note that each Tresca problem is equivalent to a non-
differentiable minimization problem (primal problem). But, by using the Fenchel duality
theorem [31] the non-differentiable minimization problemis transformed into an inequal-
ity constrained maximization of a smooth functional (dual problem). Instead of using only
the first order necessary conditions of the optimization problem, which are usually the
starting points of the analysis, we consider as well the extremality conditions which char-
acterize the solutions of primal and dual problems for our investigation. Another important
aspect of this work is the introduction of non-linear max- and min- operators which enable
us to write the complementarity conditions as non-linear operator equations. But, due to
the lack of regularity of function spaces the regularization of the dual and primal problems
motivated by the augmented Lagrangian turns out to be suitable for the application of the
generalized Newton method. We then show that the solutions of the regularized problems
converge to the solutions of the original problems as the parameters of the regularization
tend to infinity. Instead of the original problems we then consider a sequence of regular-
ized problems for the analysis of our algorithm. Additionally, we prove the existence of a
fixed point for the sequence of regularized problems, that isthe existence of a solution for
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the regularized Coulomb friction problem. The uniqueness is shown provided the friction
coefficient is sufficiently small.

In chapter 7 we extend the theories we developed in chapter 6 for the resolution of a
quasistatic contact problem with Coulomb friction.

In chapter 8 some comprehensive numerical examples are carried out for our algorithms.
The combined semi-smooth Newton approach and the boundary element methods turns
out to be suitable for the contact with and without friction in 2D. This yields a remarkable
efficiency and reliability, the algorithms always detect the solution after few iterations
(usually 3-6). In addition, we investigated in our numerical tests the dependence of our
algorithms on the regularization parameters and the mesh. Furthermore, when the nested
iteration principles is used we can also confirm the superlinear convergence of the semi-
smooth Newton algorithm.

In the future the algorithm will be extended into two different directions: on the one hand
to time dependent problems with wear calculation, and on theother hand to more realistic
three-dimensional problems.



A APPENDIX

A.1 Computation of Newton potential

In this section we present the detailed procedure for the evaluation of the vector related to
the Newton potentialN0 f

N0 f [i] =
∫

Γ

φ (0)
i (x)

∫

Ω

f (y)U∗(x,y)dydsx for i = 1, ...,N,

assuming the B-spline of order zeroφ (0)
i for basis functions.

First, we interchange the order of integration as follows

N0 f [i] =
∫

Ω

f (y)
∫

τi

U∗(x,y)dsxdy for i = 1, ...,N. (A.1)

Here, we consider the particular case of a two-dimensional circular domainΩ = BR(c) of
radiusR and centered at the pointc.

r1

r2

r3
A1

A2

A3

A4R

H
G

Figure A.1: Volume and boundary meshes.
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Note that an efficient evaluation of (A.1) requires a suitable discretization of the domainΩ
and the boundaryΓ := ∂Ω. To this end, we start by dividing the domain into rings. This
is done in such a way that the thickness of the ring near the boundary is equal to the mesh
size at the boundary, that isr1 = H. Further, the thickness of the inner ring is reduced at
the rateq < 1 when we are leaving from the boundary to an inner point, i.e.r j+1 = qr j for
j = 1, ...,(Mr−1), whereMr is the number of ring. Next, a uniform mesh is constructed on
each ring in such a way that elements on the ring near the boundary match with boundary
elements, see Figure A.1.

The next step consists to find the values ofq andMr for a given value of a boundary mesh
sizeH = 2πR

N , whereN is the number of elements on the boundary as well as in each ring.
Note that

R :=
Mr

∑
j=1

r j =
(Mr−1)

∑
j=0

q jH = H
1−qMr

1−q
for q 6= 1,

which yields the following equation

qMr − N
2π

q+
N−2π

2π
= 0 with q 6= 1. (A.2)

The equation (A.2) can be solved by performing the Newton Raphson method for givenN
andMr , the results are given in Table A.1 below.

Level of refinement N minimum value ofMr q
0 04 impossible impossible
1 08 02 0.27324
2 16 03 0.840328
3 32 06 0.934003
4 64 11 0.9845
5 128 21 0.996951
6 256 41 0.999686
7 512 82 0.999845
8 1024 163 0.999998
9 2048 326 0.999999
10 4096 653 0.999995

Table A.1: Values ofq for given values ofN andMr .

Remark that in the table above the values ofMr are the minimum values for which the
equation (A.2) is solvable. In addition, for any value ofMr greater than its minimum value
the equation (A.2) is still solvable.
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Having all the necessary data we can proceed to the evaluation of (A.1). Then we have, for
i = 1, ...,N,

N0 f [i] =
∫

Ω

f (y)
∫

τi

U∗(x,y)dsxdy=
Mr

∑
j=1

N

∑
k=1

∫

Tjk

f (y)
∫

τi

U∗(x,y)dsxdy, (A.3)

whereTjk is an isoparametric quadrangle, or isoparametric trianglewhen we are on the last
inner ring, see Figure A.1. Next,f is approximated on each ring by a piece-wise constant
functions, we obtain therefore

Ñ0 f [i] =
Mr

∑
j=1

N

∑
k=1

|Tjk| f (y jk)
∫

τi

U∗(x,y jk)dsx for i = 1, ...,N, (A.4)

wherey jk and|Tjk| represent the center of mass and the volume of elementTjk respectively.
Note that, (A.4) can be written in a matrix form as follows,

Ñ0 f :=
Mr

∑
j=1

A j f
j
, (A.5)

where for j = 1, ...,Mr, matricesA j and vectorsf
j
are given by

f
j
[k] := |Tjk| f (y jk) for k = 1, ...,N (A.6)

and
A j [i,k] :=

∫

τi

U∗(x,y jk)dsx for i,k = 1, ...,N, (A.7)

respectively. On the other, we have

A j [i +1,k+1] :=
∫

τi+1

U∗(x,y jk+1)dsx. (A.8)

We remark that the boundary elementτi+1 and the center of massy jk+1 are the images
of the boundary elementτi and the center of massy jk respectively by the affine rotation
Rot(c) with the center atc the center of the disc and the associated matrix given by

−→
Rot(c) =

(
cos2β −sin2β
sin2β cos2β

)
, (A.9)

whereβ = π
N , andN the number of boundary element as well as in each ring. Since

the fundamental solutionU∗ is invariant with respect to rotations, we then obtain for
j = 1, ...,Mr

A j [i +1,k+1] :=
∫

τi+1

U∗(x,y jk+1)dsx =
∫

τi

U∗(x,y jk)dsx = A j [i,k] (A.10)
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for i,k = 1, ...,N. This implies that the matricesA j are all circulant [23].

Note that since the matricesA j are circulant [23,92–94], we do not need to compute all the
entries. The first row (or first column) is enough to determinethe matrix. Further, we have
to show how to compute the center of mass of each element whichis essential to perform
the computation of the matrixA j and the vectorf

j
. To this end, we consider for a simple

illustration a circular sector centered atc, with central angle 2β (in radians), and radiusr
and having only two elements, see Figure A.2.

r ′

r

2βc

T

A1

A2

A3

A4

G1
G2

G

Figure A.2: The center of mass.

The coordinates of the center of massG of the circular sector(cA1A2) are given by

−→
cG=

r
3β

(
sin2β

(1−cos2β )

)
. (A.11)

In a similar way the coordinates of the center of massG1 of the element(cA4A3) are given
by

−−→
cG1 =

r ′

3β

(
sin2β

(1−cos2β )

)
. (A.12)

By utilizing the relation

m1
−−→
GG1 +m2

−−→
GG2 =

−→
O ,

where m1 and m2 represent the masses of the element(cA4A3) and of the element
(A4A1A2A3) respectively. By using the fact that the circular sector is homogeneous we
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obtain then the coordinates of the center of massG2 of element(A1A2A3A4)

−−→
cG2 =

r2+ rr ′ +(r ′)2

3β (r + r ′)

(
sin2β

(1−cos2β )

)
. (A.13)

We also remark that to compute the entries of the vectorf
j

and the entries of the matrix
A j , we need only to compute the center of masses of elements in the first circular sector of
the domain, the others are computed by applying the affine rotationRotk(c) with centerc
and the associated matrix given by

−→
Rotk(c) =

(
cos2kβ −sin2kβ
sin2kβ cos2kβ

)
for k = 0, ...,(N−1), (A.14)

wherek+1 is the position of element in the ring.

Note that since the matricesA j for j = 1, ...,Mr are circulant the vector̃N0 f in (A.5) can
be written as the circular convolution as follows

Ñ0 f :=
Mr

∑
j=1

A j f
j
=

Mr

∑
j=1

C j ∗ f
j
, (A.15)

whereC j is the first column of matrixA j . By applying the discrete Fourier transformF on
(A.15) and by using its linearity this is transformed into component-wise multiplication as
follows

F(Ñ0 f ) =
Mr

∑
j=1

F(C j)F( f
j
). (A.16)

Further, if we apply the inverse discrete Fourier transformon (A.16) and use again the
linearity we then obtain

Ñ0 f =
Mr

∑
j=1

F−1(F(C j)F( f
j
)). (A.17)
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